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The goal of this thesis is the identification and synthesis of high-luminance,
primary color alternating-current thin-film electroluminescent (ACTFEL) devices.
Special attention is paid to the synthesis of primary color green ACTFEL devices because of the lack of an adequate primary green ACTFEL phosphor and the dominance

of green wavelengths in the response of the human eye. The suffide materials family
is the focus of this investigation of ACTFEL phosphor hosts due to its importance in
the field of electroluminescence, although oxide and selenide phosphor hosts are also

considered. Particular attention is paid to the coactivation of the SrS:Cu ACTFEL
phosphor because of the ability to control the emission spectrum with coactivators.
Green ACTFEL devices exhibiting a high-luminance, high-efficiency, saturated green

color are demonstrated via the coactivation of SrS:Cu with alkali metals. In addition,

Zn2GeO4:Mn is demonstrated as a potentially bright and stable ACTFEL phosphor.

Finally, the "phosphor sandwich" technique of ACTFEL fabrication is presented as
a means of depositing highly-stable, high-luminance ACTFEL phosphors.

The fabrication techniques presented in this thesis are subsequently employed
to deposit custom ACTFEL devices for characterization studies aimed at determining

fundamental physical properties of ACTFEL phosphors. A method for establishing

the relative hot electron distributions inside operating ACTFEL phosphor hosts is
presented. In addition, the fabrication of SrS:Cu ACTFEL devices for characteriza-
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FABRICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF ACTFEL DEVICES

1. INTRODUCTION
For many years, the cathode-ray tube (CRT) has dominated the information
display marketplace. The reason for this dominance is that the CRT is a relatively
mature technology compared to other display technologies. The advantages that CRT

displays offer are excellent chromaticity, contrast, and resolution at an affordable
price. The main drawbacks of CRT displays are their fragile nature, large size, and

high power consumption. These drawbacks have little relevance when a display is

intended for use as a home television set or a home computer monitor. However,
during the past decade, there has been an intense drive towards portability for many

display-utilizing products, necessitating displays that are physically smaller, more
rugged and less power-hungry than the veneiable CRT.

The drive for portability has fueled a large amount of research into alternative

display technologies during the past fifteen to twenty years. Most of the research
involving non-CRT display technologies is focused upon developing a thin display,

known as a fiat-panel display (FPD), that has the quality of a CRT display, but
is rugged and much less power hungry than a CRT display of comparable viewing
area. The clear front-runner in this effort is the liquid-crystal display (LCD) which
is found in virtually every laptop computer manufactured today. [1] Other less wellknown display technologies showing promise are the plasma display panel (PDP), the

field-emission display (FED), and the thin-film electroluminescent (TFEL) display.
All of the fiat-panel display technologies require significant amounts of research and
development to match the quality and affordability of the CRT, but LCDs are years, if
not decades ahead of competing FPD technologies in terms of technological maturity.
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It is naive to think that the LCD could be rivaled by any other FPD technology
in the very near future; however, the plasma display, the FED, and the TFEL display
are all currently commercially produced and are competitive in certain niche markets.
The PDP seems ideally suited for use as a large area display (>20" diagonal), a display

size far too large to be rivaled by LCDs with the current state of LCD technology.

The FED is the least mature of all of the technologies mentioned, but is presently
attracting great interest due to the potential for very high brightness FPDs. [2] The
TFEL display seems well suited for production of small displays (<4" diagonal) and

displays requiring operation in harsh environments. If all of the FPD technologies
continue the maturation process, the day may arrive when each display technology
owns a portion of the display market in which it excels.
The subject of this thesis is alternating-current TFEL (ACTFEL) displays, and

specifically the materials that comprise the ACTFEL display. Since the dominlLnt
flat-panel display technology is the LCD, an alternative flat-panel display technology must gauge itself in terms of the LCD. The advantages of ACTFEL displays in

comparison with LCDs are the ability to pattern much smaller pixels, performance
over a wider temperature range, full-viewing angle, and readability with much greater

intensity background light. The disadvantages of ACTFEL displays in comparison
with LCDs are larger power consumption, lack of adequate chromaticity of the three
primary colors, and much larger driving voltages. Of the three main disadvantages of

ACTFEL displays in comparison with LCDs, the most serious and most researched

has been the lack of adequate chromaticity. Historically, the main roadblock in the

path to manufacturing an adequate full-color ACTFEL display has been the lack
of a sufficiently bright blue phosphor. However, recent blue phosphor developments

should lead to much improved full-color ACTFEL displays in the very near future.
Although strides have been made in improving the blue component of an ACTFEL
display, there is still room for improvement in all three of the primary colors of ACT-

FEL displays in terms of both brightness and efficiency. Therefore, the goal of this
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thesis is to deposit and test materials suitable for ACTFEL displays in an effort to im-

prove the overall performance of the primary phosphor colors in terms of brightness,
efficiency, and stability. Especially important in the near future is the development of

a green phosphor with enough brightness to maintain the correct ratio of brightness
between the red, green and blue phosphors. For this reason, the development of green

ACTFEL phosphors is the main emphasis of this thesis, although phosphors of other
colors have not been entirely ignored.

The structure of this thesis is as follows. Chapter two provides a review of currently available literature and experimental techniques relevant to this thesis. Chapter
three investigates ACTFEL materials and the techniques and processes employed for

their deposition. Chapter four presents the results obtained from fabrication of ACTFEL devices of various phosphor hosts. Chapterfive investigates the characterization
of ACTFEL devices fabricated in-house in an effort to gain insight into the operation

of these devices. Finally, Chapter 6 presents conclusions and recommendations for
future work.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter presents a review of currently available literature pertaining to
ACTFEL materials, devices, and testing. The chapter begins by examining the struc-

ture and operational physics of an ACTFEL device. Then, materials and materials
issues in ACTFEL fabrication are considered. Finally, characterization and testing
of ACTFEL materials and devices is examined.

2.1

ACTFEL Device Structures

An ACTFEL device consists of several constituentS thin-film layers that are all

important in terms of device operation Afl ACTFEL devices consist of a phosphor

layer, at least one insulating layer, an opaque conductor, a transparent conductor,

and a substrate. However, there are three different general structures comprising
the aforementioned layers commonly employed when fabricating ACTFEL devices
for testing purposes.

The first structure, the "standard" structure, consists of a phosphor layer en-

capsulated by two insulating layers, with contact to the top insulator made by an

opaque conductor and to the bottom insulator by a transparent conductor. The
standard structure for ACTFEL device fabrication is deposited onto a transparent
substrate and light reaches the viewer through the substrate, as shown in Fig. 2.1
(a). The second structure, the "inverted" structure, also consists of a phosphor layer

encapsulated by two insulating layers, but contact is made to the top insulator by

a transparent electrode and to the bottom insulator by an opaque electrode. The
inverted structure for ACTFEL device fabrication can be deposited onto either a

transparent substrate or an

opaque

substrate, because the light reaches the viewer

through the transparent top electrode, as shown in Fig. 2.1 (b).

The standard and inverted ACTFEL device structures are both used in commercial processes, and the choice of which structure to use is often dictated by pro-

Light

Insulator

Phosphor

Insulator

Transparent Electrode

Transparent Substrate

Light

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.1: (a) The standard ACTFEL device structure. (b) The inverted ACTFEL
device structure.
cess requirements, process limitations or intended device applications. The standard

structure is the preferred structure for test devices and monochrome passive-matrix
displays because it requires a less complex process than the inverted structure. The
most important advantage of the standard structure is that it exhibits so-called selfhealing breakdown when a suitable top electrode is deposited. [3] The self-healing
breakdown property prevents small pinholes and defects from causing catastrophic device failure by effectively open-circuiting microscopic defective areas of the ACTFEL

device. Another advantage of the standard structure is inherent durability because
the active device layers are shielded from the viewer by the glass substrate. However, the inverted structure possesses several distinct advantages over the standard
structure, and is therefore preferred for certain applications. When high temperature
process steps are necessary, the standard structure is unusable because the glass sub-

strates necessary for this structure begin melting around 600° C. Unlike the standard

structure, there is the option of depositing on opaque substrates when the inverted
structure is employed, allowing the use of high-temperature tolerant ceramic or silicon

substrates. Another case where the inverted structure is preferred over the standard

structure is when color filtering is required. When adding filter layers to a device
it is advantageous to deposit these layers on top of a finished device because simple
organic color filters that are sensitive to further process steps can be used. [4] How-

ever, when the standard structure is employed, it is necessary to deposit the color
filter layers first because light is viewed through the substrate. The main disadvan-

tage of the inverted structure is that Self-healing breakdown characteristics are not
achievable with transparent top-electrodes. This necessitates extremely low defect
density ACTFEL devices for stable and reliable inverted structure ACTFEL device
operation. This requirement greatly increases the processing complexity, and hence
cost, because special processing techniques are required.
The third ACTFEL device structure that is sometimes used for testing purposes

is the"one-insulator" structure. The one-insulator structure is essentially either the
standard structure or the inverted structure minus either of the insulator layers. This
structure is used in ACTFEL testing because the elimination of an insulator deposition process step allows devices to reach the testing phase more rapidly. For certain

applications, a one-insulator structure is used with the phosphor layer deposited directly on a thick insulating ceramic sheet that serves the dual purpose of the substrate

and an insulator layer. [5] A cross-section of a device of this type is shown in Fig.
2.2. [6] Although the one-insulator structure has advantages in terms of ease of device
fabrication, it is not used in commercial products because it exhibits lower luminance,

affords less protection for the phosphor layer, and is not compatible with long-term
device reliability.
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Light Emission

Transparent electrode
(ZnO:Al)

Phosphor layer
Ceramic insulating substrate

(BaTiO )
Back electrode
(Al)
Figure 2.2: Cross-sectional structure of an ACTFEL device deposited on an insulating
BaTiO3 sheet.

2.2 ACTFEL operation
Since the advent of ACTFEL devices in the mid-1970's [7], researchers have
spent a considerable amount of time trying to fully understand their operation. As a
result of this research, most of the basic operation of ACTFEL devices is believed to

be understood. However, in the modeling of any electronic device, there are several

higher-order effects that may be very important in certain situations, and relatively

unimportant

in

others. This section ei-mines the basic or zero-order operation of a

two-insulator ACTFEL device and then introduces some of the higher-order complications to this zero-order model.

When an ACTFEL device is driven at AC voltages with amplitude below the

threshold voltage of the device, the electrical characteristics are akin to a simple
capacitor. The insulating layers and the wide-bandgap semiconductor phosphor layer

all have equivalent capacitances computed from the formula for the capacitance of
parallel plates,

= 4rO
'kzyer

.

(2.1)

Since an ACTFEL device consists of simple layers deposited one atop another, the

device looks like a capacitor with a capacitance equal to the capacitances of the
individual insulator and phosphor layers in series,
CpCi,topCi,bouom

+

+

(2.2)

Generally, the insulator layers are lumped together and treated as a single capacitance
where
Cj,t0'Cj,0ttom

Ci

+ Ci,bottom

which leads to the total capacitance being expressed as

t Ci+Cp.

C-

(2.4)

An important parameter in the operation of an ACTFEL device is the field in the
phosphor layer. When a device is driven below the threshold voltage, the phosphor
field is given by
Vappjjej
C
fPc_'irsp
ri

(.5)

(p

where 4 is the thickness of the phosphor layer. Then, when the amplitude Of the AC

driving voltage reaches the threshold voltage of the ACTFEL device, charge begins to
flow through the phosphor, and this purely capacitive behavior is no longer witnessed.

Assuming that an ACTFEL device is being driven by an AC voltage with am-

plitude greater than its threshold voltage, the zero-order model of device operation
proceeds in the following manner. [8, 9, 10] When the magnitude of the applied
voltage is below the turn-on voltage of the ACTFEL device, it behaves as a simple

capacitor, as described above. Then, when the magnitude of the applied voltage
waveform reaches the turn-on 'voltage of the ACTFEL device, electrons are tunnel
emitted from the phosphor-insulator interface on the cathodic side of the device, labeled as process 1 in the energy-band diagram representation shown in Fig. 2.3. [11]
The high electric field present in the phosphor layer of the ACTFEL device causes the

emitted electrons to drift across the phosphor layer (process 2 in Fig. 2.3). On their

Figure 2.3: Zero-order model of ACTFEL operation.

way across the phosphor layer, electrons may collide with luminescent impurities that

absorb some of the energy of impact aild are subsequently promoted to an excited
state (process 3 in Fig. 2.3). When the luminescent impurities relax to their ground
states they may release the additional energy either through the emission of a photon

of wavelength particular to the nature of the luminescent impurity (process 4 in Fig.
2.3), or via phonon emission. Obviously, for the sake of optical device efficiency, a

large percentage of excited state to ground state transitions that release photons is

preferred. The electrons that have slowed from the kinetic energy loss due to the
collision quickly gain kinetic energy from the field and may excite additional luminescent impurities as they continue to traverSe the remainder of the phosphor layer.

Then, as the electrons reach the opposite, or anodic, phosphor-insulator interface,

they are captured by one of the many electron traps present due to the disorder of
the phosphor-insulator heterojuncticn (process

in Fig. 2.3). Finally, some of the

photons released by the luminescent impurities outcouple from the device to reach
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the viewer (process 6 in Fig. 2.3). Next, when the AC waveform changes sign, this
process repeats in the opposite direction; However, much of the charge that has accumulated at the phosphor-insulator interface persists through interpulse intervals of
low duty-cycle waveforms, thereby altering the turn-on voltage of the following pulse

of opposite polarity. This is the reason it is necessary to differentiate between the
threshold and turn-on voltage of an ACTFEL device.
This simple model of ACTFEL device operation serves to aid in understanding

many of the basics of device 'operation. However, there are several complications

to this simple model that occur in real devices which often complicate ACTFEL
device analysis. Probably the most important and well-researched deviation from the
zero-order ACTFEL device model is phosphor space charge. An operating ACTFEL

phosphor is an environment especially prone to the creation of bulk space charge
because of the high fields involved in device operation and the large number of defects

present. [12, 13, 14] Phosphor space charge has been attributed to three main causes
in the literature: field emission from bulk traps [13, 15, 16], impact ionization of deep-

level traps [16, 17, 18, 19, 20], and band-to-band impact ionization with subsequent

hole trapping. [15, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25] Phosphor space charge has generally been
assumed to be positive because all of the 11-VT wide bandgap semiconductors that

are 'generally used as ACTFEL phosphors are intrinsically n-type materials.

[13]

Additionally, most of the luminescent impurities that are added are donor impurities.

However, there has always been speculation that negative space charge may arise in
certain circumstances [26], although no one has presented conclusive evidence to this

end. The presence of space charge in the phosphor layer leads to a non-constant
phosphor field profile, as shown in the energy-band diagram of Fig. 2.4. The major
complication of this non-constant field profile is that it accentuates the field in certain

regions of the phosphor while suppressing it in others. This in turn leads to a nonuniform distribution of space charge throughout the phosphor layer. Furthermore,
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since interface emission depends on the phosphor field at the emitting interface [27],
phosphor space charge can have a profound effect on current due to interface emission.

Figure 2.4: Energy-band diagram of an ACTFEL device with positive space charge.

Research has shown that space charge exists in almost all ACTFEL devices.
However, quantifying the amount and location of the space charge has proven more
difficult.

Several papers have been published that give estimates of the average

amount of space charge across the phosphor layer for both ZnS:Mn and SrS:Ce phos-

phors [28, 29], but measurement of the space charge distribution across a phosphor
layer has not been reported. However, simulations of ZnS:Mn devices have been per-

formed that yield a space charge distribution across the phosphor. [21] Furthermore,

certain phosphor materials have a much greater predisposition to exhibiting space
charge related effects, which leads. to the belief that certain phosphor layers have
much greater levels of space charge than others. However, these effects may have
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more to do with the amount of interaction between the conduction charge and the
space charge than the physical amount of space charge in the phosphor.
Another area that is not well understood which may affect device performance

is the role of holes in the operation of an ACTFEL device. Several authors have
reported evidence for the existence of holes during the operation of ZnS based ACTFEL devices. [14, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34] However, it is not known how much of the

measured conduction charge is contributed by holes, whether they excite lumines-

cent centers, and how efficiently they can be trapped in the phosphor layer. The
Il-VI wide-bandgap semiconductors normally employed as ACTFEL phosphors are

materials that are known to trap holes because of the high density of native deepdonors [13], so this may contribute to space charge effects considerably. However,
the trapping efficiency for carriers in Si02 is known to decrease exponentially with
increasing field [35], implying that the trapping efficiency of the wide-bandgap sulfide

phosphors could also be very low at the high fields seen in an operating ACTFEL
device. Therefore, it is still debatable what the role of holes might be in ACTFEL
operation.

The third great mystery in ACTFEL device operation is the interface state
density. Several authors have tried, rather unconvincingly, to measure the interface

state density of an ACTFEL device. [27, 36, 37, 8] This has generally led to the
conclusion that a high density of interface states exists at energies deeper than about
0.9 eV below the conduction band in ZnS:Mn. However, a field profile change due to
the presence of space charge in the phosphor layer invalidates most of these measure-

ments. Also, when band-to-band impact ionization occurs in the phosphor layer, it
may appear that much more charge is being sourced from the emitting interface than

is actually monitored in an external measuring circuit. Therefore, these difficulties
combine to leave little knowledge of the actual interface distribution in ACTFEL de-

vices; although recent insights into the quantity of phosphor space charge present in
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an operating ACTFEL device suggest that the peak of the interface state distribution
is much deeper than originally thought. [39, 40]

2.3 ACTFEL materials
Electroluminescence researchers have constructed ACTFEL devices from a fairly

broad range of materials. This section introduces the current commercially viable

ACTFEL phosphors along with the phosphors that show potential to become the
commercial ACTFEL phosphors of the future. Also examined are the materials com-

monly used for insulating layers, contacts, and substrates.

2.3.1

The phosphor layer

The most important layer of an ACTFEL device in terms of determining its
optical characteristics is certainly the phosphor layer because it is the phosphor layer

that converts electrical energy into light energy. In addition, the electrical characteristics of an ACTFEL device are strongly dependent upon the nature of the phosphor

layer. The phosphor layer of an ACTFEL device is composed of a phosphor host
doped with substitutional luminescent impurities at a level on the order of 0.1 molar
percent.

The phosphor host material is a material which provides a host lattice for substitutional luminescent impurities. Many different materials and families of materials

have been investigated as phosphor host materials. However, the specific demands

on ACTFEL phosphors relative to phosphors for other applications renders many
phosphor hosts unusable in an ACTFEL device. Due to these strict requirements,
only several commercially viable ACTFEL phosphor hosts are known at the present
time. Furthermore, these commercially viable ACTFEL phosphor hosts are without
exception sulfides, presumably because of superior charge injection properties.

The substitutional luminescent impurities, or activators, that are doped into
the phosphor host are the ions from which the light that is visible to the viewer is
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emitted. The color spectrum of the light emitted from a phosphor is determined to

a large extent by the nature of the lirniinescent impurity. In addition, the host lattice influences the color spectrum emitted by a luminescent impurity because different

phosphor hosts present different local crystal fields in terms of both field strength and

field symmetry. However, depeüding upon the nature of the luminescent transition,

the crystal field may be very impàrtant or merely a perturbation in determining the
color spectrum of the phosphor. For example, the 4f_4f luminescent transitions char-

acteristic of many of the rare-earth ions are relatively insensitive to the crystal field
of the host lattice because the 41 orbitals are not the chemically interacting orbitals.
Such luminescent transitions are known as "shielded" transitions. On the other hand,

the Mn2 luminescent impurity is very sensitive to the c±ystal field presented by the
host lattice because the luminescent transition originates from the outermost elec-

tronic shell. This type of luminescent transition is strongly dependent on the host
lattice, allowing the possibility to alter the color spectrum by adjusting the crystal

field. The crystal field is adjusted in practice by adding additional dopants which
affect the lattice constant of a phosphor, thereby influencing its luminescent proper-

ties. Additional atoms that are added to a phosphor that influence its luminescent
properties, whether they alter the color spectrum or

simply

affect the luminance, are

termed coactivators. As a result, almost all of the naturally occurring atoms in the
periodic table have been employed as either luminescent impurities or coactivators in
various phosphor hosts.

There are several common deposition techniques for growing phosphor films;
rf sputtering, thermal evaporation, electron-beam (e-beain) evaporation, and atomic
layer epitaxy (ALE). Each of these deposition techniques has distinct advantages and

disadvantages for ACTFEL phosphor deposition. In addition, a deposition technique

that is optimal for a specific phosphor material may produce substandard quality
thin-films for a different phosphor system. Even when a commercial quality ACTFEL phosphors can be deposited by all of the techniques mentioned above, there are
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often noticeable differences in-phosphor characteristics depending on the method of

preparation. Therefore, it is important to have the capability to deposit an ACTFEL phosphor by a variety of techniques to fully gauge its viability. For example,

Tb-activated ZnS is a much brighter and more efficient ACTFEL phosphor when
sputtered than when evaporated or deposited by ALE. [4]

The performance of an ACTFEL phosphor is typically gauged by several important output parameters; luminance (brightness), efficiency, and color coordinates.

The luminance, or brightness, of an ACTFEL device is a measure of the amount

of visible light emitted in a direction normal to its surface. The luminance of an
ACTFEL device is typically reported in either the English unit foot-Lamberts (fL or

ft-L), or the SI unit candelas per square meter (cd/rn2). In addition, the luminances
reported for ACTFEL devices are generally photopically corrected to take into ac-

count the human eye's sensitivity to the wavelength of light. The efficiency of an

ACTFEL device is a measure of light output per unit electrical power input. The
efficiency of an ACTFEL .device is generally reported in lumens per Watt (lrn/W),

where a lumen is a measure of the light emitted in all possible emission directions
from the surface of the ACTFEL device. Finally, the Commission Internationale de
l'Eclairage (CIE) color coordinates are the x and y coordinates on a two-dimensional
surface that represents the entire gamut of visible colors. Therefore, CIE coordinates

are a method for quantifying the color of an ACTFEL device. It should be noted
that while the luminance, efficiency, and CIE coordinates of an ACTFEL device are
typically attributed to the phosphor layer, these values are influenced to some degree

by the nature and quality of the other layers of the ACTFEL device.
Currently, Mn-activated ZnS and Ce-activated SrS are the only two ACTFEL
phosphors with the luminance, efficiency, and stability to be the basis of a commercial

product. The most, common and well-researched ACTFEL phosphor is ZnS activated

with Mn2, or ZnS:Mn. This phosphor material emits amber colored light and is
the basis for most of the current commercially available ACTFEL-based products.
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The second most common ACTFEL phosphor is SrS:Ce, which has been the subject

of considerable research throughout the past 15 years. This phosphor material emits
blue to green light depending on the codopants and processing conditions. The SrS:Ce
phosphor is most often used commercially in conjunction with ZnS:Mn and color filters

to produce multicolor ACTFEL displays. The characteristics of the best reported
ZnS:Mn and SrS:Ce ACTFEL devices in terms of the performance criteria discussed
above are. shown in Table 2.1. [4] It should be noted that L40 and

o correspond,

respectively, to the luminance and efficiency with a driving voltage amplitude 40 volts

above the threshold voltage.

Table 2.1: Performance characteristics (60 Hz) of the best reported ZnS:Mn and
SrS:Ce phosphors.

phosphor

L40 (cd/rn2)

'140

ZnS:Mn

310

SrS:Ce (greenish)

SrS:Ce (blueish)

(lm/W)

CIE x

CIE y

2.0-3.0

0.50

0.50

180

1.0

0.28

0.50

155

1.0

0.20

0.38

There are two approaches to producing a full-color ACTFEL display, the color-

by-white approach and the patterned phosphor approach. The color-by-white approach involves filtering a white ACTFEL phosphor to produce the three primary
colors; red, green, and blue. The patterned phosphor approach to full color is based

on the idea of patterning pixels of different phosphors that emit the three primary
colors. Unfortunately, neither ZnS:Mn nor SrS:Ce is of a color that is similar to white

or any of the saturated primary colors. Therefore, these phosphors must either be
used for monochrome displays or as components of multi-phosphor ACTFEL devices

that try to achieve a white color by mixing two or three phosphor layers in the same

device. Due to this lack of adequate chromaticity, there is ongoing research to pro-
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duce phosphors of the three primary colors. Table 2.2 presents a list of the target
liimini.ncees, efficiencies, and CIE coordinates for the three primary colors.

Table 2.2: Target

luminance,

efficiency, and CIE coordinates (60 Hz) for a high-

luminance full-color ACTFEL display..

Color

L40 (cd/rn2)

14o
]

(lm/W) }_CIE x CIE

Green

310

2.0-3.0

0.30

0.60

Red

155

1.0-1.5

0.65

0.35

Blue

52

0.3-0.5

0.15

0.10

y jj

The ambitious goals for the three primary color phosphors shown in Table 2.2

are perhaps not realistic for the short-term future, although significant progress has

been made on both the red and blue phosphors recently. A current list of the best
primary color phosphors is presented in Table 2.3. The introduction of blue-emitting

SrS:Cu and SrS:Cu,Ag phosphors has sparked renewed optimism that competitive
full-color ACTFEL displays may soon become a reality. [41, 42] This optimism is

fueled by the fact that the best blue phosphors prior to the introduction of SrS:Cu
and SrS:Cu,Ag were the Ce-activated alkaiine earth thiogallates, (Sr,Ca)Ga2S4:Ce,
which had excellent chromaticity but insufficient luminance and efficiency. The high
luminance of blue SrS:Cu and SrS:Cu,Ag phosphors means that corresponding strides

in the luminance of the green- and red-emitting phosphors needs to be made. For-

tunately, it was discovered that the SrS:Cu phosphor co-doped with Eu results in
impressive red ACTFEL devices. Therefore, of particular importance is the green

phosphor because the best green phosphors known to date are insufficient for utilization in a practical display. The brightest known green-emitting phosphor, filtered
ZnS:Mn, exhibits chromaticity that is significantly different than saturated green, and
hence, inadequate for full-color display applications. The only bright, saturated green
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ACTFEL phosphor known to date, ZnS:Tb, has poor stability, and is hence unlikely

to lead to a robust product. Furthermore, the eye is approximately 6. times more
sensitive to green light than blue light and approximately twice as sensitive to green

light than red light,

making

green perhaps the most important of the three primary

color phosphors. Additionally, a bright and stable green phosphor would open up
certain markets to ACTFEL-based products, because green is the preferred color for
monochrome displays.

Thble 2.3: The best reported performance characteristics (60 Hz) of primary color
phosphors to date.
IIColor

Phosphor

Ljo (cd/rn2)

7140

Green

ZnS:Mn/filter

160

1.0

0.47

0.53

ZnS:TbOF

100

1.0

0.30

0.60

90

0.6

0.30

0.60

ZnS:Mn/filter

70

0.8

0.65

0.35

SrS:Eu,Cu

91

0.5

0.60

0.39

SrS:Eu

31

0.18

0.60

0.39

CaSSe:Eu

25

0.25

0.66

0.33

ZnS:Sm,Cl

12,

0.08

0.64

0.31

SrS:Cu,Ag

20

0.15

0.15

0.13

SrS:Cu,Ag

35

0.23

0.15

0.21

SrS:Cu

52

0.13

0.16

0.28

SrS:Ce/filter

26

0.15

0.13

0.18

(Sr,Ca)Ga2S4:Ce

7

0.02

0.15

0.15

ZnS:Tb
Red

Blue

.

(lm/W)

(lIE x CIE

y
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2.3.2

Insulators for ACTFEL applications

In traditional ACTFEL devices, the insulating layers sandwiching the phosphor

layer have been quite important for proper device operation. The most important
role of the insulator layers is to protect the phosphor layer from large currents that
flow when the phosphor is driven to electrical breakdown. In addition, the insulating
layers have some influence on the important phosphor-insulator interfaces that supply

the electronic current leading to light generation in the phosphor. Furthermore, they

must withstand annealing temperatures of up to 80000 for the "standard" structure,
and over 1000°C for the inverted structure without significant crystallization or defect formation. Finally, they should prevent ionic diffusion of foreign species into

the phosphor layer. The generally accepted requirements of insulators for ACTFEL
applications are as follows: [4]

1. sufficient relative dielectric constant, e,.
2. sufficient dielectric breakdown electric field, FBD

3. small number of pinholes and defects

4. good adhesion to the electrodes and phosphor layer

5. small loss tangent, tan 5

As discussed in Section 2.2, the ratio of
terinining how efficiently the applied voltage is

C2

and C, is very important in de-

dropped

across the phosphor layer.

Therefore, since the capacitance of the insulator layers depends on the relative dielec-

tric constant,

6,.,

through Eq. 2.1,

6,.

is a crucial parameter in deciding on applicable

insulators for a given phosphor. Ideally,

C2

should be much greater than Ci,, which

implies that the relative dielectric constant of the insulator layer should be as large

as possible, while the insulator thickness should be as small as possible. There are
practical limits to both the size of the insulator dielectric constant and the insulator
thinness, though. Insulators thinner than about 500 A tend to show signs of charge
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leakage that degrades device performance. [43] Also, if the phosphorlayer becomes a

virtual short when the device is turned on, the additional voltage applied above the

turn-on voltage is dropped across the insulator layers, meaning that thinner insulators will see higher fields than thicker insulators. Therefore, the insulator layers must

possess significant breakdown fields if they are to be useful for ACTFEL applications. The engineering tradeoff that occurs is that high-dielectric constant materials

generally have fairly low breakdown fields and vice-versa. In addition, most insu-

lators that possess relative dielectric constants above about 40 tend to break down
in a mode termed "propagating breakdown". Propagating breakdown means that if

a small portion of the insulator breaks down, a short circuit is formed through the
insulator that heats up and grows in size, causing catastrophic device failure. The insulator breakdown mode for most of the lower relative dielectric constant materials is
the so-called "self-healing breakdown" mode where microscopic insulator breakdowns

become open-circuited, and hence, do not grow in size.
A minimum number of pinholes and defects in an insulator is important because

displays with diagonals up to several inches are produced, and pinholes and defects
will certainly degrade the overall quality of the display. Furthermore, any pinholes or

defects in a propagating breakdown mode insulator can lead to catastrophic failure
of the display. This is the reason why propagating breakdown mode insulators are
generally sandwiched between self-healing breakdown mode insulators if they are
used at all in ACTFEL applications. [4] Also, good insulator adhesiveness is quite
obviously necessary if an ACTFEL display is going to withstand the test of time.

The ACTFEL phosphor is a relatively closed environment when sandwiched
between two insulators as in the standard and inverted device structures. This implies

that charge loss or injection through the insulators can disrupt the delicate balance
inherently present in the device. In addition, charge leakage through the insulators
can lead to reduced device eciency because of power loss due to this process. For this
reason it is generally believed that charge leakage through the insulators is detrimental
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to device performance. As a result, it is thought desirable to keep the loss tangent,
tan 5, of the insulator layers as small as possible.

A fairly complete list of insulators that have been successfully employed for
ACTFEL applications is shown in Table 2.4. [4]

2.3.3

Transparent contacts

The light generated by the phosphor layer of an ACTFEL device must reach

the viewer for a useful device. Hence, at least one of the electrical contacts needs
to be a transparent conductor that possesses high transmittance of the entire visible

spectrum. Also of importance is a low electrical resistance of the transparent conductor to avoid excessive resistive heating, and hence, wasted power in the display.

Furthermore, the transparent conductor must be able to withstand anneals of up to
800°C in the standard process.

Several materials have been used for this purpose, but the best and by far the
most common is indium-tin oxide (ITO), an alloy of approximately 90 wt% 1n203

and 10 wt% Sn02. Presently, sheet resistances of 5-10 fl/D are obtainable in highquality ITO films of the standard thickness of approximately 2000

A.

This material is

transparent to visible light because the ba.ndgaps of both 1n203 and Sn02 are about
3.5 eV. This material conducts due to the high density of donor impurities caused by
Sn4

ions sitting on InS+ sites and oxygen vacancies. Other materials that have been

used for the transparent contact in research devices are ZnO:Al, ZnO:Ga, ZnO:In,
CdO, and CdSnO3.

The major problem with transparent contacts is that they are not conducive
to self-healing breakdown. Self-healing breakdown is not merely a function of the
insulator material, but is also dictated to a large extent by the contacts. This is due

to the fact that self-healing ACTFEL device behavior is also dependent on either
the evaporation or melting and surface migration of the exposed contact above short
circuits caused by microscopic pinholes and defects. [3] Inverted structure ACTFEL
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Table 2.4: Insulators commonly used for ACTFEL applications and their characteristics.

Insulator

Er

FBD

EOErFBD

Breakdown

(MV/cm)

(jC/cm2)

Model

Si02

4

6

2

SHB

SiOXNY

6

7

4

SHB

Si3N4

8

6-8

4-6

SHB

A1203

8

5

4

SHB

SiA1ON

8

8-9

5-6

SHB

Y203

12

3-5

3-5

SHB

BaTiO3

14

3.3

4

SHB

Srn203

15

2-4

3-6

SHB

Hf02

16

0.17-4

?

SHB

BaTa2O6

22

3.5

7

SHB

Ta205

23-25

1.5-3

4-6

SHB

PbNb2O6

41

1.5

6

SHB

Ti02

60

0.2

1

PB

Sr(Zr,Ti)03

100

3

27

PB

SrTiO3

140

1.5-2

19-25

PB

PbTiO3

150

0.5

7

PB

Westaim proprietary

1700

7

?

?
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devices must employ a transparent top electrode for the light to reach the viewer,
making it of extreme importance that these devices are free from defects for the sake
of device stability.

2.3.4

Opaque contacts

Generally, one of the electrical contacts to an ACTFEL device is an opaque
conductor. Almost all standard ,structure ACTFEL devices are contacted on the top

by an Al electrode. Aluminum is used because it adheres well to most insulators,
does not migrate through the device under high electric fields, and has low resistivity.

There are two main disadvantages of Al as the opaque contact to an ACTFEL device.

The first is that it reflects around 90% of incident light such that background light
is reflected and emerges along with the electroluminescent light. [4] The second is

that the melting point of Al is 660° C, meaning that it is not useful for inverted
structure applications where high-temperature post-deposition anneals are used. For
this application, a suitable refractory metal is used, usually Mo, Ta, or W. [4]

2.3.5

Substrates

In the production of standard structure ACTFEL devices, the substrate is typically Corning 7059 phosphosilicate glass, or its equivalent, with a softening tempera-

ture about 600° C. As a result, large size display panels will withstand rapid thermal

annealing (RTA) at temperatures below 650° without warping. However, smaller
sized test samples

(

2" square) will withstand ETA temperatures as high as 850° C

for several minutes without significant warpage. However, for certain phosphors it has

been essential to perform higher temperature anneals with the standard structure,
so higher softening temperature glass substrates are used. However, the drawback of

these higher temperature glass substrates is that they are many times more expensive
than the Corning 7059 glass; too expensive, in fact, to produce an economical prod-

uct. Furthermore, these higher softening temperature glass substrates only provide
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100-200°C

of additional annealing temperature range before they too succumb to the

high temperature.
For truly high temperature annealing, the inverted structure is necessary. Since

the light is viewed through the top of the device in the inverted structure, opaque
substrates are an option. With opaque substrates, silicon wafers are a logical choice

because they are readily available and melt at

1412°C.

Also, alumina ceramic sub-

strates are often used because of their availability, economy, and extremely high
melting temperature.
The final substrate type that is sometimes used for research devices with oxide

phosphors is the BaTiO3 substrate that doubles as an insulating layer. [5, 6] These
substrates are pressed from powder in-house and sintered and ground into a flat ce-

ramic disc. Then, an oxide phosphor layer is deposited directly onto the substrate.
Next, the device is annealed at temperatures on the order of 1000° C. Finally, a trans-

parent conductor is deposited onto the phosphor layer and an Al contact isdeposited

on the backside of the substrate. A cross-section of this configuration is shown in
Fig. 2.2. The main advantage of this ccnifiguration is that it allows high temperature anneals. However, there are extreme overvoltage requirements when this device

structure is employed because the insulator capacitance dictates how efficiently the
applied

voltage is coupled to the phosphor layer, and the small insulator capacitance

resulting from driving the substrate results in very poor coupling. This problem with

the overvoltage requirement makes this structure fairly useless from an industrial
perspective, at least with currently available drive electronics.

2.4 ACTFEL materials processing
This section examines the deposition techniques used for the fabrication of
ACTFEL devices. Virtually every deposition technique has been tried for the fabri-

cation of ACTFEL devices. However, the three techniques that are the most useful
for ACTFEL materials processing are certainly evaporation, sputtering, and atomic
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layer epitaxy (ALE). Therefore, this section will be limited to a discussion of these
three techniques, with an' emphasis on evaporation and sputtering because these are
the techniques investigated in this thesis

2.4.1

Evaporation of ACTFEL materials

One of the fundamental concepts taught in introductory chemistry courses is the

idea of vapor pressure of a condensed phase of matter. The vapor pressure is defined

as the pressure of a vapor in equilibrium with its condensed phase at a specified
temperature. [44] As

implied

by its definition, the vapor pressure of a condensed

phase of matter is a strong function of its temperature. In fact, vapor pressure
tends to be exponentially dependent on the temperature of the condensed matter
[45]. Furthermore, the rate of mass lost from a condensed matter source per unit
volume per unit time is directly proportional to the vapor pressure of the source. [46]

At atmospheric pressure, the vaporized atoms or molecules from condensed matter
are certain to suffer collisions with molecules in the air after very short distances of
travel, inhibiting them from macroscopic transport. However, when this process takes

place in a high-vacuum environment, the mean-free path of the vaporized atoms or
molecules ison the order of tens of meters, allowing for condensation at points remote

from the condensed matter. This is the fundamental idea behind the technique of
evaporation.

The main distinguishing factor in comparing different evaporation techniques

is the method of heating the source material. The source material must be heated to
a temperature such that its vapor pressure is on the order of 10 mtorr or greater. [46]
However, the temperature required to achieve this vapor pressure could fall anywhere

in a broad range of temperatures depending on the substance to be evaporated. Due
to this broad range of evaporation temperatures, two different techniques for heating

the source material are commonly used; resistance heating (thermal evaporation),
and electron beam heating (c-beam evaporation). Thermal evaporation is the least
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complex method of deposition via evaporation andinvolves the heating of a crucible,

or "boat", made from a refractory, low vapor-pressure metal (e.g. W, Ta, or Mo)
by passing large currents through it. Although this technique is simple, it is not
well suited for deposition of refractory metals or ceramics, mainly because of the
enormous currents required to reach the extremely high evaporation temperatures
of these materials and the ensuing problems with cross-contamination by the boat
at these elevated temperatures. One solution to the problems associated with thermal evaporation is the heating of the source material via an e-beam. Electron beam
evaporation involves heating a source material by focusing a stream of high kinetic

energy (5-30 keV) electrons onto it. An e-beaxn can evaporate any material that it

can supply enough energy to to counteract the rate of heat loss. This fact makes
e-beam evaporators especially useful for evaporating ceramics because they are poor

conductors of heat, and not well suited for evaporation of materials that are good
conductors of heat. Due to the individual strengths of these two techniques of evapo-

ration, evaporation is a useful technique for deposition of a wide variety of materials
in thin-film form.
Evaporation is a simple and widely used technique for deposition of many types

of materials. The deposition of ACTFEL materials is certainly no exception as many

of the different layers necessary in the fabrication of an ACTFEL device are commonly deposited by evaporation

For example, the Al contacts that are so often

used for "standard" structure devices are generally deposited by evaporation, as are

most of the commonly used ACTFEL phosphors. The advantages of evaporation
for ACTFEL applications are many and include high deposition rates, high-vacuum
processing conditions, and process simplicity; The high deposition rates attainable at
high-vacuum in evaporation processes lead to low residual gas incorporation into the

growing thin-film, which is desirable for ACTFEL phosphor deposition. There are
also several drawbacks to the deposition of ACTFEL films via evaporation; namely,
poor stoichiometry of alloy and compound thin-films, the possibility of contamination
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from the evaporation crucible at. the high temperatures required, and the possibility
of x-ray damage of the film from electron beams. Of these issues, the inherent problems associated with the evaporation of alloys and compounds is the biggest challenge

in the deposition of ACTFEL phosphors and insulators because all of these materials
are compounds and many are alloys 'of compounds.

The major problem with the evaporation of compounds, alloys, and mixtures
is that the constituent. pieces of these types of materials generally have quite different

vapor pressures. [45] As a result, the composition of the thin-film evaporated from a

source material is often not the same as that of the source material itself. Many of
the materials that are useful for ACTFEL applications tend to dissociate during the
transition to the vapor phase, and hence, form thin films that are deficient in one of the
constituent species. These films are generally deficient in the anionic species, resulting

in vacancy point defects in the resultant thin-films. These vacancy point defects have
been identified as a potential source for space charge in ACTFEL phosphor layers, and

could also lead to trapped charge in insulating layers. To counteract these difficulties,

researchers have ned several techniques for increasing the content of the deficient
species In the evaporated thin-film. One technique often seen in the production of
evaporated sulfide ACTFEL phosphors is multi-source evaporation where a sulphur

source is evaporated concomitant with the sulfide source to counteract the sulphur
deficiency in the thin-film. [47, 48, 49] Also, excess sulphur is sometimes added to
the. evaporation source material by annealing the source material in CS2 or H2S for

several hours at elevated temperatures. [50] Furthermore, for oxides and nitrides,
reactive evaporation is sometirnes used, where small amounts of oxygen or nitrogen
gas is introduced to the vacuum chamber during the evaporation. [45, 51]

2.4.2

Sputter deposition

Sputtering is a process initiated when a particle strikes a surface with sufficient

kinetic energy to subsequently dislodge one or more surface atoms. The particle
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in question could be any number of different entities, but inert gas ions are most
commonly used for sputtering. The process of sputtering is depicted in Fig. 2.5. If
these inert gas ions are in the correct range of energy, they tend to elastically. collide

with the surface that they are bombarding, rather than implant themselves into the
bulk of the material being bombarded. Sputtering of a surface is often characterized

by a parameter called sputter yield, which is defined as the ratio of the number of
sputter emitted atoms to the number of incident particles, [52] or
sputter emitted atoms
incident particles

'2 6

Sputter yield depends on many factors, including surface conditioning, chamber ge-

ometry, operating pressure, crysthilinity of the material being sputtered, and the
nature of the material being sputtered [46].

sputtered atom

--

target atoms
sputtered atom
Figure 2.5: The process of sputtering.

tharding ion
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Sputter deposition is the process of sputtering a surface where the sputtered
atoms subsequently arrive at a substrate remote from the source material and form
a thin-film. Sputter deposition as it is used for fabrication of thin-films for ACTFEL
applications always involves a glow discharge. Glow discharges can be sustained by
both DC voltages and AC waveforms, but the most useful driving technique for sputter deposition of ACTFEL materials is a radio-frequency (RF) AC waveform. Sputter

deposition with a DC glow discharge requires the target material to be conducting
so as to supply enough electrons to sustain the glow discharge, which rules out most

ACTFEL materials. However, a related technique that is
ACT-sometimes us
FEL materials is where a DC glow discharge is sustained in a contained environment

and inert gas ions bombarding one side of the container are extracted and acceler-

ated at a target remote to the glow discharge to induce sputtering. This technique
is referred to as secondary-ion beam sputtering, and it could conceivably be used for
deposition of any of the layers of an ACTFEL device, although it is most commonly

used for deposition of metals. Because DC sputter deposition is rather limited in
the scope of materials that are available to be deposited, RF sputter deposition was
developed to allow the sputtering of almost any material that can be formed into a
suitable source, or "sputter target". Since all ACTFEL phosphors and insulators are

non-conducting materials, RF sputtering is the most important sputter deposition
technique for such materials.
The process ofRF sputter deposition is made possible due to the large difference

in mass, and hence mobility, of electrons and inert gas ions. Because electrons are
many times less massive than ions, electrons attain much greater velocities and travel

much further than ions during each cycle of the applied RF voltage waveform. Since

electrons travel much further, they eventually accumulate on the target, substrate,
and chamber walls such that the plasma is the most positive potential in the system.
These induced negative voltages, or "sheath voltages", cause acceleration

of

positive

ions toward the negatively charged surfaces, which subsequently leads to sputtering
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events. The volume adjacent to a surface tends to be relatively free of electrons
because of the negatively charged surface. This leads to a "dark-space" because
electrons are not available to excite gas atoms. [52]

sputter target

...

substrate
S.f

Vrt

Figure 2.6: A schematic view of an RF sputtering process.

An RF sputter deposition process is schematically shown in Fig 2.6. The target

is selectively sputtered by controlling the relative surface areas of the target and the

substrate holder. If space-charge limited current is assumed, the ion current flux, J,
can be estimated by the Child-Langmuir equation,
Ky3!2
(2.7)

where D is the dark-space thickness, V is the sheath voltage,

is the ionic mass,

and K is a proportionality constant. Since the positive ion current must be equal at
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both electrodes,
v312

v312

AA__=AB_b_,
A
B

(2.8)

where AA and AB are the surface areas of electrodes A and B, respectively. It should

be noted that this step differs from that presented in several texts treating the subject
of glow discharges which assume that the positive ion current

densities

must be equal.

[46, 52] However, if the positive ion current densities were equal, there would be a
much greater positive ion current flowing during one half-cycle of the applied voltage

waveform than the other due to the much greater area of the grounded substrate
electrode. Therefore, because this system is assumed to be in steady-state, the total
positive ion current per half-cycle should be the relevant quantity.

The glow discharge itself is a region where large quantities of positive and
negative charge exist and can bemodeled as a wire. Since most of the voltage in the
glow discharge is dropped across the dark spaces, and they have small conductivities,

they can be modeled as capacitors,' such that the capacitances,

Ccx.

(2.9)

Furthermore, an AC voltage will divide across two series capacitors such that
VA

CB

B

A

Combining Eqs. 2.9 and 2.10, it results that

VA _ABDA

VBDBAA
Substitution of the above equation

into

VA

(.211

Eq. 2.8 yields the result that
/

lAB

VBAA
This result tells that the smaller area will see the larger sheath voltage, whereas
the larger area will see a smaller sheath voltage by a power of 2. [46] However, the

exponent in Eq. 2.12 is generally less than 2 because of idealizations inherent in
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the model. The usefulness of this result, though, is that

AB >> A4j

must hold to

selectively sputter the target. This is done in practice by grounding the substrate
holder to the entire chamber, resulting fri a very large

AB.

For this reason, it is

extremely important that the substrate holder and the system are well-grounded to
ensure that resputtering. of the growing ifim does not occur.

Several common variations of the RF sputtering process described above are
often used in practice, namely,. magnetron sputtering, and reactive sputtering. Mag-

netron sputtering involves the use of permanent magnets placed behind the target

that cause electrons to spiral around through the plasma in a path that closes in
upon itself, termed "the racetrack". This has the effect of increasing an electron's
effective path length and causing more efficient ionization of neutral gas atoms. [53]

Magnetron sputtering leads to high discharge currents at significantly lower voltage
than would be necessary in the absence of the magnetron. Reactive sputtering is the
addition of a reactive gas species to the background gas which reacts with sputtered
atoms to form compound thin-films. An example of this is the sputtering of a metallic

Ta target with a certain percentage of 02 or N20 added to the process gas to form a
Ta2 05 thin-film.

2.4.3

Atomic layer epitaxy

The third commonly used deposition technique for ACTFEL related thin-films
is atomic layer epitaxy (ALE). This technique has proven extremely useful in deposition of high-quality films for ACTFEL applications. One of the reasons this technique
is excellent for ACTFEL applications is that ALE films tend to have very few pinhole

defects and excellent step coverage, as required for production of displays of all but

the very smallest size. [54) The drawbacks of ALE are large initial startup costs for
an ALE system and large lead times to determine the proper chemistry of a thin-film
process.
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The technique of ALE operates by introducing a gaseous source containing the
cationic species or precursor of the desired thin-film compound into a vacuum chamber

such that several monolayers of this gas are adsorbed on the surface of the heated
substrate. Then, a short burst of an inert gas is introduced in the chamber to remove

all but the first adsorbed monolayer from the substrate. Next, the anionic precursor

is introduced into the chamber such that several monolayers are adsorbed onto the
first monolayer of gas molecules containing the cationic species. The close proximity

of the cationic and anionic species leads to a reaction and formation of a monolayer

of the desired compound, with the remaining atoms left over from the precursors
evolving from the growing flim as vapor. Finally, a second short burst of inert gas is

added to the chamber to hasten the removal of all but the first adsorbed monolayer

of the anionic precursor and any vapors emitted from the chemical reaction. The
process explained above is depicted in Fig. 2.7. Then, this process is repeated again
and again until the desired film thickness is achieved.

2.5

Optical characterization of ACTFEL devices
From an industrial tandpoint, the only interestiiig features of an ACTFEL de-

vice are the light output, the power required to generate that light, and the color of the

light. Hence, the most commonly used techniques to compare and contrast ACTFEL
devices worldwide are measurements that explore the luminance (or brightness), the
efficiency, and the color spectrum of an ACTFEL device. These three measurements
are examined in closer detail in the remainder of tJiis section.

2.5.1

Luminance-voltage characterization

The universal measurement performed on ACTFEL devices in ACTFEL characterization laboratories worldwide is the luminance-voltage (L-V) measurement (some..

times referred to as a brightness-voltage, or B-V, measiirement). The basic idea of
the L-V measurement is to apply waveforms of steadily increasing amplitude to an
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ACTFEL device and measure the luminance at each successive amplitude. The L-V
measurement proceeds by first applying a voltage waveform with amplitude below the

threshold voltage of the device and allowing the device to reach steady-state (usu-

ally the time required to apply several hundred pulses). Then, after the device has
reached steady-state, the luminance is measured with a photometer, photomultiplier

tube, or photodiode. This luminance measurement reports the luminous intensity

output in a direction normal to the emitting surface, and is generally reported in
either foot-Lamberts or candelas per square meter. This process is then repeated at
successively higher voltage amplitudes until a predetermined stopping voltage. Once

the data is collected, the L-V curve is plotted by plotting the voltages on the x-axis
and the corresponding luniinances on the y-axis, as shown in Fig. 2.8.
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Figure 2.8: A L-V curve from an evaporated ZnS:Mn ACTFEL device driven by a 1
kHz bipolar trapezoidal waveform.
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The L-V measurement is very sensitive to the driving waveform, so additional
information about the parameters describing the driving waveform should be included.

First, the measured luminance depends on the type of waveform used to drive the
ACTFEL device. The various laboratories that test ACTFEL devices worldwide often
use different types of driving waveforms. The most popular waveforms for performing

L-V measurements are sine waves and bipolar trapezoidal waveforms, although some

researchers prefer triangle waves. Next, the measured luminance depends to some
degree on the rise time, fall time, and pulse width when bipolar trapezoidal waveforms are used to generate L-V data. Finally, the most important driving waveform

parameter in terms of the output luminance is the frequency of the driving wave-

form. The measured luminance at a fixed voltage increases quite noticeably with
increasing frequency. This increase is easily reconciled by the fact that at higher
frequencies, more pulses are applied to the ACTFEL device per unit time, hence,
the luminescent impurities are excited more often. Unfortunately, there is a point of
diminishing returns with increasing frequency where the luminance either saturates
or decreases at a certain frequency. This effect has to do with both device heating and

the de-excitation time of the luminescent impurities. When the device heats up, the
probability of de-excitation via non-radiative recombination (phonons) is significantly

increased, leading to reduced light output. Additionally, luminescent impurities do

not decay instantaneously from their excited 'state to their ground state; they have
some characteristic time associated with this process. When the period of the driving

waveform is of the same order as the characteristic decay time of the luminescent
impurity, there may be little or no increase in luminance with increasing frequency
because many luminescent impurities may already be excited when the following pulse

arrives. Essentially, the fraction of time per second that the driving waveform spends

above the turn-on voltage determines the relative luminance of the device.

Many materials parameters other than the chemical composition of the phosphor layer contribute to the L-V characteristics of an ACTFEL device. The thickness
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of the phosphor layer is one parameter that affects the observed luminance of the
ACTFEI device. As the phosphor layer of an ACTFEL device becomes thicker (given

a fixed doping concentration), a greater number of luminescent impurities are incorporated into the phosphor layer, and a transiting electron has a greater probability of
impact excitation. Therefore, with all else being equal, ACTFEL devices with thicker

phosphor layers will exhibit greater luminance than thinner devices. Additionally, a

greater phosphor thickness leads to a smaller phosphor capacitance, resulting in a
greater percentage of the applied voltage being dropped across the phosphor layer.
The main drawback to increased phosphor thickness is that a greater applied voltage

is required to achieve the threshold electric field in the phosphor. In fact, extremely
thick devices may have threshold voltages too large to be turned on with conventional

measurement setups. This in turn affects device reliability, because there is a much
greater chance of arcing and device burnout when driven at very high voltages. The
insulators affect the luminance characteristics of an ACTFEL device mainly through
their effect on the voltage distribution through thedevice. An increase of the insulator

capacitance with respect to a fixed phosphor capacitance results in a greater percentage of the applied voltage being dropped across the phosphor layer, which leads to a
lower threshold voltage. The two methods of increasing the insulator capacitance are

to either decrease the thickiiess di the insulator layers or use an insulAting material
with larger dielectric constant. This is sometimes practical, but the limitation is that
essentially all of the applied voltage above the turn-on voltage of an ACTFEL device

is dropped across the insulators, requiring high dielectric strength insulators. This
is complicated by the fact that high dielectric constant insulating materials tend to
have relatively low dielectric strength.

Another materials parameter that is critical in determining the L-V characteristics of an ACTFEL device is the doping level of the luminescent impurity into the

phosphor layer. At low dopant concentrations ( 1% for most phosphor materials),
the observed luminance increases monotonically with increasing luminescent impurity

concentration. Then, an optimum luminance is achieved, and the luminance declines

with increasing luminescent impurity concentration above this doping level. This
decline is due to the disruption of phosphor crystallinity and the increased number
of non-radiative transition paths that result from high luminescent impurity doping
levels [4]. Furthermore, at higher luminescent impurity doping levels, hysteresis in
the L-V characteristics is sometimes observed. Generally, this hysteresis is such that
the light emission from the ACTFEL device is extinguished at a much lower voltage

than the threshold voltage. Throughout the literature, this effect has been linked to
the phenomenon of positive space charge build-up in the phosphor bulk [211. This
effect presents practical problems in terms of product operation because of contrast

reduction when there is difficulty turning display pixels off. However, it has been
postulated in the literature that this effect could be useful for some sort of dynamic
memory function. [55]

2.5.2 Efficiency-voltage characterization
The second important ACTFEL characterization measurement from an industrial point of view is the efficiency-voltage (ti-V) measurement. When considering an

ACTFEL process for production, an important consideration is power consumption
because flat-panel displays are often intended to run from batteries. Therefore, prod-

uct engineers are interested in the amount of light that can be produced per unit of
power input, or luminous efficiency, t. The luminous efficiency of an ACTFEL device

is usually reported in lumens per Watt, and is computed from

= ir,
where L is the measured luminance in

cd/rn2

(2.13)

and P is the

applied

power density in

W/m2 [4]. The factor of ir in Eq. 2.13 accounts for the assumption of a perfectly diffuse emission surface of the ACTFEL device, under test. This assumption is necessary

because the luminance measured from a L-V measurement represents only the light

emitted normal to the surface of the ACTFEL device, whereas the desired quantity
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is the luminous intensity integrated over all viewable angles. The i7-V measurement

is usually performed concomitant with the L-V measurement because the only addi-

tional variable that must be measured is the input power density which is computed
from

P=

t+i

1

f

v(t')i(t')dt',

(2.14)

where A is the device area, r is the period of the driving waveform, and v(t) and
i(t) are the applied voltage and current waveforms, respectively. An i7-V curve for
an evaporated ZnS:Mn device is shown in Fig. 2.9. The shape of the curve shown in
Fig. 2.9 is typical of most ACTFEL devices.
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Figure 2.9: An -V curve of an evaporated ZnS:Mn ACTFEL device driven by a 1
kHz bipolar trapezoidal waveform.

The ij-V measurement depends on many of the same factors as the L-V mea-

surement because r is computed using the luminance data from the L-V curve as
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one of the input variables. However, because the power requirements for different
driving waveforms may change in a different manner than the luminance, i'-V curves

show some very different trends than L-V curves. One of these different trends is
that the -V curve generally drops with increasing frequency, even for quite moderate frequencies because power density requirements increase more rapidly than the
luminance output. The efficiency of an ACTFEL device also depends on the nature
of the driving waveform. An ACTFEL device is most efficient during the rising edge
portion of the applied waveform, and least efficient when the voltage is held constant

above the threshold voltage. This leads to the conclusion that a triangle wave is the
most efficient waveform, whereas a square wave is the least efficient. Another factor
that affects ACTFEL device efficiency is space charge. The presence of positive space

charge leads to regions of the phosphor layer with very high fields, and regions of
the phosphor with very low fields,. This seems to affect efficiency in an adverse way
because only the high-field portion of the phosphor efficiently emits light. [56] Finally,

r depends on the phosphor thickness, because both device luminance and power con-

sumption depend to a large degree on the phosphor thickness. Thin phosphor layers
consume the least power, but also produce the least luminance, whereas thick phosphors produce the most luminance, but consume large amounts of power. Therefore,

there is an optimum phosphor thickness for maximum efficiency that generally lies
between 0.5 and 1 jim for most of the common phosphor materials.

2.5.3

CIE color coordinates

In 1931, the Commission Internationale de l'Eclairage established an interna-

tional standard for quantifying all visible colors, known as CIE color coordinates.
The CIE coordinates are obtained by first computing the three CIE tristimulus val-

ues, X, Y, and Z, and subsequently computing the CIE coordinates, x and y, from
these values. The CIE tristimulus values are obtained by integrating the product of
the spectrum of the light source in question, P(A), and CIE color matching functions,
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and

xA(A),

zA(A),

shown in Fig. 2.10 over the visible range of wavelengths.

[57] However, in practice, spectra are measured as a discrete set of points, so the
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Figure 2.10: The CIE color matching functions.

integrations are replaced by the sums,

X=

x(A)P(A)

(2.15)

y(A)P(A)

(2.16)

z(A)P(A),

(2.17)

Aod

Y =

E
Ared

Z=

where zA is the interval between points. Then, once X, Y, and Z are obtained, the
CIE color coordinates, x, y, and z are calculated from

x

x+Y+z
y

Y

(2.18)
(2.19)
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z

z

(2.20)

However, because

x+Y+z
x+y+z=x+z=l,

(2.21)

only two of the three CIE color coordinates are independent. Therefore, the CIE
color coordinates are completely specified from knowledge of the x and y values, and

hence, only the x and y CIE color coordinates are typically reported.

Plotting of the CIE y color coordinate versus the CIE x color coordinate over

the visual range of light leads to a horseshoe shaped diagram known as the CIE
chromaticity diagram. A black and white representation of this diagram is shown in
Fig. 2.11.

The large dot in the center of the CIE chromaticity diagram shown in
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Figure 2.11: The CIE chromaticity diagram.
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Fig 2.11 represents white light, and is located at the CIE color coordinate x = 0.333,

y = 0.333. Then, when the CIE coordinates of a color are specified, the dominant
wavelength of the color is the intersection of the line connecting these CIE coordinates

and those of white light with the upper arc of the diagram. [58] This process is
depicted in Fig. 2.12 for a hypothetical color, C1, with dominant wavelength C2.

Also, the color purity of color C1 is obtained by taking the ratio of the lengths of
the line segments

and

.

[58] Furthermore, when the light emission from

phosphors of two colors are mixed, the range of colors that it is possible to produce

by mixing of these two colors is given by the line that ties the CIE coordinates of
these two colors together. [58] For example, the range of colors available by mixing
phosphors with CIE color coordinates given by C and C1 in Fig. 2.12 is given by the
line segment

This range of colors is referred to as the color gamut of C1 and

C2.

The CIE color coordinates are most useful for the optical characterization of

ACTFEL devices as guidelines to gauge the quality of the chromaticity available
from a full-color display utilizing the ACTFEL device in question. The color gamut
spanned by phosphors of three different colors is obtained by plotting the CIE coor-

Figure 2.12: Finding the dominant wavelength and color purity from CIE coordinates.
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Cl

C3

Figure 2.13: The color gamut spanned by the colors C1, C2, and C3.

dinates of thesethree colors, and the colors falling within the area of this triangle are
included in the color gamut. [59] This is illustrated in Fig. 2.13 for three hypothetical
phosphors of colors C1, C2, and C3.

The CIE coordinates are an extremely powerful concept because it allows the
representation of an entire luminescent spectrum by two numbers. Furthermore, the
simplicity of the visual method for obtaining the color gamut of a set of phosphors is

quite attractive. The main drawback to the CIE coordinate system is the complexity
involved in their calculation. Fortunately, the CIE coordinates are automatically calculated by most modern spectrophotometers, and in the worst case can be calculated

by a computer program.

2.6

Electrical Characterization of ACTFEL Devices
When testing de''ices, it is often useful to have a variety of measurements to

elicit information about the physics of device operation. In the case of ACTFEL
devices, the optical characterization measurements discussed in the previous section
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are useful in determining the potential of an ACTFEL process for production. How-

ever, these measurements yield little information concerning the physical operation
of the device under test. To more cksely e,camine the physics of ACTFEL operation,

various electrical characterization techniques are often used. This section describes
several of the most common electrical characterization techniques used for ACTFEL
devices at Oregon State University.

The electrical characterization measurements described below all have several

common characteristics such as the measurement circuit and the driving waveform.
The measurement circuit for electrical characterization of ACTFEL devices is shown

in Fig. 2.14. The arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) is usually a Wavetek model

vi

R

High-Voltage
Amplifier

ACTFEL

AWG (rL

V3

sense
element

Figure 2.14: The electrical characterization circuit.

395, and is used to produce the voltage waveform that is subsequently amplified by

the high voltage amplifier. The output of the high-voltage amplifier then drives the
characterization circuit which consists of a resistor and a sense element in series with
an ACTFEL device. The function of the resistor,

is to limit the current to the
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ACTFEL device in the event of catastrophic failure. The sense element is generally a

capacitor or resistor that is used to reflect information about the ACTFEL device via

the voltage across its terminals. A capacitor is the preferred sense element in most
of the electrical characterization measurements because its integrating nature makes

data acquisition for most measurements more straightforward. The voltages
v3

v2

and

in Fig. 2.14 are monitored by a Tektronix model 420 digitizing oscilloscope.

The waveform commonly used for electrical characterization of ACTFEL devices at Oregon State University is the bipolar trapezoidal waveform, shown in Fig.
2.15. The "standard" waveform used for most of the electrical characterization techniques is a 1 kliz sequence of bipolar trapezoidal pulsos with rIse and fall times of 5 s

and a pulse width of 30 ,is. Note from Fig. 2.15 that an A-J labeling scheme is used

to designate certain important points in time on the waveform. The points B and
G represent the poinTts in the waveform where the device begins conducting charge,

or the turn-on voltage. The other eight points are obvioyis and require no further
explanation. This labeling scheme is used for many of the parametric measurements

to match points on a data plot ith points of the driving waveform.

C

D

H
Figure 2.15: The bipolar trapezoidal waveform.
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The electrical characterization techniques described in the following sections are

based on monitoring the voltage across the sense capacitor. The voltage across the
capacitor termina.IR, v3(t), is related to the amount of charge stored in the capacitor

through the fundamental capacitor equation

qe(t)

Csensev3(t).

(2.22)

The charge computed from the above equation, q,t(t), is termed the external charge

because it is equal to the charge stored on the external terminals of the capacitive
ACTFEL device in series with the sense capacitor. Since it is an insulator that is
directly in series with the sense capacitor, the external charge is also given by

qt(t) = C11/,

(2.23)

where V is the voltage dropped across the insulators. External charge is a measure of
the charge stored on an ACTFEL device whether it is due to capacitive displacement
charge

(qdisp)

or actual conduction of charge in the phosphor layer (qint), hence,

external charge is a measure of the sum

qst(t) = q0t(t) + qd3(t).

(2.24)

If it is recognized that the displacement charge in the above equation is given by the

product of phosphor capacitance and the voltage dropped across the phosphor layer,
qd13(t) =

(2.25)

the expression

qt(t)

ci+cp

qt(t) - C, [v2(t)

v3(t)]

(2.26)

is obtained by plugging Eqs. 2.23 and 2.25 into Eq. 2.24, recognizing that the

sum of V1 and V, is the voltage applied to the ACTFEL device, and performing
some elementary algebra. This equation is the basis for several of the electrical
characterization techniques presented below.
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2.6.1

Charge-voltage characterization

The most fundamental technique for electrical characterization of ACTFEL
devices is the charge-voltage (Q-V) measurement. The Q-V measurement is simply

a parametric plot of qt(t) from Eq. 2.22 versus the voltage across the termina1s of
the ACTFEL device,

v2(t) - v3(t).

A Q-V plot is always hysteretic when dissipative

charge conduction in an ACTFEL device is occurring; hence, it is a straight line with

slope equal to C when an ACTFEL device is driven below threshold. Therefore,
the threshold voltage of an ACTFEL device is 'the voltage at which the Q-V curve
initially becomes hysteretic.
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Figure 2.16: A Q-V curve of an evaporated ZnS:Mn ACTFEL device.

A Q-V plot of an evaporated ZnS:Mn device is shown in Fig. 2.16 to illustrate

some of the information that is available from a Q-V plot. The voltage labeled V
in Fig. 2.16 is termed the negative turu-on voltage; whereas the analogous voltage
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during the positive portion of the waveform is known as the positive turn-on voltage,

V. A distinction is made between these two voltages because they are not in general

of equal magnitude, although they axe normally very close to the same magnitude.
The turn-on voltage differs from the threshold voltage due to the polarization charge,

Q

in Fig. 2.16. Polarization charge is a measure of the charge imbalance across the

phosphor layer of an ACTFEL device following the conclusion of an applied voltage

pulse. The "e-" superscript indicates that polarization charge as measured in a Q-V

plot is a purely external quantity that must be transformed by Eq. 2.26 to give a
measure of the internal phosphor polarization. The polarization charge existing after
the conclusion of a pulse always aids the following pulse of opposite polarity because

both result in electric fields of the same polarity. In fact, the threshold voltage, Vth,
may be defined as
Vth = lim Vt,(Q).

(2.27)

Q,,0j-+O

One of the factors that can significantly reduce polarization charge is the amount
of leakage charge, denoted

QJ

in Fig. 2.16. The leakage charge is a measure of

the amount of charge movement that takes place due to polarization fields during

the interpulse intervals (segments EF and JA in Fig. 2.15). The leakage charge

as measured by a Q-V is also a pUrely external quantity, as denoted by the "e-"
superscript, and must also be transformed via Eq. 2.26 to get a measure of actual
charge movement through the phosphor layer.

The remaining charge terms in Fig. 2.16 are the charge terms that relate to the

on time of the ACTFEL device. First, the conduction charge, labeled

Qd in Fig.

2.16, is the amount of charge conducted through the phosphor layer of the device from

device turn-on until the falling edge of the pulse (segments BD and GI in Fig. 2.15).

The conduction charge as measured by the Q-V directly corresponds to the internal
phosphor conduction charge, so no "e-" superscript is necessary. Next, the term

is termed the relaxation charge, and this is a measure of the charge that flows during

the portion of the waveform where the applied voltage is constant at its maximum
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value (segments CD and HI in Fig. 2.15). [36] This charge is termed relaxation
charge because the flow of this charge gives rise to a field opposite to the applied
phosphor field, and since the applied voltage is no longer slewing, the magnitude of

the phosphor field tends to decrease, or relax, during this portion of the waveform.
Finally, the charge labeled

in Fig. 2.16 is termed the maximum charge and

corresponds to the maximum voltage measured across the sense capacitor for a given

applied voltage. Note that

Q,,

is taken with respect to a charge zero reference

point, the external charge axis. Thus,

Q,

differs from all of the other Q-V charges

since all of the other charges represent differences in the voltage across the sense
capacitor at two distinct points of the applied voltage waveform. As seen in a later
section,

is a useful quantity for performing transferred charge measurements.

It should also be noted that each of the charges discussed above are labeled for only

one polarity of the driving waveform in Fig. 2.16, but they exist for both polarities,

hence the "+" and "-" superscripts.
The Q-V curve is used to assess several important physical parameters about
ACTFEL devices. First, below the turn-on voltage of the ACTFEL device, it behaves

as a simple capacitor with the capacitance given by the series combination of the
insulator and phosphor capacitances. Since the slope of a Q-V plot is a capacitance,

the Q-V slope yields the total device capacitance, C in the below turn-on region
(segments AB and FG in Fig. 2.16). Next, if the phosphor layer is assumed to
be shorted during the post turn-on portion of the driving waveform (segments BC
and GH in Fig. 2.16), the slope of the Q-V curve in this region corresponds to the

insulator capacitance of the ACTFEL device, C,. This should be approached with
some caution, however, because if there is space charge generation during this time,
the slope of the Q-V can become much greater than the physical insulator capacitance
[81.

On the other hand, sometimes the phosphor layer may be incompletely shunted,

and the slope of the Q-V may be much less than the physical insulator capacitance.
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Finally, the area enclosed within a Q-V curve is equal to the input electrical power
density delivered to the ACTFEL device per pulse. [60]

2.6.2

Capacitance-voltage characterization

Capacitance-voltage (C-V) curves are generated by plotting the dynamic capac-

itance of an ACTFEL device as a function of the voltage across its terminals during

the rising edge of the applied voltage waveform. [61] Capacitance-voltage characterization is an extension of Q-V characterization where the slope of the Q-V curve

is directly plotted for the rising edge of both the positive and negative portions of
the applied voltage waveform (segments AC and FH in Fig. 2.15). The dynamic
capacitance is calculated from

C=

i(t)
d[v2(t)v3(t)]'

(2.28)

dt

where

it''

dt

(2.29)

A C-V curve of an evaporated ZnS:Mn ACTFEL device is shown in Fig. 2.17 for

the standard

Vth

plus 20 V, 40 V, and 60 V amplitudes. Each C-V curve has three

turn-on voltages that are labeled

V01,

V2, and V

in Fig. 2.17. The voltage V1

corresponds to the onset of carrier conduction through the phosphor layer. The voltage

V3 corresponds to the applied voltage at which the phosphor layer is conducting

at its full capacity. Finally, V2 corresponds to an average turn-on voltage and is
closely related to the turn-on voltage as assessed from a Q-V curve. The measured

capacitance below turn-on is Ct and generally closely agrees with the physical Ca-

pacitance from film thickness measurements, C' as seen in Fig. 2.17. In an ideal
ACTFEL device, the above turn-on capacitance is equal to the insulator capacitance,

C, because the phosphor layer is shorted and the ACTFEL device now responds like

the series combination of two capacitors. In practice, however, there are very few
devices that exhibit this ideal behavior where the on capacitance as assessed from
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the C-V, Cr,is equal to the physical insulator capacitance, C' assessed from film
thickness measurements.
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Figure 2.17: .A family of C-V curves of an evaporated ZnS:Mn ACTFEL device taken
at 20, 40, and 60 V above threshold.

There are two deviations from the ideal situation, C <C', and C

When C <C", the amount of conduction current during the rising edge of the
applied voltage waveform is insufficient to completely short the phosphor layer. This

behavior has been attributed to two different mehmisms; an inadequate interface

distribution, or carrier trapping in the bulk during the rising edge of the applied
voltage waveform. [62] An inadequate interface distribution implies that there are

either too few interface states or that the distribution lies too deep in energy for a
sufficient number of carriers to be tunnel-emitted. The trapping of carriers during the

rising edge of the applied voltage pulse implies that enough space charge is present
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in the phosphor layer to significantly lower the phosphor field in a portion of the
phosphor layer to allow for efficient carrier trapping. This is necessary because high-

field trapping is not a very likely event; in fact, the capture cross-section for carrier
trapping decreases exponentially with field. [35] The second situation, Cf" >C",

is much more common than the C

<Cr18 case.This situation arises when an

incremental increase of the applied voltage leads to an incremental decrease of the
phosphor field, or the incremental phosphor capacitance is negative. This effect arises

when positive space charge is created in the phosphor layer which serves to decrease
the average phosphor field as the applied voltage slews to greater values.

2.6.3

Internal charge-phosphor field characterization

The internal charge-phosphor field Q-F characterization technique was developed to provide device physics information that is difficult to determine from a Q-V.
[63] The problem with a Q-V plot is that the capacitive displacement charge is lumped

together with the physically transported charge in the measurement results. Further-

more, the applied voltage on the x-axis of the Q-V measures the voltage across the

entire device, while it is more interesting from a device operation point of view to
know the voltage, or more exactly, the field across the phosphor layer only. The Q-F

characterization technique solves these problems by displaying the charge that has

been transported in the phosphor layer versus the phosphor field.
A Q-F curve is generated by driving an ACTFEL device in the circuit shown
in Fig. 2.14 with a bipolar trapezoidal waveform and parametrically plotting the
internal charge as given by Eq. 2.26 versus the phosphor field,
f(t)

-

1 Iqt(t)
6 a2

[v2(t)

vS(t)]}.

(t), as obtained from
(2.30)

1.

These equations essentially transform the raw data from the Q-V measurement to
remove the capacitive displacement charge and to compute the phosphor field from

the available data. These equations arise from electrostatic equations developed to
describe an ACTFEL device with a phosphor layer free of space charge. [9] However,
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in the more general case when space charge is present, the measured phosphor field

represents the average phosphor field across the phosphor layer, and the measured
internal charge is the dipole moment of the charge distribution in the phosphor layer
[13],

qt(t)

xp(x,t)dx,

(2.31)

where p(x, t) is the charge density at a distance x from the phosphor/insulator interface designated as the zero point of the x-axis.
A Q-F,, curve of an evaporated ZuS:Mn ACTFEL device is shown in Fig. 2.18.

In contrast to a Q-V curve, a Q-F loop proceeds in a clockwise direction due to the

sign convention used to develop Eqs. 2.26 and 2.30. A Q-F plot shows the same
types of charges that are seen in a Q-V plot (Qd,

Q, Q,

and Q),

however, because of the transformation with Eq. 2.26, these charges are all internal
quantities and are directly comparable. The Other device parameters that are directly

available from a Q-F plot are the steady-state fields, F and F. By plotting Q-F
curves for different voltages above the threshold voltage, the degree of field-clamping
of the device under test is assessed by comparing the steady-state fields at the different

voltages. If the steady-state fields are quite sinlilar, the ACTFEL device is said to
exhibit strong field-clamping. These fields are sometimes nearly constant fields, but
for certain devices that exhibit dynamic space charge effects, there may be overshoot

in the field. This overshoot generaily occurs around points B and/or G in the Q-F
plot. Furthermore, for certain devices with severe space charge effects, the field may

never reach a steady-state value [64, 65]. Finally, the fields at points A and F in the
Q-F plot shown in Fig. 2.18 are referred to as the positive and negative polarization
fields. These fields correspond to the average field in the phosphor layer just before

the arrival of a pulse of opposite polarity to the pulse that set up the polarization
field.

The major weakness of Q-F characterization of ACTFEL devices is that the

plot depends directly on the phosphor and insulator capacitances, as seen in the
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Figure 2.18: A Q-F curve of an evaporated ZnS:Mn ACTFEL device.

equations used to create the plot, Eqs. 2.26 and 2.30. An uncertainty in the phosphor

thickness directly translates into an uncertainty in the phosphor field and, hence, an
uncertainty in the scaling of the phosphor field axis of the Q-F curve. Furthermore,

uncertainties in the measurements or estimates of C2 and C, lead to distortions in
the shape of the Q-F curve. [661 However, the shape of the Q-F plot can be used as
a guide to how accurately

C2

and C,, have been measured. The final difficulty in Q-

F characterization arises when dynamic space charge is present in the device under
test. The difficulty in this case is that the phosphor field may be constantly changing

through the rising edge of the applied voltage waveform, resulting in non-physical
capacitances which lead to the most "normal" shaped Q-F,, plot. [64]

2.6.4 Maximum charge - maximum voltage analysis (Q-V)
The final standard electrical characterization technique often employed for the

testing of ACTFEL devices is maximum charge - maximum voltage (Q,-V,,)
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analysis. [31, 67] In this measurement, the maximum charge represents the maxi-

mum charge stored on the sense capacitor during one cycle of the voltage waveform,

and the maximum voltage is the amplitude of the applied voltage pulse leading to
the corresponding maximum charge. There are two types of maximum charge that

are typically monitored, the internal charge and the external charge. The internal
charge values of the

are analogous to the points of naximum charge from

Q-F plots (points Dand I on'the Q-F). In contrast, the external charge values of
the

measurement (also known as the SQ-V measurement) [60] are anal-

ogous to the points of maximum charge from Q-V plots. Furthermore, the maximum
charge magnitude froth both the positive and negative half-cycle of the applied volt-

age waveform are often plotted together to verify the symmetry of charge transfer in

the device. Finally, transferred charge analysis such as described above is a classic
technique for characterizing ACTFEL devices, however, there are many variations on

this technique in the literature which all yield similar results. [9, 25, 28, 23, 56]

Q-V,

and Q-V,

are meaningful measurements for ACTFEL de-

vices, but can be misleading if care is not exercised in the interpretation of the data.

The main issue with the Q-V,
of the magnitudes of the Q,

measurement is that it is unreliable in terms

values when the phosphor and insulator capacitances

are unknown and unreliable to measure (such as when serious dynamic space charge
effects are occurring). However, the

measurement is important because

the amount .of internal charge movement versus maximum voltage has roughly the
same shape as a L-V curve and gives an idea of how much charge movement internal
to the device is required to achieve a level of luminance in a specific ACTFEL device.
The derivative of this curve,

threshold slope of the

is sometimes examined to obtain the above

[39], but this plot is meaningless if the device ca-

pacitances are not accurately known. In contrast, the external charge measurement

monitors the magnitude of the charge at either point D or I in the Q-V curve, and

is referred to as the

technique. A Q-V

curve of an evaporated
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ZnS:Mn ACTFEL device is shown in Fig. 2.19. The Q-V,
more reliable data than the

measurement because

sured quantity. However, the importance of the Q-V
as a vehicle to obtain its derivatives, the

-V,

measurement yields
is a directly mea-

measurement is mainly

curve, which is analogous to

the dynamic C-V measurement. This derivative curve generally provides more device

physics insight into the operation of the ACTFEL device than the parent

curve does because the derivative of a charge with respect voltage is a capacitance.
[68] Furthermore, the insulator capacitance as measured from a

-V,

plot of-

ten correlates with the insulator capacitance of the ACTFEL device better than what
is measured from a C-V curve. A

is shown in Fig. 2.20.
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Figure 2.19: A Q-V,

To analyze a Qm-V,

curve of an evaporated ZnS:Mn ACTFEL device.

or

plot and its corresponding derivative

curve, it is helpful to determine the components that combine to form the Q,

and
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Vmax curve of an evaporated ZnS:Mn ACTFEL device.

data. In this case, the components of a Q-V,

plot are examined, but

the analysis proceeds identically for a QmaxVmax except that all values are internal

quantities in that case. When a

mind that the Q
the

curve is examined, it should be kept in

data comes from either point D or point I of the Q-V curve. If

is plotted from point D of the Q-V curve, its components are available

by examining a Q-V curve and slimming the charges to yield Q,

= Q + CV + Ce,,, [Vmaz - V] + Q.

Q

It should be noted that the

(2.32)

measurement can be broken down in a similar

fashion by examining the charge components of Q,,,

in a Q-F curve. Then, when

the derivative of Eq. 2.32 is taken with respect to V,, the components of the
derivative curve are known, lending more insight into the meaning of the plot. When

this derivative is performed,
8Q
V "max

+CtflT,
-' V max
'-' "max
TF

+ _
.

(1(

av'\
L/ Vyp

I+

/

E1Q
Li

T1

(2.33)
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results. Then, certain terms of Eq. 2.33 can be eliminated by driving the ACTFEL
device with a modified waveform and comparing them to the results from the bipolar

trapezoidal waveform. For example, a modified bipolar trapezoidal waveform with
the CD and HI portions removed could be used to eliminate the

term in Eq.

2.33.

2.7

Conclusion
This chapter is intended as

a

prelude to the experimental design and results

sections in order to provide background information, that the reader may find useful
for a deeper understanding of subsequent sections. Certainly there is not the space to
review all of the topics presented in this chapter in great detail, so an effort was made

to present pertinent and practical matters in a clear and concise manner. Additional
information regarding many of these topics is available in the cited references.
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3. ACTFEL PHOSPHOR DEVELOPMENT
This chapter exsimines the development of phosphor materials in various stages,

from the theoretical phase to the. practical phase. The chapter begins with a discus-

sion of phosphor host materials with an emphasis on materials parameters that are

important in determining the viability of a compound as a phosphor host. Next,
issues pertaining to luminescent activators and coactivators are discussed. Following
this, a discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of various families of materials

for the application of ACTFEL phosphor hosts is undertaken. Then, synthesis and
fabrication techniques for the source material from which ACTFEL thin-films are
produced are discussed. Finally, the deposition of ACTFEL phosphors is covered,
including process details concerning rf sputtering and evaporation.

3.1

Important properties of potential ACTFEL phosphor hosts
The identification of neW compounds for application as ACTFEL phosphor

hosts is a complex and poorly understood ares of phosphor science at this point in

time. This is mainlr due to the fact that only two materials, ZnS and SrS, have
been thoroughly investigated as ACTFEL phosphor hosts. However, there are certainly insights to be gained regarding potential phosphor host materials by examining

relevant materials properties. Therefore, this section concerns itself with discussion

of various materials p±óperties of potential phosphor host materials that impact the
characteristics of an operating ACTFEL device.

3.1.1

Band structure.

A wealth of knowledge concerning the physics of a material is contained in the

band structure. As a result, it is quite informative, for the device physicist to have

knowledge of the band structure of an ACTFEL phosphor host material to aid in
unraveling the physics of device operation. However, the band structure of only the
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most common ACTFEL phóphor hosts is known with some degree of certainty, and
may be completely unknown for many prospective ACTFEL phosphors. Fortunately,

only one relatively easily obtained parameter from the band structure is absolutely
essential for ACTFEL phosphor development; namely, the forbidden energy gap, or

bandgap of the material. It is also helpful, but not absolutely essential, to know the
transition type of the bandgap and the effective masses of the principal conduction
bands.

The bandgap of a phosphor host material intended for ACTFEL applications

is extremely critical to device performance because it is closely, intertwined with
carrier injection from the interfaces. A material with a bandgap that is too small

often has relatively shallow interface states that emit at a field too low to result in
a hot enough electron distribution to efficiently impact excite the activator ions. On

the other hand, a material with a bandgap that is too large often has relatively deep
interface states that do not emit an appreciable number of carriers at realizable driving
voltages (<300 V).

Also,

if the bandgap of the phosphor material is too small, optical

absorption of emitted photons may occur in the phosphor layer, and therefore the
emitted light wifi never reach the viewer. In this.framework, the absolute minimum
and maximum for phosphor bandgap are 3.0 and 5.5 eV, respectively. However, the
practical minimum and maximum for the bandgap of comniercially relevant phosphor

materials is probably closer to 3.5 and 4.5 eV, respectively. With these limits in
mind, it should be noted that bandgap values for many materials are either unknown,

difficult to locate, or unreliable. Furthermore, although bandgap values for many
binary compounds are available and known with some degree of confidence, bandgap

values of ternary compounds are often quite difficult, if not impossible, to locate.

The transition type of the bandgap and the effective masses are interrelated
materials parameters that allow significant insight into the potential of a material for

ACTFEL phosphor applications. The transition type of the bandgap is either direct or
indirect depending on whether the conduction band minima and valence band maxima
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occur at the same wavevector in the first Brillouin zone. The bandgap transition type
is extremely important in determining the performance of many optoelectromc devices

because it strongly affects the likelihood of certain optical transitions. However,
the importance of the bandgap transition type of an ACTFEL phosphor lies mainly

in its influence on carrier injection from the interfaces. Direct bandgap materials
typically possess small values of electron effective mass because the curvature of the
r minimum in the conduction band is usually quite sharp. On the other hand, indirect

bandgap materials generally possess larger values of electron effective mass because

the curvature of conduction bands with minima not coinciding with the zone center
is usually small. Effective mass impacts electronic injection because the emission rate

due to pure tunneling from a coulombià interfacial trap is governed by [69]
PT
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which is exponentially dependent on the square root of the effective mass of the
lowest lying conducton band. Furthermore, the band structure of the higher-lying
conduction bands plays a large role in determining the high-field electronic transport

characteristics of a phosphor material.

3.1.2

Dielectric perxnittivity

For efficient ACTFEL device operation, the goal is to generate a high field
in the phosphor layer to initiate charge conduction, and hence, electroluminescence.

When an external voltage, Vapplij, is applied to an ACTFEL device, only a fraction

appears across the phosphor and the remainder drops across the insulators. The
phosphor field generated due to an applied voltage below the threshold voltage of the
device is given in Eq.

2.5.

This equation shows that the relative capacitances of the

phosphor and insulator layers are very important in determining how efficiently the
applied voltage is coupled to the phosphor field. Eyamination of Eq.

2.5

shows that

the ideal situation for an ACTFEL device is to have C,, << C2. This means that
the relative dielectric constant of the phosphor layer should be low enough such that
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phosphor fields of a magnitude that initiate charge conduction in standard thickness
ACTFEL phosphors (2000 A

tphsphor

2.0 pm) can be achieved well within the

limits of the available power supplies. With the current insulators used for ACTFEL
applications, the practical maximum for phosphor relative dielectric constant is about

15. However, positive space charge in the phosphor layer that is generated prior to
the threshold voltage may relax this limit for phosphors prone to this behavior.

3.1.3

Melting temperature

The successful fabrication of an ACTFEL device critically relies on the rearrangernent and ordering of the atoms composing the phosphor thin-film during some

stage in the processing. Numerous studies have shown that ACTFEL luminance
and efficiency are closely coupled to the polycrystalline grain size of the phosphor
film. [70, 71, 72, 73, 74] The degree of crystallinity of a phosphor material is critically important in determining the luminance and efficiency of an ACTFEL phosphor

because it determines the potential for delocalized carrier transport through the phos-

phor. [49] Delocalized transport is critical because it allows the carrier distribution
to become much hotter than if conduction occurs via hopping, such as what occurs

in amorphous materials. A hotter carrier distribution results in better impact excitation efficiency, and hence brighter and more efficient light output. In addition, a
broadening of the color spectrum in an amorphous phosphor host may occur for some
luminescent activators whose emission transitions are strongly affected by the crystal
field. [75]

To obtain the phosphor host crystallinity necessary to generate bright and efficient ACTFEL phosphors of a repeatable color spectrum, thermal post-deposition

heat treatments are typically performed. The thermal post-deposition heat treatment typically applied to ACTFEL phosphor thin-films is the rapid thermal anneal

(RTA). This is an advantageous technique because the substrate temperature can
be ramped up and cooled very rapidly, allowing temperatures well in excess of the
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substrate melting temperature to be obtained for short periods of time. Due to the
exponential dependence of the atomic diifusivity with temperature, this technique
holds inherent advantages over furnace sintering from the standpoint of providing
greater recrystallization at a higher throughput.

Unfortunately, prediction of the annealing temperature and time required to
achieve polycrystalline grain growth for a hypothetical phosphor host often proves
difficult. To determine an annealing cycle for a hypothetical phosphor a priori, knowl-

edge of the activation energy for atomic motion is necessary. However, this value is
not a well-known quantity for most materials because it is typically very dependent
upon preparation conditions and impurity levels. [76] It is suggested in the literature
that polycrystalline grain growth typically begins at temperatures approximately one-

half of the absolute melting temperature. [77] Therefore, the melting temperature of

a material is probably the best insight available into the annealing cycle required to
reach the onset of polycrystalliñe grain growth.
This simple rule-of-thumb regarding the onset of sintering implies that potential

phosphor hosts with melting temperatures above roughly 1300° C are too refractory

to lead to bright and efficient ACTFEL devices on substrates that cannot withstand
anneals in excess of 650° C. It is for this reason that the temperature of grain growth
is perhaps the most important constraint on ACTFEL phosphors because many well-

known phosphors require '-p1000°C post-deposition anneals for bright and efficient

operation. This situation can be alleviated by the deposition of ACTFEL devices
onto ceramic or silicon substrates in an inverted structure, allowing for very high
temperature annealing cycles (1200°C). However, the inverted structure is prone
to unstable ACTFEL devices unless deposited essentially pinhole and defect free, as
discussed in Section 2.3.3. As a result, other means are often necessary to circumvent

this strict restriction on the annealing temperature. The means typically employed
to achieve a reduction of the temperature required to achieve polycrystalline grain
growth is the addition of so-called "flux agents." Flux agents are coactivators which

are added to a phosphor host material in small quantities

(
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5 wt%) that encourage

grain growth at a much lower temperature than possible with the pure phosphor
host material. The important topic of flux agents for ACTFEL phosphors will be
examined in further detail in the Section 3.2.5.

3.1.4

lonicity

The important electronic properties of most semiconducting and insulating ma-

terials are governed to a large extent by defects, whether intentionally added or not.
For example, in the well-known silicon system, control is exercised over the properties

of the silicon through the addition of minute amounts of impurities to the lattice. This

type of impurity is known as an extrinsic impurity. However, stoichiornetric defects,

or intrinsic impurities, may be important in certain materials. The principal element
in determining the concentration of stoichiometric defects in a material is the degree

of ionic bonding of a compound. Ionic materials typically have large concentrations
of stoichiometric defects, especially Schottky defects, or vacant lattice sites, whereas
covalently bonded materials tend to have very few imperfections of this sort. [78]

Since the currently known ACTFEL phosphor hosts have an appreciable ionic

bonding character and rely quite heavily on defects and impurities for effective op-

eration, the ionicity of a potential phosphor host is an important parameter. It has
long been theorized that stoichiometric defects are responsible for the space charge

in ACTFEL phosphors that is so intertwined with their operation. [79] The greater
tendency for the more ionic SrS phosphor host to exhibit space charge related phe-

nomena than ZnS lends credence to the theory that stoichiometric defects are the
underlying cause of space charge in ACTFEL phosphors. [80] Furthermore, the addition of luminescent activators and coactivators of different valence than the phosphor

host constituents is known to lead to an effect called "self-compensation" in which it

is energetically favorable to create additional stoichiometric defects than to further
shift the Fermi level toward the band edge. [81] However, the self-compensation mech-
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anism typically acts preferentially towards creating either anion or cation vacancies
depending on the energetics of formation of the given defect. Therefore, the degree of

ionicity of a phosphor host gives an indication of the degree to which it should be extrinsically compensated to avoid potentially deleterious effects of self-compensation,

as noted by Lehmann in his study of alkaline earth sulfide phosphors. [82]

It is also likely that the important interface behavior of an ACTFEL device is

impacted to a certain degree by the ionicity of the phosphor host. It has long been
known that the Schottky barrier height of covalent semiconductors such as Si and Ge
is largely unaffected by the work function of the metal layer because the Fermi level is

"pinned" by an abundance of interface states. [83] On the other hand, it is also known

that the Schottky barrier height of the more ionic semiconductors such as ZnSe, ZnS,

and CdS is primarily dependent upon the work function of the metal because of a
much lower density of interface states. [84] Furthermore, it has been experimentally
confirmed that significant surface reconstruction occurs with the purely covalent elemental semiconductors and the primarily covalent compound semiconductors. [85]
However, surfaces of highly ionic compounds such as alkali halides show almost abrupt

termination of the lattice, with very little surface reconstruction. [86] Presumably,
because of the very different surface behavior in terms of surface reconstruction and
Schottky barrier interface states between ionic and covalent compounds, the ionicity

of a compound should somewhat determine its ability to form the interface states
that source the electronic charge in an ACTFEL device. This leads to the conclusion

that the degree of ionicity roughly corresponds to the degree to which a prospective
phosphor departs from the interfacial model of ACTFEL operation. In fact, the best

known ACTFEL material in terms of interface injection is ZnS, which is much less
ionic than the other well-known ACTFEL phosphor hosts.

In addition to its role as a predictor of the defect chemistry of materials, the

ionicity of a compound is also related to both the bandgap and cohesive bonding
energy of a compound. As compounds become more ionic in character, their crystals
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exhibit larger bandgaps because highly electronegative anions more tightly bind va-

lence electrons. [81, 86] This, in turn, may also be related back to interface states,
for larger bandgap materials typically possess deeper interface states. The ionicity of

a compound has also been correlated with the cohesive energy per bond or bonding
energy. [86] In fact, the bonding energy for isoelectronic compounds decreases almost

linearly with increasing ionic bonding contribution. [86]

3.1.5

Thermodynamic stability

Thermodynamic stability of the constituent materials is an absolute necessity
for the production of long-lived, stable electronic devices of any type. Certainly, the

harsh environment seen by an ACTFEL phosphor host in terms of high fields and

temperatures implies that thermodynamic stability is an absolute must. Furthermore, materials that are near the edge of stability should be avoided for ACTFEL
applications because high operating temperatures may drive such materials to spontaneously dissociate. Therefore, the Gibbs free energies of formation for many binary

compounds are tabulated in later sections of this thesis. These values are given in
units of kcal/gm atom to provide a rough estimate of the relative stability of cornpounds of differing molecular complexity. It should be noted that thermodynamic
quantities in kcal/gm atom are computed by dividing the standardily available values

in kcal/mol by the number of atoms in one molecule of the compound.

3.1.6

Moisture sensitivity

A classic problem with many otherwise excellent phosphor host materials is

their instability in the presence of moisture. Materials that are unstable in the
presence of moisture are classified as either hygroscopic or moisture sensitive, or
sometimes both, depending on the mechanism that leads to their moisture-related
instability. Hygroscopic compounds are compounds that electrostatically bind polar water molecules, thereby becoming hydrated molecules. [87] Since hygroscopic
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behavior is an electrostatic interaction, the odds of a material being hygroscopic increase with increasing molecular polarity. Therefore, compounds with a high degree

of ionic bonding character are much more likely to exhibit hygroscopic behavior. In
addition, the high density of atomic vacancies typically present in ionic compounds
allow water molecules to diffuse easily into the bulk of the material. [881 On the other

hand, compounds that are deemed "moisture sensitive" are typically compounds that
are easily hydrolyzed.

Unfortunately1

some of the bestphosphor host materials for

ACTFEL devices exhibit hygroscopic behavior and moisture sensitivity, leading to
increased processing cost and complication.

A major problem with determining suitable new ACTFEL phosphor hosts is

the unreliable and unquantified information regarding moisture related instability.
Sources in the literature are often contradictory in their analysis of the behavior of
compounds in the presence of moisture. Fortunately, a thermodynamic analysis of
the reaction of a compound with moisture to form the hydroxide reveals whether a re-

action with water is energetically favorable or not. In addition, the amount by which

the products or reactants are favored in this reaction gives a crude estimate of the
relative moisture sensitivity of a compound. The role of steric effects, protective oxide

layers, and uncertainties in standard Gibbs free energies certainly limits the absolute
reliability of this type of estimate, but it is a straightforward technique for determin-

ing moisture sensitivity from standardly available chemical data. Furthermore, the
results of such thermodynamic analyses correspond quite well to moisture sensitivity

behavior witnessed in the laboratory. Therefore, this data has been compiled for
several compounds of interest in later sections.

3.1.7 Transport
The velocity versus electric field characteristics of materials typically show two

regimes of operation; a constant slope, low-field regime, and a velocity saturated,
high-field regime. Depending upon which regime a material is to be operating in,
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transport analyses are conducted either by assuming low-field behavior described by

a carrier mobility, or by assuming high-field behavior where carriers travel at a con-

stant, saturated velocity. As a result, transport analyses are initiated by recognition

of which regime the material in question is operating in. Since it is well known
that ACTFEL phosphors operate at extremely high. electric fields compared to other
semiconductor devices, the relevant transport, in ACTFEL phosphors must be of the

high-field variety. When carrier transport occurs in this high-field regime, carrier
velocity is

ilO5

m/s, almost independent of temperature or the nature of the host

lattice. [4]

The ultimate

goal

of a transport analysis of an ACTFEL phosphor, material

is to obtain an electron energy distribution for phosphor fields of interest. With an
electron energy distribution, it can be determined what percentage of electrons transiting the phosphor possess sufficient energy to impact excite luminescent impurities.

Furthermore, the. electron energy distribution can be convolved with the impact ex-

citation cross-section to yield an internal excitation efficiency. The electron energy

distribution, n(E,F), is a product of the distribution function and the conduction
band density of states,

n(E, F) = f(E, F)N(E),

(3.2)

where E is electron energy and F is electric, field. As a result, the determination of
the electron energy distribution is dependent upon the ability to. properly determine

both the distribution function, f(E,F), and the conduction band density of states,

N(E).
The distribution function,,f(E,F), for a material subjected to high electric fields
is determined largely by the scattering processes that siphon energy from the electron

distribution. The scattering meti.nisms that are dominant at high electric fields are

those that are able to absorb large amounts of energy from the distribution. This
is because the electron distribution very rapidly gains energy from these high electric fields and this energy must be efficiently dissipated to result in a stable electron
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distribution. The scattering mechanisms that are able to absorb enough energy to
stabilize hot electron distributions are electron-lattice interactions. Depending upon

the applied electric field and the ACTFEL phosphor material, any of these scatter-

ing mechanisms may be important: deformation potential scattering, polar optical

phonon scattering, intervalley transfer, and band-to-band impact ionization. The
relative importance of the two optical phonon scattering mechanisms is determined
largely by the ionicity of the phosphor material in question. The general rule is that
the larger the ionicity of the compound, the larger the role that polar optical phonon

scattering plays. [4] The importance of intervalley scattering should be quite ma-

terials dependent, and is closely related to the band structure through the relative
effective masses and energy Separation of the valleys in question. Finally, band-to-

band impact ionization must be initiated by electrons with energy greater than the

bandgap of the material. As a result, this scattering mechanism applies to only the
high-energy tail of the electron energy distribution in materials of sufficient bandgap

for ACTFEL phosphor applications.

The conduction band density of states, N(E), is the other critical parameter in
determining the electron energy distribution. The conduction band density of states
is given by

N(E)

(2ir)

j

)VkE)'

where V is the volume of the crystal, S is a constant energy surface, and

(3.3)
VkE is

the gradient of the energy with respect to k at the differential surface element of
S in question. [78] This equation can often be simplified for examination of low-

field transport, but for high electric fields, little simplification is possible because
electrons reside in much higher energy parts of the conduction bands. Consequently,

the evaluation of the conduction band density of states can be a major stumbling
block because it requires a rather intimate knowledge of the band structure, which is
often not well-known for less-common materials.
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3.1.8

Conclusions

The identification of suitable phosphor hosts for ACTFEL applications is often

a difficult task because for all but the most well studied of materials there exists
considerable uncertainty in many of the parameters discussed in this section. As a
result, it is often necessary to make educated guesses for these parameters by using
chemical trends. Most of these parameters are completely unkncwn for ternary and

higher order compounds, often necessitating bounding or averaging of parameters

through knowledge of the parameters for the associated binary compounds. For
example, the bandgap of ZnGa2O4 is approximated as 3.9 eV, halfway between 3.2
eV, the bandgap of ZnO, and 4.6 eV, the bandgap of Ga203. Although this provides

a reasonable estimate of parameters, in many situations there may be significant
deviations from linearity that allow only for bounding of the parameters.

3.2

Activators and coactivators
This section examines issues pertinent to ACTFEL phosphor activators and

coactivators and their incorporation into the host lattice. The section begins with
discussions of two of the classic criteria for selecting ACTFEL phosphor luminescent

impurities; activator ionic radius and valence. Following this, a discussion of two
phosphor host dependent effects that influence the luminescent transitions of certain activators is presented. Finally, the section concludes with an examination of
coactivators and killer centers.

3.2.1

Ionic radius

Several bright and efficient ACTFEL phosphors are known where ionic radii

of the activator and the atom it replaces in the lattice, typically the cation, are not
closely matched. However, the matching of the activator and cation ionic radii may be

advantageous for several reasons. First, gross discrepancies between the ionic radii of

the activator and cation lead to lattice strain induced defects, poor crystallinity, and
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device stability problems. The defects so produced can provide non-radiative paths

to the ground state for excited. activator ions, and hence reduce ACTFEL device
luminance and efficiency. Activators much larger than the atom that they replace
in the lattice may inhibit polycrystalline grain growth because their large size may
prevent ionic diffusion during annealing. [4] In addition, these large activators may
be difficult to incorporate into the lattice because they may have difficulty diffusing

into proper sites in the lattice during annealing. Activators that are much smaller
than the cation which they replace are potential interstitial impurities that can lead
to device stabifity problems. In addition, a small activator ion replacing a large cation
may be induced to move in the lattice as a result of high temperature operation or the
high fields typical of an ACTFEL phosphor. With this having been said, ZnS:Tb and

SrS:Cu are still the brightest known ACTFEL phosphors for their respective colors,
although both show instabilities that may be linked to ionic radii mismatches.

3.2.2

Valence

The valence of the activator of an ACTFEL phosphor has important implications in terms of material defect chemistry. As a result of the charge neutrality
condition and the ionicity of most ACTFEL pho8phor host materials, it is often en-

ergetically favorable to self-compensate impurities that are not isovalent with the
atoms of the host lattice. Self-compensation in most materials with an appreciable
ionic character occurs via the, creation of Schottky defects, also known as vacancies.
[81] Therefore, if widespread fonnation of Schottky defects is not desired, the valence

of the activator and the cation should match. Alternatively, a non-matching activator and cation valence can be extrinsically compensated through the addition of
additional dopants, termed coaçtivat. rs in phosphor terminology. Although valence
matching is one of the classic criteria for determining a suitable phosphor host for a

given activator, many of the brightest known ACTFEL phosphors violate this rule.
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3.2.3

Stokes shift

One of the main effects associated with host lattice-activator interaction is
Stokes shift. Stokes shift is a measure of the shift of the emission spectrum relative

to the excitation spectrum of a phosphor material. [75] Since ACTFEL phosphors
are excited by a hot electron distribution that is typically only qualitatively known,
Stokes shift is thus identified only by changes in the emission spectrum with changes

in the host lattice for this type of phosphor. The presence of Stokes shift is largely
determined by the phosphor activator, whereas the magnitude of the Stokes shift is
determined by the interaction between the activator and phosphor host.
The physical meduLnism leading to Stokes shift is most easily explained with
the aid of a configurational coordinate diagram. A configurational coordinate diagram

is a plot of the electron energy versus the interatomic distance for an activator in the

lattice. Superimposed upon this plot are parabolas representing the harmonic oscillator force constants of the excited and ground states of the activator. Furthermore,
the lowest energy states of these harmonic oscillators are typically shown explicitly

on a configurational coordinate diagram, as seen in Fig. 3.1. The most important
property of the various harmonic oscillator states in terms of the configurational co-

ordinate diagram is the peak of the probability distribution, or the most probable
R value. The most probable R value of the harmonic oscillator vibrational states
is near the turning points (the parabola), except for the lowest energy state whose
distribution peak is at the center of the parabola, R.0 and R in Fig. 3.1.
With the aid of the configurational coordinate diagram, the Stokes shift phe-

nomenon can be explained in a simple and straightforward manner. When an ac-

tivator absorbs energy, it is promoted from the ground state to the excited state,
as shown in Fig. 3.1. This transition is represented by an arrow pointing straight

up from the center of the lowest vibrational state to the point on the excited state
parabola directly above it. This arrow points straight up because the transition is
an electronic transition, which occurs on a much smaller timescale than an atomic
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FIgure 3.1: A configurational coordinate diagram of an activator with absorption and
emission transitions leading to Stokes shift.

transition due to the mass difference between electrons and atoms. The arrow begins

at the center of the lowest vibrational state, Ro, because it is most likely that the
activator is in the lowest vibrational state and the most probable interatomic distance for this vibrational state is R0. The transition probability is proportional to
the convolution of the probability distribution of the emitting vibrational state with

the vibrational state that is emitted into. Therefore, the arrow ends at the point on
the excited state parabola with an interatomic distance value R0 because the most
probable interatomic distance at upper vibrational levels is near the parabola. Then,

when the activator is in upper vibrational levels of its excited state, it typically relaxes to the lowest vibrational level of the excited state before returning to its ground

state, as shown in Fig. 3.1. As a result, the emission wavelength and the absorption
wavelength differ by the amount of energy lost to vibrational relaxation. This non-

radiative energy loss to vibrational relaxation is termed Stokes shift. In addition to
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a change in the emission wavelength, Stokes shift also leads to a broadening of the
absorption and emission spectra because different vibrational levels may be involved

depending on what interatomic distance the absorption and emission occur at.

Stokes shift is a very activator-dependent phenomenon both in terms of its
magnitude and its presence. Many of the rare earth activators luminesce via an
intrashell transition, where there is little or no offset in interatomic distance between

the ground and excited states. Therefore, for these activators, Stokes shift is nearly
imperceptible and the emission spectrum is only weakly dependent on the host lat-

tice. In addition, because there is little Stokes shift, and hence spectral broadening,

for these activators, the emission transitions appear as lines in the emission spectruxn. All of the rare earth activators except Eu2+, Sm2+, Yb2+, Ce3+, Pr3+, and
Nd3 luininesce via f-f intrashell transitions, and therefore are line emitters. [75] All

activators other than the rare earth activators discussed above exhibit Stokes shift
because the levels involved in the emission transitions are affected by the crystal field.

These activators are affected by the crystal field because the luminescent transitions

involve the outermost electronic shell. Activators of this type include the transition

metal activators (d intrashell transition), and the sp*s2 and 5d-4f activators. Activators exhibiting Stokes shift have been the most important type of activator for
ACTFEL devices to date, although someday the rare earth line-emitters may become
more important, as they have for fluorescent lighting.
Stokes shift has many implications in terms of ACTFEL devices because of the

potential for chromaticity control via lattice size modifications. Obviously, there is
little opportunity for control of the emission spectra of the line emitting rare-earth ac-

tivators. However, since the brightest and most efficient known ACTFEL phosphors

are activated by ions that exhibit Stokes shift, there is the opportunity to alter the
phosphor host lattice of some of these phosphors to achieve appropriate chromaticity

values. This can be accomplished in practice by increasing or decreasing the lattice
constants of the phosphor hosts through alloying or the addition of additional impu-
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rities. In addition, the presence of defects in the immediate vicinity of the activator
can have profound effects on the spectral distribution of aa activator known to exhibit
Stokes shift. [89]

3.2.4 The nephelauxetic effect
Another effect that can strongly influence the emission characteristics of non-

line emitting activators is the nephelauxetic effect. The nephelauxetic effect is the
terminology used to describe the effect of electron cloud expansion on the luminescent

transitions of activators. [90] Electron cloud size is a phenomenon that is related the

covalency of a compound because as the degree of electron sharing increases, the
electrons spread out over wider orbitals. [91] As the electron cloud expands, electron-

electron repulsion is reduced and charge-transfer transitions shift to lower energies.
[75] This leads to an increase in the emission wavelength with an increase in phosphor

host covalency. Similar to Stokes shift, the nephelauxetic effect is principally observed

in non-line emitting activators because their luminescent transitions generally lie on

or near the surface of the ion.
The nephelauxetic effect has important ramifications in terms of ACTFEL phos-

phors because it implies the possibility of engineering the emission wavelength of a
phosphor by altering the local surroundings of the activator. Certainly, the choice of
phosphor host will have an effect on the emission wavelength through the nephelauxetic effect, among other things. However, since the tiephelauxetic effect is concerned

mainly with the covalency in the local environment of the luminescent activator, the
choice of activator source may have a profound effect upon the emission spectra of the

phosphor if the activator is involved in complexing with defects or coactivators. The

nephelauxetic effect has been postulated as the physical mechanism behind the spectral shift of SrS:Ce ACTFEL phosphor emission with Ce source. The peak emission
wavelength of SrS:Ce,X ACTFEL devices lies in the blue or the green depending on

whether X is F or Cl, respectively. This was interpreted as a result of Ce complexing
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with the halogen ions from the halide activator source, which.determine the spectral
characteristics due to their electronegativity and the nephelauxetic effect. [92]

3.2.5

Coactivators

A phosphor coactivator is an atomic species in addition to the phosphor host
and activator that induces a beneficial or potentially useful modification of the luini-

nescent properties of the phosphor. The field of phosphor coactivation is especially

important for ACTFEL phosphor development. In fact, many of the recent devel-

opments in ACTFEL phosphor technology can be directly attributed to improved
phosphor coactivation. Coactivators are quite varied in nature and are employed for
several different tasks in the improvement of ACTFEL phosphors. Generally, ACTFEL phosphor coactivators fall into three different classes according to the function
that they perform; flux agents, compensators, and luminescent coactivators. Further-

more, one coactivator can perform two or more of the functions mentioned above in

certain situations.
The most important class of ACTFEL phosphor coactivators in a broad sense

are flux agents. The purpose of a flux agent in a phosphor material is to improve
the crystallinity of the phosphor host lattice by assisting atomic diffusion during high

temperature processing. Flux agents are extremely important for ACTFEL phosphors because they provide a means of achieving crystzThnity at the low processing
temperatures necessary for deposition onto glass substrates. Flux agents are typically

non-isovalent with the constituent elements of the phosphor host and either readily
diffuse into or react with the phosphor host. The most effective flux agents are non-

isovalent with the constituent atoms of the phosphor host because their operation
relies upon their ability to generate vacancies to compensate for their presence. It

is these vacancies that lead to enhanced atomic motion through the phosphor, enhancing the formation of a crystalline lattice. The most effective flux agents are also
either reactive of diffusive because these types of atoms are most easily incorporated
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into a phosphor host. With this in mind, the most effective flux agents for ACTFEL
phosphors are typically Li, Na, K, Cu, Ga, F, and Cl. [71, 93, 92, 94]
The activators of many of the most important ACTFEL phosphors known today

are non-isovalent with the atom that they replace in the host lattice, motivating the
use of compensating coactivators. When a phosphor activator is non-isovalent with
the atom that it replaces in the host lattice, charge compensation is accomplished via

the formation of vacancies (Schottky defects) in compounds with appreciable ionic
character. The electrical and optical characteristics of ACTFEL devices based on such
phosphor materials suggest that these defects heavily influence device operation. As a
result, performance gains may be realized by controlling the defect chemistry through
the addition of compensating coactivators. [95, 96] In addition, the emission spectrum

of an ACTFEL phosphor may also be modified through the addition of compensating

coactivators because all activators that are not line emitters are sensitive to their
immediate surroundings, as discussed in the previous subsections. As a result, when

these activators complex with a defect, rather dramatic color shifts are sometimes
observed.

Another class of ACTFEL phosphor coactivators that sometimes offer performance benefits are luminescent coactivators. Luminescent coactivators are ions that
emit radiation of a wavelength that is strongly absorbed by the activator, and hence,

enhances its light output. The red Eu2+ activator is often coactivated in this manner
because it strongly absorbs blue light. [971 Therefore, blue-emitting

Ce3

and Cu1

are efficient luminescent coactivators of Eu2t Since many luminescent impurities

absorb strongly in the ultraviolet (IJV) region of the spectrum, a UV emitter is a
good luminescent coactivator candidate for a highly PL active phosphor.

3.2.6

Killer centers

The presence of certain atoms in a phosphor can severely degrade or even elim-

inate its luminescent properties. These atoms, the so-called "killer centers", degrade
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overall phosphor performance even when present in minute quantities. Some killer
centers operate by strongly absorbing visible wavelength photons from the phosphor

and subsequently relaxing by emitting non-visible infrared (IR) photons. [98] Other

killer centers extinguish a phosphor's luminescent properties by existing as a deep-

level that provides a non-radiative path to the ground state for the excited activator

ions. The most well-known killer centers in ZnS phosphors are the iron-group el-

ements, Fe2, Ni2, and Co2, 'which strongly absorb visible light. The presence
of these atoms is also likely to cause degradation of overall phosphor performance
for other phosphor materials and contact with these atoms should be avoided. The
killer center effect often presents processing problems because many standard pieces
of deposition equipment are fabricated from stainless steel, which is rich in these iron

group elements. In addition, heating elements are often constructed from nichrome
wire that can emit Ni at elevated temperatures. Therefore, many processing systems
need to be custom-tailored to meet the specific needs for phosphor deposition due to
killer centers.

3.2.7

Conclusions

This section is intended as an introduction to some of the issues concerning the

activators and coactivators of ACTFEL phosphors. The activation and coactivation
of

general phosphor materials fQr fluorescent lighting, cathode-ray tubes, and X-ray

phosphors are well-researched topics that are covered in significant detail in references

[75] and [99]. Although many useful insights are gained from researching phosphors

for other applications,

tills

section has attempted to bring to light issues particular

to ACTFEL phosphors.

3.3

Materials familiesfor ACTFEL phosphor applications
Although ACTFEL phosphors are predomirnrntly sulfides, there may be ad-

vantages to examining other materials families for this application. Only limited

investigations have been undertaken to determine the viability of non-sulfide mate-

rials famifies for ACTFEL applications. This section aims to examine the various
families of materials with an emphasis placed on the issues discussed in the prior two
sections.

3.3.1

Nitrides

Several researchers have investigated nitride materials for ACTFEL applications with varying degrees of success. Nitride materials have recently received a great

deal of attention for light-emitting diode E:LED) applications because they allow the

fabrication of bright and efficient blue and green LEDs. The 111-V nitride materi-

alssystem (AIN, GaN, and InN) was identified as a prospect for the production of
bright and efficient blue and green LEDs long ago, but materials fabrication techniques were not advanced enough to fabricate high-quality material necessary for this

application. In the last decade, however, m.t.erials processing has become advanced
enough to grow Ill-V nitride films with very low defect densities that are suitable for

LED applications. These UI-V nitride films are mostly grown via molecular beam
epitaxy (MBE) [100] and metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD). [101]

However, high-quality sputtered films have also been reported. [102] The ability to
reliably grow high-quality Ill-V nitride thin-films has certainly revolutionized LED
technology, and it may do the same for ACTFEL technology someday.

The main inhibitor to the development of rn-V nitride materials for LEDs was

the extreme difficulty involved with growth of nitride thin-films. Nitride thin-films
are very difficult to grow because the formationof oxides of all elements are heavily
favored over the formation of nitrides in terms of thermodynamic considerations. In

fact, the mtrides of many elements either do not exist or exist

only

m thermody-

naniically metastable states, as shown in Fig. 3.2, and are therefore unusable for
high-quality phosphor applications. [103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112]
Therefore, oxygen-containing gases in the background during a nitride deposition pro-
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cess lead to the formation of an oxide or oxynitride rather than the desired nitride.
Unfortunately, even very small concentrations of oxygen-conthining gases (>0.001%

02 + H20 + CO2) leads to an appreciable oxygen content in the depositing film because of the extreme thermodynamic predisposition of oxide formation. As a result,
nitride growth is very well suited to ultra-high vacuum (UHV) deposition techniques,

such as MBE. However, certain processing techniques can be employed to aid in the

deposition of nitride materials by more mainstream processing techniques such as
sputtering, evaporation, and chemical vapor deposition (CVD).
There are two main prerequisites for success in the growth of nitride thin-films

by sputtering, evaporation, and CVD; drastic reduction of oxygen-containing back-

ground gases, and chemically activated nitrogen in the deposition chamber. Of the
oxygen-containing background gases that present problems for the growth of nitride

thin-films, water vapor is the biggest problem because it tends to adhere to surfaces
inside the vacuum chamber, and hence, is not efficiently pumped. Two simple techniques to selectively pump water vapor in a vacuum system are chamber baking and

the use of cold-traps. Chamber baking imparts energy to adsorbed water molecules
inside the vacuum system which decreases their. sticking coefficient and thereby in-

creases the probability of capture by the pumping system. Cold traps are generally
liquid nitrogen (LN2) cooled, high surface area protrusions into the vacuum system

that selectively pump water vapor because the sticking coefficient of water vapor
at LN2 temperature (77 K) is very high, resulting in water vapor being effectively
"trapped" at these cooled surfaces.[113] Cold traps are also effective, but to a lesser

degree, in the capture of CO2 and 02 molecules. Reduction of residual 02 concen-

tration in a vacuum chamber is often accomplished via gettering. [114] Gettering
generally involves coating some or all of the vacuum chamber with a material that

reacts with background 02 to form a non-volatile oxide. Ti is often used for this
purpose because it is easily evaporated and relatively inexpensive; however, Ta is
the most effective oxygen-gettering element, but its refractory nature makes it much
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more difficult to evaporate. [115] Chemical activation of nitrogen always involves
plasma-processing for the deposition of nitride thin-films. The presence of nitrogen

in a plasma environment leads to a non-negligible quantity of N radicals that are
many times more chemically active than N2 or NH3. Furthermore, N2 or NH3 process gas may be chemically activated by a microwave resonant cavity that generates
N radicals prior to admission into the process chamber. [116] Finally, it is important

to use the highest-purity process gas available when attempting to deposit nitride
materials because of the aforementioned predisposition of elements to form oxides
over nitrides Gas purifiers may help further purify very high-purity process gases for
deposition of nitride thin-films.

Assuming that high-quality nitride thinfllms can be deposited, they possess
some potential advantages over competing materials systems. Unfortunately, due to

the difficulty inherent in the synthesis of nitride compounds, little is known about
many of the nitride compounds However, there is a relative abundance of literature
available concerning BN, AIN, GaN, InN, and Si3N4 due to their significance in LEDs

and semiconductor devices.: it is known that the group lila nitrides, A1N, GaN, and

InN are all direct-bandgap materials typically of the sphalerite or wurtzite crystal
structure, [117] leading to small effective masses for electrons, and hence, excellent

carrier injection and transport characteristics as discussed in Section 3.1. Similarly,
there is data available on some of the transition metal nitrides, in particular, TIN, ZrN,

CrN, Mo2N, NbN, and TaN because of their importance as coatings for high speed

tools. The transition metal nitrides have found applications as wear and corrosion
inhibitors for high-performance tools, low-friction, and non-stick coatings, optical

coatings, and diffusion barriers. However, the transition metal nitrides mentioned
above are all extremely refractory materials, hence, their applications are primarily
as protective materials for demanding environments.

In addition to the difficulties in the deposition of nitride thin-films discussed
above, nitride materials are mostly very expensive to purchase and difficult to work
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into suitable forms for processing. Generally, the synthesis of nitride materials is

very difficult because the oxides are always thermodynamically preferred over the

competing nitride. This requires formation of nitride source materials in an atmosphere devoid of oxygen-containing gases. Furthermore, many nitrides are sensitive

to oxygen and moisture at room temperature and wifi convert to an oxide or hydroxide if left idle in the atmosphere. Therefore, nitride materials should be stored
and handled in an inert atmosphere to ensure against chemical composition changes
due to contact with the atmosphere. However, some of the nitrides that are sensitive

to moisture form protective axide layers that prevent further oxidation. [118] It is
this type of nitride that results in an efficient barrier to moisture when deposited as a
high-quality thin film. [119] Finally, many of the binary nitrides are highly refractory,

as shown in Fig. 3.3, necessitating extremely high-temperature sintering of sputter
and evaporation sources, ideally in an NH3 atmosphere. In addition, the refractory
nature of nitride materials implies that it is difficult to achieve polycrystalline grain-

growth at standard ACTFEL structure processing temperatures. However, the use
of a suitable flux agent may help in this regard, but flux agents have been identified
for very few nitrides because most nitrides are uncommon and difficult to work with.
The final difficulty with nitride materials for ACTFEL applications is that very

few of the binary nitrides possess sufficiently large bandgaps to prevent absorption

of visible light. Of the nitride materials that are thermodynamically stable at room
temperature, only BN, AIN, Si3N4, P3N5, Ge3N4, TIN, and GaN are known to possess

bandgaps greater than the 3 eV absolute minimum requirement, as shown in Fig. 3.4.
[120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127] However, bandgap values for many of the

binary nitrides are not currently available in the literature. The bandgaps of Be3 N2,

VN, and CrN are potentially larger than 3 eV, but these values have not yet been

reported in the literature. Of the materials known to possess a sufficiently large
bandgap for ACTFEL applications,

only

Gé3N4 falls in the range of bandgaps for

potential commercial utilization. However, Ge is a +4 valence cation,

which limits
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compatibility with luminescent impurities because most of the important luminescent

impurities are +2 or +3 valence. Of the remaining nitride compounds, only CaN and
TiN, fall near the range of bandgaps of potential commercial utility. Actually, of these

three compounds with bandgap in the correct range for consideration as ACTFEL
phosphors, GaN is the most attractive choice because it is one of the most well-studied

of the nitrides, it is stable in the presence of moisture, it is thermodynamically stable,

and it is not tremendously refractory. This is a large part of the reason why CaN has

been a major component of the most successful nitride phosphor ACTFEL devices
witnessed to date. [128]

With the limited choice of binary nitride compounds meeting the criteria as
potentially useful ACTFEL phosphors, there is motivation to examine ternary and
quaternary alloys and compounds. Since information on the properties of ternary and

quaternary nitride is quite scarce, educated guesses must be made to obtain a rough
estimate of their materials properties. This generally involves interpolation between
the associated binary compounds constituting the higher-order compound. However,
there is limited literature available for certain higher-order nitride compounds. From

the combination of the available literature and educated guesses concerning the ma-

terials properties, the materials properties of higher-order nitride compounds with
the most potential for ACTFEL phosphor applications can be roughly determined.
An examination of the group I nitrides leads to definite conclusions about the
feasibility of synthesizing higher-order nitride compounds containing group I elements.

The only group I nitride that is known to be thermodynamically stable is Li3N,
making Li the first choice for use in any group I containing ternary or quaternary
nitride compounds for ACTFELapplications. [129] However, Li3N is highly moisture
sensitive and ignites spontaneously in moist air and should be avoided unless it can be

handled in a moisture-free environment. [130] In addition, all of the remaining group

I nitrides are quite moisture sensitive. Therefore, a group I element should combine
with an element that forms a highly stable, large bandgap, moisture-insensitive nitride

to have any hope of achieving a robust material. These criteria leave only B, Si, and

possibly Al as elements that could potentially combine with a group I element for
a robust material. In fact, the existence of Li2S1N2 and Li3A1N2 have recently been

reported, but no mention is made of their moisture sensitivity other than they are
not explosive. [130] Considering these facts, the risks far outweigh the benefits of

synthesizing group I containing nitrides for ACTFEL applications.

Ternary and quaternary nitride compounds containing group II elements are
certainly more promising than those containing group I elements for ACTFEL phos-

phor applications, but very serious problems also arise in the realization of these
compounds. As far as thermodynamic stability is concerned, all group ha nitrides
are thermodynamically stable, whereas all group hib nitrides are thermodynamically

unstable. The most severe problem with the group II nitrides, however, is their extreme moisture sensitivity. In fact, it has been reported that Mg3N2, Ca3N2, Sr3N2,

and Ba3N2 powders all rapidly react to form the corresponding hydroxides almost
immediately' upon exposure to the atmosphere. [112] This type of water vapor sensitivity leads to severe contamination problems during the preparation of source material because it is nearly impossible to avoid incidental contact with the atmosphere
for short periods of time when transferring specimens to and frOm furnaces, weighing

stations, etc. These materials are certainly most moisture sensitive while in powder

form because the high surface area to volume ratio of a powder provides a much
greater amount of area for condensation of water than athin-filni or a ceramic block

of material. Therefore, the source material for nitride compounds containing group
ha elements must be prepaaed in a closed environment that is virtually free of water

vapor, necessitating costly equipment and extreme care. Furthermore, it is unclear

whether group ha nitrides have the potential to produce compounds that lead to
high-quality thin-films, owingto their extreme moisture sensitivity. The reason for

the moisture sensitivity of group II nitrides is that they readily react with water to
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Table 3.1: Standard reaction Gibbs free energies for the reaction of group II nitrides
with water vapor (113N2 + 6H20 -+ 311(OH)2 + 2NH3).

Group II Nitride } i.,.G° (J)
Be3N2

-138.9

Mg3N2

-182.4

Ca3N2

-236.4

Sr3N2

-234.4

Ba3N2

-225.8

Zn3N2

-20.5

fi

form hydroxides and ammonia, as in

X3N2 + 6H20 -, 3X (OH)2 + 2NH3,

(3.4)

where X is Be, Mg,Ca, Sr, Ba, or Zn. An examination of the standard reaction Gibbs
free energies for the reactions between the group II nitrides and water gives a relative
measure of the stability of these compounds in the presence of humidity, as discussed

in Section 3.1. The standard reaction Gibbs free energies of the group II nitrides

are tabulated in Table 3.1. From this data, certainly the most attractive group II
nitride to work with are Be3 N2 and Zn3N2. However, Be3 N2 can be excluded from any

potential group II nitride compound because the highly toxic nature of Be compounds

makes their large-scale use a health and environmental hazard. Furthermore, Zn3N2
is thermodynamically unstable, as discussed above. Judging by the thermodynamic

and moisture stability problems with group II nitrides, any ternary or quaternary
compound containing a group II cation must also contain an element that forms a
highly stable, large bandgap, moisture-insensitive nitride for the possibility of forming

a compound fitting the specifications for an ACTFEL phosphor. This implies that Si,

B, Ge, or possibly Al must be included in the compound. There have been reports of
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synthesis of ZnS1N2, ZnGeN2, MgS1N2, CaSIN2, and XCN2, where X = Mg, Ca, Sr,

or Ba [131, 132, 133, 134] However, no reports of the moisture sensitivity of these
compounds are available.

The nitride compounds containing group UI elements are certainly the most

promising of the nitride materials for ACTFEL applications. This class of nitrides
consists of alloys of Ill-V nitrides, which are currently commercially produced for
LED applications, and 111-N-V compounds. Alloys of A1N and GaN are the nitride

phosphors that have demonstrated the brightest and most efficient nitride ACTFEL
devices to date, as shown in Table 3.2 [128], and certainly deserve mention when ex-

amining the potential of nitride materials as ACTFEL phosphors. In addition, alloys

Table 3.2: Lnminance and color of Ill-V nitride ACTFEL devices (all devices driven
with a 500. Hz, 120 VRMS sine wave).
phosphor

[color

L (cd/rn2)

Al0Ga0N:Sm

Red

83

Al0Ga0N:Eu

Red

57

GaN:Sm

Orange

43

A1N:Srn

Orange

1

AlGa065N:Tb,Zn Green

130

Al04Ga06N:Tb

Green

97

GaN:Tb

Green

54

AIN:Th

Green.

3

Al0Ga0N:Ce

Blue-Green

25

AloGao.N:Tm

Blue

3

GaN:Tm

Blue

2

A1N:Tm

Blue

0.5
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of AIN and InN have been investigated as ACTFEL phosphors, but oxygen incorporation during thin-film deposition has precluded a definitive conclusion regarding
their potential as ACTFEL phosphors. [135, 136] Furthermore, it may be possible to

alloy either A1N or BN with group Ilib, transition metal, or lanthanide nitrides to
achieve a proper bandgap. Once again, however, there are moisture sensitivity issues
with many of the group III nitrides which lead to difficulties in the synthesis of source

material for thin-film deposition. The standard reaction Gibbs free energies for the
reaction of the group III nitrides are shown in Table 3.3. For comparison purposes,
BN and GaN are both considered to be stable in the presence of water vapor, whereas

MN is considered to be mildly sensitive to the presence of water vapor. It should

be noted that the mild moisture sensitivity of A1N is similar in nature to the mild

moisture sensitivity of pure Al and Si, which both form a thin native oxide layer
that protect the underlying material from further contamination. [118] According
to the data in Table 3.3, the group 11Th nitrides have a much greater potential for
moisture sensitivity, and should be avoided in favor of the group lila nitrides unless

the necessary equipment is available to prepare these materials in a moisture-free
environment.

Table 3.3: Standard reaction Gibbs free energies for the reaction of group II nitrides
with water vapor (IIIN + 3H20 -p III(OH)3 + NH3).

Group III

Nitride

LG0(j)

BN

-17.0

A1N

-45.1

GaN

-19.5

InN

+10.0

ScN

-67.0

YN

-82.9

LaN
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The data on the bandgaps of binary nitrides shown in Fig. 3.4 coupled with
the moisture sensitivity data presented in Table 3.3 yields several alloys of group lila
nitride materials which deserve investigation as ACTFEL phosphors. The extremely

small ionic radius of B limits its utility as a phosphor cation due to the fact that most
of the +3 valence luminescent impurities are relatively large. However, the remaining

group lila nitrides, A1N, GaN, and InN are worthy choices for the synthesis of IIIV nitride alloys because they provide for the correct range of bandgap energy, they

are relatively stable in the presence of' moisture compared to many other nitrides,
and there is sufficient literature available concerning their synthesis. Additionally,
alloys of A1N and InN for optimum bandgap should be doped with the standard lan-

thanide luninescent impurities to investigate whether the three primary' colors can
be achieved 'with this type of phosphor. The 'major stumbling block impeding realiza-

tion of this goal is the extreme expense of CaN and InN source material. Therefore,

this material should be fabricated in-house for economic reasons. A review of the
literature concerning the synthesis 'of binary nitrides that are potential components
'of ACTFEL phosphor hosts is presented in Appendix A.

The choice of group IV nitrides for ternary and quaternary compounds and
alloys is limited because only Si3N4 and Ge3N4 are known to exist as stable com-

pounds. However, there has been ongoing research in an effort to synthesize C3N4

because it has been theorized that it should possess some unique materials properties. Unfortunately, C3N4 is a compound that cannot be synthesized by traditional
high-temperature solid-state reactions, making source material synthesis an imposing
proposition. [124] As for Sn and Pb nitrides, there is evidence that Sn3N4 is thermo-

dynamically metastable and slowly breaks down into Sn and N2, whereas Pb is not

known to form a nitride. [112] Therefore, any alloy of group IV nitrides should be
composed exclusively of Si3N4 and Ge3N4 for stability reasons. Unfortunately, very

few luminescent impurities of the correct valence and size match with Si or Ge are
known, leaving to chance the possibility for efficient luminescence from these com-
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pounds. It is also feasible to synthesize phosphor compounds containing group IV
elements, but the most stable and robust should be of the lila-N-V variety. However,
a lila-N-V compound nitride phosphor is probably not worth the effort to synthesize

because the added complexity of producing a ternary compound is not adequately
compensated by an increase in flexibility of the choice of luminescent impurities or of

baudgap control from alloys of group, lila, nitrides. Therefore, although several group

N nitrides are known to be stable, robust materials, their potential as compouents
of ACTFEL phQsphors is;considerably less, than the attractive group lila nitrides.

The final classes of nitrides to be considered for ACTFEL applications are the
transition metal nitrides and the nitrides' of the lanthanide series of elements. The ni-

trides of the transition metals of groups Nb, Yb, and VIb are all thermodynamically

stable compounds that are quite rugged. In fact, these compounds main applications are as coatings to increase, the working life of bits for cutting tools. These
nitrides are quite effective in this area because they generally have low coefficient of

friction against steel, carbides, and ceramics. In addition, these compounds are all
quite refractory, adhere well to substrates, and are inert to attack from acidic and
basic solvents. These are all positive qualities for. coatings to protect tool bits, but

for phosphor applications, highly refractory materials are undesirable because most

are amorphous, not polycrystalline, at temperatures that are compatible with glass

substrates. Furthermore, the stoichiometry of these compounds is such that they
are naturally nitrogen deficient, resulting in moderate to high conductivity, which is
highly undesirable for an ACTFEL phosphor. [1371 However, nitrogen-rich dielectric

thin-films of some of these materials have been demonstratecL [138]
The nitrides of the elements of the lanthanide series are all quite similar in their

physical and thermodynamic properties, as shown in. Figs. 3.2 - 3.4. The bandgap

of all of these nitrides is on the order of 1 eV, as shown in Fig. 3.4, meaning that

for these materials to be a component of a phosphor host, they must be part of
an alloy or compound. The lanthanide series elements are interesting to consider as
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possible constituents of a phosphor host because their similar ionic radii and chemical

properties lead to the conclusion that any one of them should easily substitute into

a lattice with another as a cation. However, there are three problems with these
materials: moisture sensitivity, refractory nature, and high cost. Although little is
known about the moisture sensitivity of the nitrides of the lanthanide series elements,

chemical intuition dictates that their moisture sensitivity should be on the order
of that of LaN, which is moderately moisture sensitive. The moisture sensitivity
issue always presents problems in handling of source materials, and probably leads to

decreased thin-film stability. The refractory nature of the nitrides of the lanthanide
elements is seen in the

high

melting points of all of these materials shown in Fig. 3.3.

Furthermore, these materials, when available, are prohibitively expensive, which when

coupled with their finite shelf-life owing to moisture sensitivity, makes them difficult

and costly to experiment with; Therefore, the use of lanthanide series nitrides should

probably be limited to dopant source applications.
The preceding statements concerning nitride materials for ACTFEL phosphor

applications leads to the conclusion that there are only a small number of nitride
materials that show potential as ACTFEL phosphor hosts, namely GaN or alloys of
A1N, GaN, and InN. All other nitrides have inherent problems that are not likely to
be worth the expenditure of time and resourceS to overcome. The increasingly large

amount of literature available concerning AIN, GaN, and InN for LED applications
should be used as a guide to try to grow phosphor-quality thin-films of alloys of these
materials. Unfortunately, the deposition equipment currently available at Oregon

State University is probably not well-suited for a meaningful examination of nitride

compounds for phosphor applications. In addition, the difficult chemistry associated with the synthesis of nitride compounds should not be taken lightly; competent

chemists should be sought out to aid in the synthesis of any source material to be
used for the deposition of nitride thin-films.
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3.3.2

Phosphides, arsenides, and antimonides

Phosphides, arsenides, and antimonides are families of materials that have
shown promise for specific applications as semiconductors. However, none of the bi-

nary compounds from any these families of materials has a sufficiently large bandgap

to warrant consideration as an ACTFEL phosphor for full-color applications. In
addition, since no binary compound from any of these three families of materials ex-

hibits a sufficient bandgap, it is expected that no ternary or quaternary compound
from these materials families should exhibit a sufficient bandgap for ACTFEL ap-

plications. Therefore, these three families of materials should not be considered as
potential full-color ACTFEL phosphor hosts. Although the bandgaps of all of these
materials are too small for full-color, certain members of these families possess suf-

ficient bandgap to transmit red light as was demonstrated by an ACTFEL device
with a GaP:Pr phosphor layer which output 13 cd/m2 of red light with a 120 Vrms
sinusoidal drive. [128]

3.3.3

Oxides

Of the known luminescent materials, oxygen-containing materials are by far the

most numerous. Of these materials, many are pure oxides, while others are combinations of oxides with other families of materials, such as the oxyhalides. However, this

subsection focuses strictly on oxide phosphors. Early research on phosphors mostly
focused on oxide phosphors because almost every element combines with oxygen to

form a thermodynamically stable oxide, as shown in Fig. 3.5. Furthermore, many
oxide phosphors were first discovered as naturally occurring minerals that exhibited
luminescent properties. [139J As a result, many of the technologically important
phosphors for mature applications such as fluorescent lamps and CRTs are oxides or
contain oxygen. Therefore, there is a more significant amount of knowledge available
concerning oxide phosphors than exists for most other families of phosphor materials.

In addition, the main reactive components of the atmosphere are 02 and H2O, which
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results in most oxide materials being insensitive to storage and handling in air. This
is in stark contrast to other families of materials which have many members that de-

compose when stored and handled in the presence of the slightest trace of moisture.
Finally, the synthesis of oxide materials is generally easier and safer than any of the
other families of materials because the reactive gases that other families of materials
require for synthesis, sintering, and annealing are invariably dangerous and toxic.

Although oxide phosphors possess many advantages as candidates for ACTFEL phosphors in terms of stabffity, ease and safety of handling, and technological
knowledge, there are several factors that have prevented oxides from becoming the

dominant class of ACTFEL phosphor. Most importantly, oxide materials are generally quite refractory and possess bandgaps too large for the fabrication of bright
and efficient ACTFEL devices, as shown in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7.

The brightest and

most efficient ACTFEL devices based on oxide phosphors fabricated to date have
required annealing temperatures in excess of 1000°C to achieve a high enough degree

of polycrystallinity. These temperatures are beyond what is feasible for deposition of

phosphors onto glass substrates, and require the use of the inverted structure with a

high-temperature tolerant substrate with refractory insulator and bottom electrode.
However, proper selection of the constituents of oxide phosphors has yielded oxide
phosphor materials that exhibit polycrystallinity in the temperature range of conventional sulfide phosphors. [140] Unfortunately, the materials that tend to crystallize at

lower temperatures may not always provide the luminance and efficiency attainable

by the phosphor materials that require extremely high-temperature annealing. The
other major problem with oxide phosphors is that the threshold of oxide ACTFEL

devices is typically quite gradual compared to the abrupt threshold of the sulfide
ACTFEL phosphors. This is presumably because the large bandgaps and effective
masses typically seen in oxide materials lead to inefficient carrier injection, hence
large driving voltages and noiiabrupt device thresholds, as discussed in Section 3.1.
An examination of Fig. 3.7 reveals that some of the binary oxides possess energy gaps
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that are in the appropriate range for ACTFEL applications, and some of these oxides

have small enough bandgaps that they could help to counteract the large bandgap
oxides if a suitable ternary compound or alloy exists.
The sheer number of potential oxide phosphor materials systems makes a thor-

ough examination of all of these systems impossible. Therefore, the discussion of
potential oxide materials systems for ACTFEL phosphor applications focuses specif-

ically on the binary and ternary oxide materials systems that have shown luinines-

cent properties. However, other oxide materials other than those considered in the
subsequent discussion may exhibit, desirable properties for ACTFEL applications.

Although a vast number of oxides have been shown to exhibit phosphor qualities,
only a very small percentage of these materials have been investigated as ACTFEL

phosphors. In addition, none of the oxide materials that have been investigated for
ACTFEL applications have been studied nearly as thoroughly as their sulfide cousins.

A listing of the oxides that have been investigated as ACTFEL phosphors and their
relevant characteristics is shown in Table 3.4. [141] It should be noted that the data
presented in Table 3.4 is somewhat misleading because the researchers working on
oxide ACTFEL phosphors typically report peak luminance and efficiency instead of

the 40 V above threshold values typically reported for sulfide phosphors. This discrepancy tends to significantly overstate the luminance of these devices, but Table
3.4 can be used for a comparison of the relative lnminces of these phosphors.
The examination of oxide phosphor materials systems most logically begins with

consideration of binary oxides and their luminescent qualities. Since almost every element forms a stable compound with oxygen, there is an abundant choice of potential

binary oxide phosphors. Indeed, many binary oxides have been used successfully as
phosphors in applications such as fluorescent lighting and CRTs. However, the differing requirements of ACTFEL phosphors certainly leaves some doubt as to the utility

of many of these materials for, this application. As discussed previously, the main
problems are the refractory nature and large ba.ndgaps of most of the binary oxides.
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Oxide phosphors for ACTFEL applications and their characteristics (all
devices driven with a 1 kHz sine wave)

Table 3.4:

color

Red

Yellow

Green

White

phosphor

CIE

Vth

L,,

(V)

(cd/rn2)

(lni/W)

x

y

Ga203:Cr

175

375

0.04

0.654

0.293

CaGa2O4:Eu

225

215

0.026

0.687

0.331

ZnGa2O4:Cr

250

196

0.02

0.584

0.398

0a203:Eu

210

152

0.02

0.587

0.385

Y203:Eu

130

144

0.14

0.573

0.393

ZnGa2O4:Eu

175

62

0.009

0.584

0.398

CaO:Mn

390

55

0.016

0.603

0.391

Ge02:Mn

180

7

0.018

0.521

0.413

Gd203:Eu

235

4.9

0.002

0.524

0.352

J479

0.518

0.479

0.518

CaGa2O4:Mn

Jf90

0.25

CaGa2O4:Dy

12151 30

0.02
j

Zn2Si075Ge025O4:Mn

170

4220

0.75

0.272

0.662

Zn2SiO4:Mn

160

3020

0.78

0.251

0.697

Zn2Si47Ge0.3O4:Mn

110

1751

2.53

0.271

0.671

Ga203:Mn

110

1018

1.7

0.116

0.676

ZnGa2O4:Mn

135

758

1.2

0.082

0.676

Zn2GeO4:Mn

55

341

0.08

0.331

0.645

ZnAl2O4:Mn

130

21

0.006

0.150

0.708

SrP2O7:Eu

145

5.6

0.005

0.270
f_0.334

Blue

Zn2SiO4:Ti

280

15.8

0.017

0.142

0.115

Y2SiO5:Ce

235

13.2

0.054

0.176

0.138

CaO:Pb

470

5.5

0.001

0.166

0.113
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Taking into account the special requirements for ACTFEL phosphors, only a few binary oxides seem attractive as ACTFEL phosphor candidates. An examination of the

data presented in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7 reveals that only the following binary oxides are
acceptable based on the criteria presented is Section 3.1: MnO, NiO, Sn02,

Nb205,

Ga203 and As203. Of these materials, only Ga203, and Sn02 have been shown to
possess luminescent properties. [141, 142] This does not, however, mean that MnO,
NiO,

Nb2 05,

and As2 0 have no potential as ACTFEL phosphor materials, but it

is certainly more sensible to begin an exploration of oxide phosphors with known
luminescent materials.

Although several binary oxides can be considered to be ACTFEL phosphor
candidates, the best-known and brightest oxide phosphors are ternary compounds or

their alloys, resulting in their examination as the next logical step in the assessment
of the oxide family of phosphors for ACTFEL applications. Ternary oxides comprise
a

vast number of compounds, so it is sensible to focus on the materials classes that

are known phosphors. Many classes of ternary oxides have seen use in phosphor
applications, including the borates, phosphates, vanadates, tungstates, molybdates,

aluminates, silicates, sulfates, germanates, niobates, titanates, gallates, and tanta-

lates. Thus far, the most studied groups of ternary oxide phosphors for ACTFEL
applications are the silicates and gallates. In addition, oxide phosphor groups such as
the phosphates and the germanates have also shown some promise as potential ACT-

FEL phosphors. [141] The initial results from oxide ACTFEL phosphors have been
encouraging, but have not been promising enough for serious consideration as com-

mercial ACTFEL phosphors. However, with continued research, commercial oxide
ACTFEL phosphors may become a reality in the not so distant future.
The silicate family of materials have long been known as efficient fluorescent
lamp phosphors, primarily because the green phosphor of the earliest models of these

lamps was the synthetic version of the mineral willemite, Zn2SiO4:Mn2t Later versions of the fluorescent lamp also employed the broadband, single-component phos-
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phor, (Zu,Be)2SiO4:Mn2t Further research into silicate phosphors found CaSiO3:Pb,

Mn to be another bright and efficient phosphor of the silicate family. In light of the
history of this family of phosphors, it should come as no surprise that these were some

of the first oxide phosphors to lead to working ACTFEL devices. Despite interest in

a broad range of the silicate family of phosphors for fluorescent lamp applications,
Zn2 SiO4 and Y2SiO5 seem to be the only silicate phosphor hosts investigated for ACT-

FEL applications thus far. The results obtained from Mn doped Zn2SiO4 annealed at

very high temperatures (>1000°C) have been encouraging for oxide ACTFEL phos-

phors in general because they compare very well with the best sulfide phosphors.
Furthermore, the green emission of Zn2SiO4:Mn2

with CIE coordinates x=0.25,

y=O.70 is respectably close to the target green color for green ACTFEL phosphors

of x=0.30, y=0.60. In addition, Zn2SiO4:Ti4 and

Y2SiO5:Ce3

have also exhibited

marginal blue electroluminescence as ACTFEL phosphors. However, the require-

ment for high-temperature annealing and the large bandgaps of Zn2SiO4 (5.4 eV)
and Y2SiO5 (>5.6 eV) result in materials that are far from optimal in terms of ACTFEL device processing and operation. From the perspective of designing ACTFEL

phosphors according to the criteria presented earlier, Cd2SiO4 is probably the most

interesting phosphor host of the silicate family, primarily because of bandgap and
melting point concerns. Unfortunately, one of the precursors of Cd2SiO4, CdO, is a
known human carcinogen that affects the lungs, and extreme care should be exercised

when processing this material in powdered form. [143] However, proper disposal of
Cd compounds involves conversion to the silicate, so Cd2 SiO4 is perhaps one of the

most tolerable of the Cd compounds. [144]

The gallate family of phosphor materials is the other family of ternary oxide

phosphor materials that has provided encouraging results as ACTFEL phosphors.

The gallate phosphor hosts that have been studied for ACTFEL applications are
ZnGa2O4 and CaGa2O4. The brightest and most efficient gallate ACTFEL phosphors
yet reported are yellow CaGa2O4:Mn2+ and green ZnGa2O4:Mn2+ as shown in Table
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3.4. However, these results may be a bit misleading in terms of standard ACTFEL
phosphors because they are from devices deposited on BaTiO3 sheets, annealed at
temperatures in excess of 1000°C, and driven several hundred volts above threshold.
Still, these phosphors may have some utility in a more conventional ACTFEL device,

but literature pertaining to this is scarce. Of the phosphors of the gallate family,
ZnGa2O4:Mn2

is the most promising as a primary color phosphor, but its CIE color

coordinates of x=0.08, y=0.68 are significantly different than the target green color
of x=0.30, y=O.60.

The ternary germanate oxide phosphor Zn2 GeO4:Mn2 has been investigated

as an ACTFEL phosphor by deposition on BaTiO3 sheets and subsequent hightemperature annealing, with respectable luminance and efficiency results. However,

this phosphor material shows signs of polycrystallinity at temperatures' as low as
600°C, and generally has a very low threshold field compared to other oxide phosphors In fact, it was reported that this phosphor had a threshold voltage as low

as '55 V when deposited on a BäTiO3 ceramic sheet. In addition, the bandgap of

this phosphor should be between the practical limits of 3.5 and 4.5 eV for highquality ACTFEL phosphors if it is assumed that the bandgap lies somewhere between

that of ZnO (3.2eV) and Ge02 (5.6 eV). Furthermore, the CIE color coordinates of
Zn2GeO4:Mn2+ are x=0.33, y=0.65, which are very close to the target green color

for ACTFEL applications. Therefore, this phosphor is investigated as a potential
primary color phosphor in this thesis.

The thial oxide materials systems that have been successfully deposited as

ACTFEL phosphors are the phosphates and the aluminates. However, neither of
these materials systems have shown enough promise to prompt researchers to pursue
significant follow-up work with these families of materials. The pyrophosphate of Sr
activated with Eu, Sr2P2O7:Eu, has been investigated, resulting in relatively dim and
inefficient phosphors (L

= 5.6 cd/rn2,

1max

= 0.005 lrn/W at 1 kHz). The allcdine

earth phosphates are probably not the best choice of materials for ACTFEL applica-
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tions because both the binary alkaline earth oxides and P205 are moisture-sensitive

materials, leading to the conclusion that any of their compounds will probably be
similarly

moisture sensitive. The phosphates are excellent fluorescent lamp and CRT

phosphors because they exist in an evacuated space for these applications. However,

the chance of exposure to moisture is much greater for ACTFEL phosphors because
one of the major advantages of the technology is its ruggedness, and hence, they need

to withstand hostile environments to retain this as a selling point. Therefore, phos-

phates are probably not worthwhile for consideration as ACTFEL phosphors. The
aluminates have yielded similarly marginal results, but for quite different reasons.
The aluminate of Zn, Zn.A1204:Mn, has been deposited as an ACTFEL phosphor,
and even after extremely high temperature annealing yields devices with maximum
luminance of 21 cd/rn2 and maximum efficiency of 0.006 hn/W driven by a 1 kHz sine

wave. [141] Zinc aliiminate is probably the only aluminate investigated for ACTFEL

applications, but other aluminates should produce similar results unless the melting

point and bandgap can be significantly reduced from those of A1203. As a result,
research resources are probably best focused on other phosphor faynilies,
At this point in time, oxide ACTFEL devices can only be considered a research

novelty because they have not demonstrated the type of performance necessary for
consideration as products. The potential advantages of oxide ACTFEL phosphors are
too great to overlook, however, so continued research on their feasibility is necessary.

The fundamental problems with most oxide phosphors for ACTFEL applications are

their large bandgaps and refractory nature. The bandgap issue can be circumvented

by selecting only compounds that exhibit bandgaps within the range set forth for
ACTFEL phosphors in Section 3.1. In addition, the crystallinity issue with refractory

oxide phosphors may be alleviated through the addition of grain growth promoting
flux agents. The identification of these flux agents is often

difficult,

but the ceramics

literature often has hints on suitable grain growth fluxes for many oxides.
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3.3.4

Sulfides

No discussion of ACTFEL phosphors can even scratch the surface of the subject without some discussion of sulfide phosphors. The entire ACTFEL technology is
built around sulfide phosphors, almost exclusively because of the success of ZnS:Mn,

the prototypical ACTFEL phosphor. In addition, recent advances with SrS:Ce and
SrS:Cu phosphors have determined that they are extremely important phosphors for
the realization of full-color ACTFEL displays. These sulfide phosphors possess two

properties that thus far seem to be unique to these phosphors; excellent charge injection and polycrystsdlinity at low processing temperatures. The charge injection
characteristics of these phosphors seem to be due to the fortuitous combination of a
high density of interface states at the proper energy for tunnel emission at readily at-

tainable driving voltages. The polycrystallinity attainable in these sulfide phosphors

at temperatures under 800°C is good enough to lead to bright and efficient devices,

thereby leading to the conclusion that transport is deloca]ized and not amorphousstyle hopping conduction. This is remarkable considering that the melting points of

ZnS and SrS are 1700°C and >2000°C, iespectively. In fact, this gives hope that
other refractory compounds may also become polycrystalline at processing tempera-

tures commensurate with glass substrates. Finally, the deposition of sulfides is less

complicated than that of oxides and nitrides because sulphur is significantly more
condensable than oxygen or nitrogen. This allows the simple evaporation of sulfides,

without the addition of a gaseous species to provide lost anionic atoms.

Although ZnS and SrS phosphors have several properties that help to create
bright and efficient ACTFEL devices, the sulfide

family

as a whole tends towards

mediocrity in terms of physical and thermodynamic properties. The bulk of the
binary sulfide materials are thermodynamically stable; however, their thermodynamic
formation energies are for the most part less than those of the corresponding oxides, as

seen by comparison of Figs. 3.5 and 3.8. In addition, there are many more sulfides that

exhibit moisture sensitivity than oxides, leading to stability problems with several
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potentially important sulfides. The melting points of binary sulfides tend to be several
hundred degrees centigrade lower than the corresponding oxide, on average, as shown

in Fig. 3.9. This leads to a much greater chance that sulfide compounds will exhibit

polycrystallinity at standard ACTFEL processing temperatures than corresponding

oxide and nitride compounds. The other prblem that severely limits the number of
potential sulfide phosphors is that only a few of the binary suffides possess bandgap
energies that are sufficient for ACTFEL applications, as shown in Fig. 3.10.

The limited number of sulfide materials of sufficient bandgap results in

only

several sulfide compounds that are applicable to ACTFEL fabrication. In addition,
extreme moisture sensitivity of several sulfide compounds (SiS2, Al2S3, and GeS2)

renders them and their derivatives useless as ACTFEL phosphor hosts from a stability standpoint. [145] Of the compounds of the sulfide

ZnS, and

Ga2S3

family, only

CaS, SrS, BaS,

or the resulting ternary thiogallates exhibit properties consistent

with ACTFEL applications. The main limiting factors in terms of ACTFEL application for sulfides are insufficient bandgap and moisture sensitivity. Although the
number of sulfide phosphor hosts is quite limited, the sulfide phosphor hosts, CaS,

SrS, and ZnS are known to be versatile phosphor hosts in terms of the number of
potential activators. In fact, Lehmann's pioneering work on CaS phosphors identified

no less than 31 luminescent activators in CaS. [82] In addition, both ZnS and SrS
activated with many different ions are known luminescent materials. The same could

be expected for BaS, although significantly less work has been conducted with BaS
phosphor hosts.

The aforementioned issues regarding sulfide phosphors allows an examination

to be made concerning the potential for new phosphors to be discovered amongst
the sulfide family. With the sulfides, the limited number of potential phosphor hosts
results in the conclusion that no new sulfide phosphor hosts will be discovered. How-

ever, because of the versatility of the known sulfide phosphor hosts, there remains
significant research work to be done in terms of determining proper activators, and
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especially, coactivators for these sulfide phosphors. As a result, much of this thesis is

devoted to determining suitable activators and coactivators for sulfide phosphors.

3.3.5

Selenides

A chronic problem for compounds with anions from the fourth row or lower of
the periodic table in terms of potential as ACTFEL phosphors is that it is difficult
to achieve a sufficiently large bandgap. The situation is no different for the selenide
family of materials, which has only a few members with sufficiently large bandgaps for

ACTFEL applications. The most notable group of selenides with sufficient bandgap
are the alkaline earth selenides which exhibit baudgap energies between 3.6 eV and

5.6 eV, as shown in Fig. 3.11. This leaves

only

a limited choice of potential se-

lemde phosphors, but the selenide phosphor hosts that fit the bill of specifications for

ACTFEL phosphors may indeed prove valuable.
Certain members of the selenide family of materials, notably ZnSe and CdSe,
have been known to be luminescent materials for quite some time. [146] Part of the

reason that ZnSe and CdSe find use in luminescence applications is that these are
direct bandgap materials that allow free selection of bandgap between 1.5 eV and 3.8

eV by alloying with CdTe, ZnTe, CdS, and ZnS. For similar reasons, the MN, GaN,
and InN family of compounds has become a groundbreaking group of compounds in
the field of luminescent materials. Although early ACTFEL devices were based on the

ZnSe phosphor host despite its 2.7 eV bandgap, the bandgap range that is available
to be explored by this group of compounds does not fit with the range necessary for
the production of a full-color display. [147, 148] Therefore, perhaps the dkaline earth

selenides, MgSe, CaSe, SrSe, and BaSe are a better choice for a family of selenide
phosphor hosts to be investigated.

The alkaline earth selenides certainly have potential as ACTFEL phosphors,
largely because extrapolation of their properties from the trends of the periodic table

suggest that they may be valuable phosphor hosts. The general trend of the periodic
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table is that bandgap and melting temperature decrease with downward progression

through a given column of the periodic table. This implies several things about the
alkaline earth selenides; they will possess smaller bandgap and lower melting temper-

ature than the corresponding sulfides. One of the primary factors inhibiting SrS:Cu

from impacting the display market is that the post-deposition annealing temperature of 81O°C required to achieve the optimum blue color is too high to be directly
considered for production. Assuming that the behavior of luminescent impurities in
SrS such as Cu'4 behave similarly in CaSe or SrSe, SrSe may be a better phosphor
host for Cu'4 than SrS,because the lower melting temperature of SrSe could lead to

adequate crystallithty at lower temperatures. In addition, the dielectric constant of
selenides is correspondingly lower than the analogous sulfides because the dielectric

constant trend is such that dielectric constant is lower with increasing anionic row
number.

The selenide family of materials, and in particular the alkaline earth selenides,

are not without drawbacks, however. First, the alkaline earth selenides are similar
to the alkaline earth sulfides in that they have problems with moisture sensitivity.
Actually, this is the case for most binary alkaline earth compounds, due to the relatively large thermodynamic stability or the alkaline earth hydroxides and carbonates.
Hopefully, these moisture sensitivity issues are no more severe than those of the alkaline earth suffides which have proven to be excellent ACTFEL phosphor hosts. As

discussed previously, the number of potential Se compounds that have potential as
ACTFEL phosphor hosts is limited because relatively few possess sufficient bandgap

for ACTFEL applications. In light of the success of the sulfide phosphors, and the
similarly limited choice of ACTFEL phosphors, two or three different phosphor hosts

may be all that is necessary for success in the ACTFEL field. Finally, a serious issue
with the synthesis of Se compounds is the toxicity of this element and its compounds.

Synthesis of many Se compounds requires a flow of a Se providing vapor at elevated

temperature to drive the selenization of source materials. This generally means that
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either the synthesis is performed by either flowing elemental Se vapor over the reacting sample with an inert carrier gas or flowing H2Se gas over the cation-providing

reactant at elevated temperatures. Unfortunately, H2Se is one of the most toxic and
flammable gases known, resulting in extremely expensive equipment outlays for safe
handling of this gas. The Se vapor apprOach is certainly more attractive from a safety

and economic standpoint, and may be a more attractive option than direct purchase
of selenides from a vendor, because they tend to be costly and not of phosphor quality.

There are also several ternary selenides that deserve mention as potential ACT-

FEL phosphor hosts. The selenide analogs of the alkaline earth thiogallates that have
been shown to produce deep blue electroluminescence may be useful phosphor hosts.

The reduced melting temperature and bandgap of Se compounds may provide the increased carrier injection so desperately needed by the terribly inefficient

Ce3

doped

alkaline earth thiogai,lates, CaGa2S4:Ce and SrGa2S4:Ce. Finally, perhaps alloys of

the alkaline earth selenides may provide some flexibility in the production of bright
and efficient selenide phosphors.

3.3.6

Tellurides

The telluride family of compounds suffers the same malady as the sulfide and selenide families; only. a handful of compounds possessing sufficient bandgap for serious

consideration as ACTFEL phosphor hosts. However, for the tellurides, the problems
are even more severe than for the selenides. The alkaline earth teflurides are the only

Te compounds with even close to a sufficient ACTFEL phosphor host bandgap, so
the discussion of Te compounds as phosphor hosts is limited to the tellurides of Mg,
Ca, Sr, and Ba. Of the tellurides, only CaTe and SrTe have bandgaps that fall within
the range of commercially useful ACTFEL phosphors, as shown in Table 3.5, and as a

result, any investigation of tellurides as ACTFEL phosphors should begin with these
compounds.
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Table 3.5: Room temperature bandgaps of group II tellurides (eV).

Group II Telluride

Eg (eV)

BeTe

2.89

MgTe

4.7

CaTe

4.07

SrTe

3.73

BaTe

3.4

ZnTe

2.25

CdTe

1.517

All that was asserted concerning Se compounds in the previous section also ap-

plies to Te compounds, except that the bandgap and melting temperatures should be
further reduced from the sulfide values, whereas the dielectric constant should further

increase. However, ternary tellurides of sufficient bandgap for ACTFEL applications

are not feasible, so only group II tellurides or alloys thereof should be considered
for this application. Similar to the selenides, telluride compounds are also a general

health hazard. The alkaline earth tellurides are prohibitively expensive to purchase
from a vendor, necessitating their synthesis to obtain phosphor quality source material. Synthesis of tellurides generally proceeds by flowing Te vapor over a sample
containing the cationic species by flowing an inert gas over a heated sample of pure

Te. This is necessary since the gas H2Te is thermodynamically unstable, and hence,
unavailable.

3.3.7

Halides

Electroluminescence has been demonstrated from lanthanide and Mn-doped
halide phosphors. [149, 150, 151] As is the case with most of the non-sulfide families
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of materials, the threshold voltage is not as abrupt in these films as it is in sulfide
phosphors. Halides are attractive for ACTFEL applications because they crystallize

at very low temperatures and they have low dielectric constants due to their highly
ionic character. However, the drawbacks of halide compounds include extremely

large bandgaps, relatively weak chemical bonding, and severe moisture sensitivity
problems. The weak chemical bonds formed in the microstructure of halides directly
affect the thin-film density because weakly bound compounds tend to nucleate poorly.

[88] Low density films are by their very nature susceptible to moisture penetration,

and the moisture that penetrates low-density halide

films

remains because water

molecules help to satisfy dangling bonds in a vacancy-rich low-density film. Since the

major market advantage of ACTFEL displays is their durability in the face of harsh

operating conditions, halide phosphor efforts are not likely to progress any further
than the research phase.

3.3.8

Materials family combinations

Several important phosphor hosts for fluorescent lighting, cathode-ray tube,
and X-ray phosphor applications are combinations of two of the materials families
discussed above. The most notable of these phosphor hosts are the oxyhalides and
oxysulfides for these applications. In fact, some success has been achieved with the
use of oxysulflde phosphors for ACTFEL applications. [150, 152] In addition, alkaline

earth sulfoselenide phosphors have been demonstrated that improve upon the properties of the corresponding sulfide phosphors. [1531 However, oxyhalides are probably

best left to the domain of fluorescent lighting because the weak chemical bonds of
the halide are not likely to lead to long-lived ACTFEL devices, as discussed above.
Therefore, combinations of certain materials fpmilies are an option to consider when
looking at techniques for improvement of ACTFEL phosphors.
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3.4

Laboratory facilities
To implement a plan to synthesize phosphor materials and subsequently fabri-

cate ACTFEL devices, the coordination of numerous pieces of equipment is necessary.

The purpose of this section is to describe the equipment available to this project at
Oregon State University (OSTJ).

3.4.1

Synthesis furnaces

There are currently two synthesis furnaces dedicated to the synthesis of ACTFEL phosphor materials at OSIJ. The first is a 1500° C programmable alumina tube
furnace located in the Chemistry department. This furnace is located in a fume hood

and is equipped for H2S and inert gas atmospheres, and hence, is used exclusively
for sulfide synthesis and sintering.. The second is a 1200° C alumina tube. furnace lo-

cated in the Electrical

Computer Engineering (ECE) department. This furnace is

equipped for compound synthesis under an NH3 -atmosphere, and hence is primarily
used for synthesis of nitrjde materials.

3.4.2

Electron-beam evaporator

The m&n technique used for ACTFEL phosphor deposition for this project
is electron-beam evaporation

(EBE).

The EBB system used for this project is a

diffusion pumped system backed by a hydrocarbon oil lubricated rotary vane pump.

In addition, there is a LN2 cooled cold trap around the inlet of the diffusion pump to
selectively pump condensable vapors during deposition. The electron gun is a three

pocket gun powered by a 4 kW power-supply. in addition to the electron gun, this
system has two additional thermal evaporation sources. The substrate is heated by

a pyrolytic boron nitride coated graphite trace heater. The substrate temperature

is regulated by an on/off temperature controller, and comprises the entire range
of useful temperatures for deposition on glass substrates. The film thickness and

deposition rate of EBE deposited films are monitored in situ by a quartz crystal
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thickness monitor. There is one metering valve controlled process gas input to this

system for the ability to perform reactive evaporation. The EBE is located in the
ECE department solid-state processing laboratory.

3.4.3 RF sputtering system
The other technique used for phosphor deposition for this project is radiofrequency (RF) sputtering. The system that is used for RF sputtering is a significantly

modified system acquired from a Hewlett-Packard donation. The system is a 6"
diffusion-pumped main chamber with a load-lock and a LN2 cooled moisture trap.
The roughing/backing and load lock mechanical pumps are both rotary vane pumps
lubricated with hydrocarbon vacuum pump oil. Process gases are fed into the chamber

through 3 mass flow controller (MFC) regulated gas input lines. RF sputtering is
accomplished with 2-2" water-cooled, magnetron sputtering guns powered by a 500 W

RF power supply. The substrate holder is a Ti sheet attached to an aluminum/brass
base that is driven by a stepper motor and heated by 2 500 W tungsten halogen lamps.

The background gas in the tthmber is monitored by a residual. gas analyzer (RGA)

to determine the concentration of oxygen-containing gases for sulfide and nitride
depositions. Resistive sheet heating elements are used to bake the chamber walls to

reduce H20 levels when necessary. This system is located in the ECE department
solid-state processing laboratory.

3.4.4 Rapid thermal annealing
The anneaiing of ACTFEL devices is accomplished via the rapid thermal annealing (RTA) system located in the ECE solid-state processing laboratory. The RTA
system is a commercial system manufactured by Advanced Energy, Inc. This system is

capable of annealing at temperatures up to 1200°C, with fully programmable anneal-

ing cycles. In addition, there is one MFC-controlled process gas input for annealing
in custom atmospheres.
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3.4.5

Plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition

The ACTFEL insulator layer for this project is most often deposited via plasma-

enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). The PECVD system is a commercial

model that is pumped by a Fomblin

lubricated mechanical pump/roots booster

pump stack. In addition, there is a cryopump for capturing moisture prior to critical

depositions. The PECVD system has four MFC regulated process gas inputs, that
are controlled by a microprocessor controller. The substrate is heated with a resistive

element-style heater that is capable of attaining temperatures up to 350°C. This
system is located in the ECE department solid-state processing lab and is currently
configured for Si02, SiOXNY, and

3.4.6

Si3N4

deposition.

Thermal evaporators

The Al top electrodes of the ACTFEL devices fabricated for this project are

deposited by thermal evaporation. There are currently two systems for performing

this function. The first is a desktop model pumped by a 2" diffusion pump that is
capable of rapid cycling because of the small chamber size. The ultimate pressure

in this system is approximately iO- Torr, so this system is not used for critical
depositions. The second system is a full-size thermal evaporation system pumped by
a 6" diffusion pump with a LN2 cooled cold trap. This system is capable of achieving
vacuum well into the 1O

Torr range, and is used for higher-quality depositions. The

film thickness is monitored in both system via quartz crystal monitors. Both of these

thermal evaporators are located in the ECE solid-state processing lab.

3.4.7

Film thickness measurement

It is important to have knowledge of the fun thicknesses for the constituent lay-

ers of the ACTFEL devices fabricated for this project. Film thickness measurement
for this project is accomplished min1y by a mechanical thickness profiling system.
This system operates by sliding a stylus across a step that transitions from the sub-
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strate to the top of the film. Then, a control unit reads' the vertical position of the
stylus that is translated into a thickness. This system is accurate to within roughly
500 A, and it is difficult to obtain repeatable film thicknesses for films that are under

2000

A thick. As a result, it will be necessary for the future of this project to develop

a reliable optical film thickness measurement system.

3.5

Source material preparation
Upon identification of protnising ACTFEL materials, the next logical step to-

wards realization of new ACTFEL phosphors is the preparation of processable pieces

of phosphor material. The t*o 'steps involved in the progression from raw materials
to a form suitable for evaporation or sputtering are the synthesis of the phosphor ma-

terial and the forming of the phosphor 'material into a suitable form for processing.
The following'subsections analyze these steps in some detail.

3.5.1

Phosphor materials synthesis

Deposition of thin-films always requires source material to supply the reactive

species that lead to the formation of a thin-film upon the substrate surface. Many
common elements and compounds can be purchased in very pure form for use as source

material for thin-film deposition. For example, highly pure ZnS sputtering targets and

evaporation cubes are available at reasonable prices from many vendors. However,
most phosphor materials of interest are not compounds that are readily available for

purchase at affordable prices. In addition, these phosphor materials require doping

with luminescent impurities to varying degrees, greatly increasing the complexity
and cost of source materials when purchased from a vendor. Furthermore, many
vendors of sputtering and evaporation source materials are not aware of the special

requirements of materials to be used for phosphor deposition. For these reasons, it
is necessary to synthesize most source materials in-house for both cost effectiveness

and quality control.
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The synthesis of source material is a process that requires knowledge of them-

istry, appreciation of the toxic properties of materials, and care to avoid contamina-

tion. A background in inorganic chemistry is invaluable in the synthesis of source
materials for phospbor deposition because it provides chemical intuition that may
only be partially compensated for by significant amounts of trial and error. Appreciation of the toxic properties of materials is important because many of the phosphor
compounds and the chemicals required for their processing have undesirable effects

on human health. For example, inorganic powders and certain gases should be contained and handled in well-ventilated areas such as fume hoods. Finally, a great deal
of care needs to be exercised when' synthesizing phosphor materials to avoid contact

with materials that contain killer centers, as discussed in Section 3.2.6. It is especially important to avoid contact with steel-based products because these are rich in
killer centers. For example, when scooping phosphor powders, it is desirable to use a

porcelain, plastic, or teflon spatula instead of the standard stainless steel variety.
The synthesis of source materials generally involves the high-temperature formation of phosphor compounds. For the most part, the high-temperature synthesis of
these phosphor compounds requires several high-temperature cycles in an atmosphere
that provides the anionic species of the compound to achieve stoichiometry. For many

oxide materials, firing of source materials in air to achieve a solid-state reaction is
sufficient. However, certain oxides should be fired in an inert atmosphere to prevent

changes in valence states of constituent elements. For sulfides, compound synthesis

generally requires high-temperature cycles in a H2S atmosphere, as discussed in

Appendix B.

Similarly,

the synthesis of nitride compounds is usually performed in

an NH3 atmosphere, as discussed in Appendix A. Finally, selenides and tellurides

should be synthesized by a vapor-transport reaction because it is difficult to work
with the extremely toxic and flammable H2Se and H2Te.
From the standpoint of university research, oxide phosphors are by far the most

attractive because they are easier, safer, and less expensive to synthesize than any
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other family of materials. The synthesis of oxides is easier than other families of
materials because many can be synthesized in air, leading to far less complication
and expense than the synthesis of other families of materials that require synthesis
in alternate atmospheres.

Safety

is also a primary concern in any research environ-

ment. Therefore, oxides are attractive because they almost never require synthesis in

atmospheres of toxic gas. Finally, oxides are attractive because oxides of a cationic
species are almost always more available and less expensive than compounds of other
anions.

3.5.2

Formation, of sputtering and evaporation sources from
powdered source material

The formation of sputtering and evaporation sources from powdered source

materials is a step in the process leading to the deposition of phosphor materials
that is often either overlooked or taken for granted. The main issues regarding the
formation of sputtering and evaporation sources are the final density and purity of the

powder compact. Density is a key issue that is often overlooked because it is possible

to sputter and evaporate from marginally dense materials. However, the denser the
source material for both evaporation and sputtering leads, the greater the deposition

rate and the higher the film purity. [154] Finally, the importance of the purity of
sputtering and evaporation sources should be self-evident.

The major issue regarding evaporation and sputtering source density is the
porosity of the source material, because porosity of source material implies trapped

gas inside of the powder compact. This trapped gas definitely poses a threat to the
purity of the sample because of the possibility of reaction with this gas. In addition,

the volume that a given quantity of gas occupies increases greatly both when they

are heated and when they are placed in a vacuum. Since the source material for
both evaporation and sputtering is both heated and placed into a vacuum, the gas
trapped in pores in the source material may cause intense localized pressure on the
walls of these pores that may lead to explosions on a microscopic scale. These small
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explosions imply that the source material wifi subsequently emit macroparticles that

are too large and heavy to reach the substrate and become part of the growing film.

In addition, if these macroparticles are emitted with enough initial kinetic energy
to reach the substrate, they are not consistent with normal film nucleation and lead
to film degradation through increased morphology and subsequent defect formation.
Finally, since the emission of these macroparticles does not lead to efficient thin-film

nucleation, they represent wasted source material, and hence a loss in the thin-film

deposition rate. This loss in deposition rate affects the final purity of the thin-film
because the longer the deposition time is, the more chance the nucleating film has of
reacting with background gases present in the deposition chamber.
The two techniques that are available to increase the density of a powder. com-

pact are pressure treatment and sintering. In most cases, a combination of pressure

treatment and sintering are used to achieve the highest practical density of source
material possible. Generally, sputter target and evaporation source vendors specify
source material density at 99+% of the theoretical density. Depending on the nature
of the source material to be densified,, it may or may not be feasible to achieve this
level of densification in-house.

The pressure treatment/sintering process that is used for the preparation of
sputtering and evaporation sources at Oregon State University and the David Sarnoff

Research Center, the supplier of sputtering targets for Planar America, Inc., is the
cold press/sinter technique. This technique operates on the principle that the powdered source material is first pressed into the required form at a large enough pressure

to ensure that the powder compact holds together for subsequent handling. Then, the

powder compact is sintered at high temperatures to achieve densification. This pro-

cedure provides fairly good results for source material purity and requires the least
elaborate equipment of the densification techniques. However, because of the vast
differences in physical, properties of materials, certain materials may be extremely

difficult to densify in this way. The other important issue to consider when press-
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ing source material into a form is the die material. The most common and easily
machined material available in machine shops is carbon steel. However, because all
steels contain a significant. quantity of Fe, and some contain Co and Ni, a steel target

die is a very poor choice for pressing phosphor powders. For most materials families,

the best choice for the target die material is graphite. This is particularly true of
oxides because the graphite reacts with 02 at temperatures greater than 650° C to
form CO2 to effectively remove any residual carbon contamination from the target
die.

The other major consideration when the cold press/sinter technique is used for
densification of powder compacts is the compressibility of the powdered source material. Some powdered materials compress readily under less than one ton per square
inch and hold their compressed form well after removal from pressure. However, some

powdered materials do not hold together after removal from pressure unless they are

compressed at extremely high pressures. Sulfides in general tend to be readily com-

pressible materials whereas oxides do not. To combat problems with materials that
are not readily compressible, one of two techniques are generally used; pressing with
a backing plate or the use of binders. Pressing with a backing plate involves pressing
the powdered material along with a non-reactive, rigid ceramic plate to allow transfer

of the fragile powder compact to the furnace for sintering. As long as the powder
compact is not to be sintered above 1300°C, where the alumina ceramic may begin to

diffuse into the powder compact, this is an attractive and simple method for handling

troublesome powder compacts. It-should be noted that these laser-cut 98% alumina

ceramic plates have been purchased from the Coors Ceramic Co.'s electronic substrate division. This method is depicted in Fig. 3.12. The other method for handling
difficult to compress powders is to use an appropriate binding material. The binder is

usually a powder such as poly-vinyl alcohol (PVA) that is mixed to around 10 wt.%

with the powder to be compressed. Then, when the powder compact is sintered, the

binder is boiled away by slowly heating the powder compact to the boiling point of
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the binder and holding that temperature for several hours to completely volatilize the
binder. If the powder compact is heated too rapidly, the binder may quickly volatilize

and result in pitting of the surface of the powder compact. For the preparation of
targets with PVA binder, a ramp rate of 1°C /

mm

to 500°C, followed by a rest of

4-6 hours at 500° C works well to completely volatilize the PVA without damaging
the integrity of the surface of the powdered compact.

Powder

Backing
Plate

4F
Figure 3.12: Powder compression with a ceramic backing plate.

Another powder compact densification technique is the axial hot-press method,
in which the powder compact is heated during the compression cycle. This technique

is arguably the least practical method for preparation of high-quality phosphor mate-

rials for several reasons. First, the problems with diffusion of atoms from the target
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die into the powder compact is greatly increased at elevated temperatures. Further-

more, graphite is the best targt die material for the pressing of a wide variety of
phosphor materials, but graphite begins to react with 02 to form CO2 at temperatures
above 650° C, rendering it useles for most of the fairly refractory phosphor materials

unless hot-pressed in an inert tinosphere. Also, most of the common metals are
materials that should not be allowed to come into contact with phosphor materials.
Therefore, this technique must e performed either with a target die made of exotic

material or in an inert atmosphere. Finally, since this is the axial hot-press method,

lateral shrinkage of the powdet compact would be expected to be enhinced

only

marginally. As a result, these requirements increase the cost of performing the axial
hot-press method considerably Over the cold-press/sinter method, without increased
performance, rendering it a poor method for phosphor source material densification.

The final method for powder compact densification is the hot isostatic press
(HIP) method. The HIP method produces uniform densification because the powder

compact is heated under the isostatic pressure of a fluid. The HIP method is generally performed by heating a powder compact under the pressure of an inert gas,
usually Ar, to a pressure of several hundred atmospheres. The high isostatic pressure
coupled with elevated temperatu4res produces extremely dense targets at a fraction of

the time and temperature necessary for complete densification via other techniques.
[77] For this reason, the HIP technique is the method preferred by target vendors to

produce the highest density targts. However, the major drawback to this method is
the equipment cost necessary to process powder compacts in this manner. As a consequence, HIP produced source material is considerably more expensive to purchase

from target vendors than otherwise manufactured material.

The main issue regarding purity of the source material is in regard to how
completely the compound of interest is formed from its precursors. The process of
sputtering and the process of evaporation both remove material from the source on an
atomic level. Therefore, it is possIble to create a working sputter target or evaporation
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source by pressing stoichiometrk mixtures of the constituent powders together and
sintering. However, this is, not the preferred method for producing source material
because the sintering behavior of materials are in general quite different, leading to
poor control of the dimensions of the sintered powder compact. In addition, because

the constituent powders may partially react at elevated temperatures, there may be
expansion of the source material during sintering. Therefore, for the sake of quality

control of the source material, it is preferable to prereact the compound of interest
prior to the densification cycle.

3.5.3

Sputter target, bonding

The sputtering of insulating and conducting targets is different, primarily because of the different ratea.of heat transfer through these types of materials. Metals

are usually good conductors Of heat, and the heat generated by the bombardment
of the cathode is efficiently carried away via the cooling water However, ceramic
insulators are in general poor conductors of heat, and a large temperature gradient

may exist between the surface of the sputter target and the base of the target that
directly contacts the cooled surface. This increased surface temperature of ceramic

insulating targets leads to non-uniform thermal expansion, which causes problems
with the integrity of the sputter target when not properly allowed to expand.
Most commercial sputtering cathodes are designed for the sputtering of metallic

targets and require some modifications to reliably sputter ceramic insulating targets.

Generally, commercial sputtering cathodes directly clamp the target to the cathode,

as shown in Fig. 3.13. Direct clamping of the target to the cathode is fine for
sputtering metals because they conduct heat away efficiently, and hence do not expand

appreciably during sputtering.

'urthermore, metals tend to be malleable and thus

will not be permanently affected if undue pressure is exerted due to thermal expansion

during sputtering. On the other hand, ceramic materials tend to be poor conductors

of heat, and thus greater target heating occurs when sputtering insulators. This

-
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enhanced target heating leads to greater thermal expansion of the target, and hence
more pressure exerted when clamped to the cathode. In addition, ceramic materials

by nature are brittle, and tend to fissure or even crack apart when undue stress is
exerted on them. For these reasons, it is often difficult to sputter ceramic targets with
enough power to achieve adequate deposition rate without permanently damaging the

target.

ry,

-

Figure 3.13: Commercial metal sputtering cathode.

The concerns cited above are sufficient to require the modification of sputtering

cathodes designed for metals when they are to be used for the sputtering of ceramics. The major concern, as outlined above, is target heating and associated thermal

expansion. To allow the target to expand more or less freely, ceramic targets are
bonded to a backing plate, which is clamped to the rf cathode instead of the target
itself, as shown in Fig. 3.14. This allows the ceramic target to expand relatively
freely when it is heated during sputtering, making it possible to sputter at greater

power without target damage. This not only reduces the chance for target damage
during processing, but is a major step towards improving film quality because greater
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power leads to a greater deposition rate, which in turn leads to reduced incorporation
of background gases during sputter deposition.

Target Clamp

Figure 3.14: A modified sputtering cathode for sputtering ceramics.

To sputter ceramic targets with he modified sputter gun shown in Fig. 3.14, it
is first necessary to bond the target to a conducting backing plate. The backing plate

should be made from a metal of high electrical and thermal conductivity; Cu is the
best choice for this application, but Al also performs adequately. The best bonding
material currently available for this application is silver-filled epoxy, available from

Cerac, Inc. The major drawbacks of using Cerac's silver-filled epoxy are that it

is expensive and difficult to work with. Specifically, the tolerance on the catalyst

weight ratio is quite strict. In addition, the bonding instructions supplied by Cerac
advocate mixing of approximately twice the amount of silver epoxy than is necessary

to satisfactorily bond a target of a given size. The major advantage of this epoxy,
though, is that it is conductive, unlike standard epoxies. However, standard epoxies

have been used for this application, although targets bonded to backing plates with
standard epoxy should be driven gently because of the danger of debonding the target.
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36 ACTFEL device fab*ication
Once suitable source matrial has been synthesized, pressed, and sintered, the

next step is the fabrication of ACTFEL devices. This section examines ACTFEL
device fabrication with the facilities currently available in the ECE department solidstate processing laboratory at OSU. Currently, this laboratory is configured to deposit

only standard structure ACTFEL devices, so this section is devoted exclusively to
this type of ACTFEL device.

3.6.1

Substrates, transparent conductor, and bottom insulator
The substrates for ACTFL device deposition are provided by Planar America,
Inc., pre-coated with ITO and ATO. The glass substrate is typically either Corning
7059 glass or Nippon electronic grade (NEG) glass. The ITO transparent conductive

layer is sputter deposited to a thickness of about 2000 A. The ATO insulating layer is

ALE deposited to a thickness of 2000 A, with a relative dielectric constant of approximately 11.5. The thin-film deposition equipment in the OSU ECE processing lab is
currently set up for deposition onto 1" square substrates. As a result, these substrates

must be specially requested from Planar America, Inc. because their sample size is
typically 2" square or larger.

3.6.2 Thin-ifim phosphor deposition by EBE
The EBE system is the phosphor deposition system that is most versatile in its
ability to deposit ACTFEL phos[hor materials. This versatility is due to the relative
ease with which EBE pellets can be fabricated, the ability to multi-source evaporate

to study dopant concentration, and the ability to rapidly cycle through phosphor
hosts and dopants. For these reasons, the multi-source feature of the EBE system
is primarily used to rapidly test iew ideas regarding phosphor hosts, activators, and
coactivators. Unfortunately, the çontrollabffity of multi-source EBE ACTFEL phos-

phor depositions is limited by til accuracy of the quartz crystal thickness monitor,
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which is sometimes unreliable when the substrate is heated. However, better control of activator and coactivator concentrations is achieved through the synthesis of
pre-doped EBE pellets, although the activator and coactivator concentrations in the
pellet and the film are not, in general, equal. Therefore, the EBE system is primarily
used for developing new phosphor ideas with multi-source evaporations and bringing

promising ideas to fruition with the increased control of pre-doped EBE pellets.
When depositing phosphor films via EBE, polycrystallinity, stoichiometry, and

contamination are the important factors in determining overall film quality. Since
most of the polycrystallinity is generally achieved during post-deposition annealing

cycles, the most important methods for achieving polycrystallinity are discussed in
Section 3.6.5. However, a degree of polycrystailinity is achieved during the deposition

of the phosphor thin-film by heating the substrate. Heating the substrate is important

because the thermal energy imparted to the constituent species of the growing thinfilm results in greater atomic migration. Substrate heating is especially important for
an evaporation process because the kinetic energy of species arriving at the substrate

is very low. The atomic migration resulting from substrate heating results in better
crystallinity because more of the constituent atomic species are of sufficient kinetic

energy to locate proper lattice sites. In addition, slower deposition rates may aid in
film nucleation because species arriving at the substrate have more time to migrate
on the surface before being coated. Unfortunately, each material is quite different in

its requirements for substrate temperature and deposition rate, so information must
be gathered for proper values of these parameters.
The major source of contamination in an evaporation process is the evaporation

of contaminants along with the evaporant. Obviously, the material to be evaporated

should be as pure as possible to minimize evaporation of contaminants along with

the source material. In addition, dust particles and other contaminants from the
atmosphere may adsorb or react with the evaporant during handling. For this reason, contact with the atmosphere should be minimized by storing evaporant in clean,
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tightly sealed containers. Furthermore, reactive evaporants should be stored in an

inert atmosphere to preclude spontaneous decomposition in the air. To purify the
evaporant in situ, a shuttered evaporation should be performed in which the shutter

is kept closed until a suitable evaporation rate is reached. This allows the desorption of low-evaporation temperature organic contaminants and water that may have

adsorbed to the evaporant before the phosphor thin-film growth is begun. Finally,
thermal evaporation is especially prone to contamination from evaporation boats, be-

cause these structures must be heated to extremely high temperatures to evaporate

most materials. Although evaporation boats are always fabricated from refractory
materials, the evaporant may react with the boat, and small amounts of these refractory materials may also be evaporated. For this reason, electron-beam evaporation is
a cleaner evaporation technique because all of the heating of the evaporant is supplied

by electrons and the crucible supporting the evaporant is force-cooled.

Stoichiometry is a more nagging issue in evaporation processes than plasma

processes because evaporation is by nature a high-vacuum process. Depending on
the compound to be evaporated, the evaporant may be emitted as constituent atoms,
molecules, or molecular fragments. Unfortunately, most compounds tend to decom-

pose before evaporation, leading to their emission from the evaporant on an atomby-atom basis. [45] This presents problems when one or more of the components of

a compound are volatile or difficult to condense. When plasma processes are used,
loss of volatile species can usually be counteracted by adding a gas containing the
troublesome species to the process gas. However, evaporation is ideally performed in

a high-vacuum environment to maximize the mean-free path of evaporant atoms and
molecules. Therefore, only small amounts of process gas can typically be introduced

during an evaporation because of mean-free path issues. Furthermore, the process
gas that is introduced is less reactive than in a plasma process because the gas exists almost solely in its stable molecular form, without the reactive radicals that are
generated by a plasma. As far as families of potential ACTFEL phosphor materials
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go, the stoichiometry issues with sulfides, selenides, and tellurides are typically minor

compared to those of oxides and nitrides. This has lead to the development of microwave cavities that "crack" process gases into radicals to increase their reactivity,

and activated reactive evaporators (ARE) where evaporants are emitted through a
low-pressure plasma. [116j When deposition of stoichiometric oxides and nitrides via

standard thermal or electron-beam evaporation is difficult, it may be necessary to
employ these techniques to boost the incorporation of oxygen or nitrogen into the
growing film.

3.6.3

Thin-film phosphor deposition by RF sputtering

The general topic of sputtering is covered in Section 2.4.2, whereas this section

analyzes sputtering issues of paricular relevance to the deposition of phosphor thinfilms with the equipment currently available in the OSU ECE solid-state processing

lab. The RF sputtering system is used primarily in this project as a tool for the
deposition of oxide materials. ':E'his is due to the necessity of performing reactive

evaporation in flowing 02 to deposit stoichiometric oxide thin-films. Due to the

fact that the EBE system is not configured for precise controls of 02 flow, it is
not a particularly useful tool for oxide evaporation. Furthermore, better oxygen
incorporation is achieved with plasma processing because of the ultra-reactive oxygen

radicals that are formed in a glow discharge. In combination with the MFC process
gas inputs of the RF sputtering system, precise control of oxygen incorporation can

be achieved with this system. 1Jnfortunately, some of the versatility of the EBB

system is lost due to the necessiy of fabricating a new sputter target each time a
new activator or coactivator concntration is desired.

The three basic goals in th deposition of a phosphor thin-film are to achieve
films with adequate crystallinity fr electronic transport via delocalized band states,
and to achieve a stoichiometric, 4ontamination-free film. The theoretical issues regarding the importance of these three issues are discussed in Section 3.1. This section
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focuses on the practical aspects of achieving a polycrystailine, stoichiometric, and
contamination-free phosphor fihn.

Similar to evaporated phosphor films, most of the polycrystallinity of RF sput-

ter deposited ACTFEL phosphors is typically obtained during a post-deposition an-

nealing cycle. In addition, substrate heating plays a role in determining final crystallinity of RF sputter deposited ACTFEL phosphors. However, the importance of
substrate heating during RF sputter deposition is somewhat diminished from evaporation because the constituent species of the phosphor thin-film arrive at the substrate

with a much greater kinetic energy. As a rsu1t, the optimum substrate temperature
for RF sputter deposition f a given material is often significantly lower than that for
evaporation.
The importance of minimization of film contamination is self-evident; however,

the steps that are taken to. minimize contamination are often quite elaborate. Of
primary importance for the deposition of phosphor thin-films is the minimization of

contact with killer centers. The problem is that vacuum system apparatus is quite
often constructed from steel or Stainless steel, both of which are to a large extent Fe,

and may contain small quantities of Co and Ni. For example, the dark-space shield
and target clamping mechanisms for most sputtering cathodes are constructed from

stainless steel. Unwanted sputtering of these surfaces during phosphor deposition
may cause some contamination of the growing film with killer centers and lead to
phosphor films that do not exhibit luminescence, termed "dead films." Furthermore,
the substrate holder should be constructed of a conductive material that is free of Fe,

Co, and Ni, such as Cu or Al. For minimization of killer center incorporation, it is
not advisable to etch the film that builds up over time from these surfaces unless it
begins to peeL

The other important source of killer centers in a vacuum system is the heating

element. Heating elements are often constructed from a length of nichrome wire in

which a large current is passed to obtain a resistive heater. The use this type of
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heater in a vacuum system reqtires preconditioniug of the wire by heating it in air
to allow nickel and chromium otides to form at the surface. However, for phosphor
deposition, this type of heater should be avoided unless it is completely enclosed due

to routine thermal emission of Ni atoms when at high temperature. In addition, if

the heating coils are exposed to the plasma, there is potential to sputter Ni from
this type of heater. The cleanest, heating element available is a halogen lamp because

the filament is enclosed in an evacuated glass tube. In addition, high-power halogen
lamps are readily available and inexpensive. As a result, tungsten halogen lamps are

used for substrate heatingin the RF sputtering system used for this project. The
only concern with halogen lamp heating is that the substrate holder should be an
optically absorbing. material. Otiier more exotic heating elements are also acceptable
for phosphor film deposition, such as carbon cloth heaters and pyrolytic boron nitride

coated graphite-trace resistive heaters. However, these options are many times more
expensive than heating by halogen lamps.

A persistent, but more subtle, problem with contamination is the incorporation

of gas-phase contaminants into. Sputtered films.. There is always a certain level of
background gas present in a vacuum system that is a ready source of contaminants.

These background gases are generally compounds of H, C, N, and 0. Although it is
unclear the general effect of incorporation of these. elements into phosphors in general,

their incorporation has the potential to lead to non-stoichibmetry and defects in the

deposited phosphor. By far the most troublesome compound falling into this class

is water vapor, which adsorbs to vacuum surfaces, and hence, is very difficult to
efficiently pump. This is the underlying reason why it is beneficial to isolate a vacuum

system from the atmosphere as iiuch. as possible. The reduction in adsorbed water
vapor is one of the primary .advaitages of the load lock feature of the RF sputtering

system used for this project. Other techniques for reducing the level of water vapor

in a vacuum system are discussd in Section. 33.1. Another source of gas-phase
contaminants into a phosphor sputtering process that is often overlooked is from the
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process gas sOurces. The gas purity specified is typically the purity of the gas from
the source tank that a cylinder is filled from, not the cylinder itself, unless very high

purity gas analyzed cylinders are specifically requested (99.999%). Less stringent

control of background gas and process gas impurities is possible when sputtering
oxide phosphors because the most aggressive element of the gas phase contaminants

is oxygen. However, when sputtering sulfides, and in particular nitrides, gas-phase

impurities pose a serious threat. The background gases are monitored in the RF
sputtering system used for this project with a RGA, and chiunber baking is initiated
when unacceptable levels of water vapor are present.

There are also potential problems with nonstoichiometry of the deposited thinfilm when sputtering phosphor materials. The problem with non-stoichiometry typically involves deficiency of the anionic species of the compound, because these atoms

tend to be less condensable than the cationic species. This problem is a direct result

of the sputtering process removing material from the sputter target on an atom-by-

atom basis rather than a molecule-by-molecule basis. Of particular importance in
phosphor materials are oxygen and nitrogen deficiencies because these are the least

condensable anionic species encountered in ACTFEL phosphor deposition. When
sputtering nitrides, the process gas composition should be at least 50% N2 or NH3

to approach stoichiometry in the phosphor film. The reactive nature of oxygen allows growth of near stoichiometric films when 02 comprises 10-20% of the process

gas. Care needs to be exercised when sputtering with oxygen, however, because its
reactivity can lead to breakdown of hy*lrocarbon pump oil. When the oxygen content
of the process gas exceeds 25-30%,

inert

pump oil such as FomblinTM must be used.

In addition, cryopumps should not be used for the pumping of oxygen because large

volumes of 02 will be released during regeneration, leading to a fire and explosion
hazard.

Several additional issues merit attention regarding the sputtering of ceramic

targets and phosphor thin-films. First, to avoid target damage, the target must be
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slowly ramped up to the mtendeii operating power on its first use. The maximum rate

for the break-in of ceramic targets is to ramp the power up to the intended operating
power at a rate no greater than 10

jfr. of target surface area. [155] Second, the power

density at which ceramic targets are driven at should be much less than that of metal

targets because ceramic targets are much more easily damaged than metal targets.
Metallic targets are often driven with power densities up to 140

targets should not be driven with much more than 10

4.

whereas ceramic

[155] Next, since the

power density that ceramic targets are driven with should be kept at reasonably low

values, this must be compensated by a decrease in the target-substrate separation

to keep the deposition rate high enough to deposit a high-quality phosphor film.
Whereas typical target-substrate separations for the sputtering of metallic targets

is around 4", the target-substrate separation when sputtering phosphor targets is
typically in the range between 1" and 2". This decreased target-substrate separation
leads to a greater thickness variation across the substrate than large target-substrate
separations, unless a moving substrate is used.

A classic problem when sputtering ceramic materials is known as respütter-

ing. Resputtering occurs when highly electronegative atoms such as 0 or F bind
an electron, become negatively charged, and are accelerated by the sheath potential

and strike the substrate after traversing the plasma. The acceleration by the sheath
potential imparts negative ions with tremendous kinetic energy because the sheath

potential may be as large as kilovolts. This effect is possible while sputtering any
type of ceramic target, but is most likely in compounds with a highly electronegative anionic species. Oxides are the ACTFEL phosphor materials family that is the

most prone to this effect due to the high electronegativity of oxygen. Traditionally,

this effect is dealt with by off-axis sputtering, but this tremendously decreases the
overall deposition rate, and hence, leads to much more residual gas incorporation.
The best solution for this problem when depositing ACTFEL phosphors is to employ

a moving substrate that begins from an off-axis position and slowly moves through
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the plasma to the opposite off-aids position. This technique improves the overall film

quality because an underdense film is deposited while in the off-axis position that is
subsequently densified by the bombardment of the negative ions while in the on-axis
position. Finally, the deposition pressure should be throttled in the 20-40 mTorr

range to reduce the mean free path of sputtered atoms enough to impede the motion
of negative ions emitted from the target surfaoe, but to keep the mean free path large
enough to achieve adequate deposition rate.

3.6.4 Coactivator incorporation via "fluxing"
A technique for incorporation of coactivators after deposition of the phosphor
film, called "fluxing", was recently developed at the University of Florida (UF). [156]

The results of the fluxing study at UF lead to the conclusion that fluxing of certain
coactivators. leads to much improved crystallinity over non-fluxed samples. The flux-

ing technique begins with the evaporation of a coactivator containing compound, or

flux, atop the phosphor thin-film. Following evaporation of the flux onto the phos-

phor, the structure is then annealed in an RTA to drive the flux into the phosphor
bulk. Due to the simplicity and versatility of this technique, it is employed regularly

in the ACTFEL devices deposited in this thesis. However, this technique is most
useful for diffusive coactivators such as the lighter ailcali metals, Cu, Ag, and Ga.

3.6.5

Post-deposition annealing

The polycrystallinity of phosphor thin-films is a very important issue, as discussed previously. Thin-film po1ycrystlLlIinity is typically achieved by post-deposition

annealing. Post-deposition annealing is performed either in a traditional furnace, or
more commonly, a rapid thermal annealing (RTA) furnace. The RTA furnace is preferred for phosphor annealing cycles because it can be ramped up to temperature in
a matter of seconds and subsequently cooled very quiddy. This is especially advantageous for thin-film phosphors on glass substrates because temperatures of 200°C above
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the softening temperature of gla$ can be realized for a short time without noticeable
warpage of the substrate. The type of gas flowing during the furnace annealing cycle

also plays an important role in the final quality of the thin-film phosphor. Although
the choices of possible furnace annealing gases are too numerous to list, it is often a

good idea to perform the post-deposition anneal in a gas that provides the anionic
species of the compound. Jn addition, H2 is sometimes beneficial in post-deposition
annealing cycles.

Post-deposition annealing, is generally performed on freshly deposited ACT-

FEL phosphor layers with the RTA furnace for this project. The small 1" square
substrate that are used in this process can be annealed at temperatures up to around

850°C for several minutes without significant warping. When determining the po-

tential of an ACTFEL phosphor material, it is usually annealed in the 800-850°C
range because this usually leads to the brightest and most polycrystalline ACTFEL
phosphors. However, RTA temperatures above 650° C are not manufacturable, and
as the development of a promising phosphor progresses, every effort should be made

to reduce the required RTA temperature to within this limit. The atmosphere for
annealing sulfide phosphors is usually Ar, and the chamber is purged for 10 minutes before the initiation of the high-temperature cycle. Oxides, however, are usually

annealed in 02, N2/H2, or Ar, depending upon the nature of the oxide film.

3.6.6

Top insulator deposition

A high-quality top insulator process is critical for ACTFEL device performance

in terms of both phosphor protection and electro-optical characteristics. The top in-

sulator is the layer that shields the phosphor layer from the atmosphere, so it is
imperative that it prevents water vapor and other contaminants from reaching the
phosphor layer. In addition, the top insulator helps determine many of the electrical

characteristics of an ACTFEL device through its affect on the capacitance, as discussed in section 2.2. Finally, the top insulator layer also plays a role in determining
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the device charge injection, and hence, luminance by helping determine the extent to
which the applied voltage couples to the phosphor field.

Due to the importance of he top insulator to a finished ACTFEL device, several different top insulator deposition processes' have been developed for this project

to meet different needs. The first is the RF sputter deposition of Ta205. The main
advantage of this process is the high relative dielectric constant of

Ta2 05 (r

= 23-

25). The disadvantages of this process include slow deposition rate ('-.20OO A/hr),

low dielectric strength ('.4.5 MV/cm), film non-uniformity due to the small size of
the sputtering cathode, and the necessity to occupy a sputter gun normally used for
phosphor deposition. The second insulator process is PECVD-deposited SiOXNY. The

advantages of this process include high deposition rate (.-..100 A/mm), high dielectric

strength (' 4 MV/cm), low loss tangent (<0.3%), good thin-film uniformity, and
good repeatability. The main disadvantage of this process is the low relative dielectric

constant of SiOXN The final insulator deposition process is reactive e-beam evapo-

rated

Al2 03.

strength

The advantages of this process are excellent uniformity, high dielectric

(FBD

4

MV/cm), very high deposition rate (-'300 A/mm), and low loss

tangent (<0.3%). The disadvantages of this process are inadequate repeatability due
to poor reacbive gas flow controj, low relative dielectric constant (c,. = 8), and the
need to use 'a phosphor deposition system for insulator deposition. From the analysis

of the various options for insulator depósition,,PECVD deposited Si0ZN is the clear

choice in most circumstances As a result, the e-beam evaporated and rf sputtered
msulator processes are used mainly when the PECVD system is non-operational, or
a higher relative dielectric constant insulAtor layer is required.

Due to the importance of the top insulator and the advantages of the PECVD
Si0N process for this application, a design of experiments (DOE) process optimiza-

tion experiment was performed on this process to achieve high dielectric strength.

The unoptimized process for optical SiOZN yielded films that averaged about 2.5
MV/cm dielectric strength and about 0.5-1.0% loss tangent, both of which are worse
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than what should be attainable with this process. Therefore, a 2-' DOE process optimization experiment was performed to determine the gradient pointing towards the

region of optimal dielectric strength. Following the path of steepest ascent provided

by this analysis, the average breakdown field was increased to around 4 MV/cm. In
addition, the dependency of dielectric strength on the various processing parameters
was determined. The relative importances of each of the process parameters and their

interactions in terms of determining the dielectric strength of the resulting SiOZNY
thin-film are shown in Figs. 3.15. The parameters and interactions that are statistically significant have magnitudes greater than the horizontal line at a standardized

effect of 2. It should be noted that the process generated from this analysis is: RF
power, 90 W (14.0%), throttle pressure, 700 mTorr, Si114+He flow rate, 110 SCCM
(22.0%), N2 flow rate, 265 SCCM (5.3%), N20 flow rate, 3.7 SCCM (3.7%).
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Figure 3.15: Pareto chart showing the relative importance of processing parameters in
determination of the dielectric strength of PECVD deposited SiOXNV thin-films (statistically significant process variables and interactions have a standard effect greater
than 2).
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3.67 Top electrode deposition
The Al top electrode is deposited by thermal evaporation to a thickness between

1000 and 1500 A. The optimum thickness is between 1000 and 1500 A because the
top electrode should be thick enough to be reflective, yet thin enough such that self-

healing behavior is obtained. To perfonn this evaporation, one 60 mg evaporation
clip is sufficient. A good technique for obtaining the proper thickness is to watch the
sample, and at the instant when :the freshly evaporated Al electrode no longer allows

light to be transmitted, the evaporation shutter should be closed.

3.7

Characterization of ACTFEL phosphor thin-films
After the deposition of an ACTFEL phosphor, it is necessary to gather infor-

mation regarding the quality of the thin-film to acquire feedback for improvement of
future processes. The first test of the quality of an ACTFEL phosphor is typically the
observation of the photoluminescent (PL) response when exposed to short wavelength

ultraviolet (TJV) light from a Hg discharge. Another more sophisticated technique
that is sometimes used is grazing-angle X-ray diffraction (XRD), which provides in-

formation concerning the crystallinity of the thin-film, growth orientation, and the
presence of anomalous phases within the phosphor host. This technique should be
used when examining annealing c'cles because of its ability to detect most of the con-

sequences of post-deposition annealing. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM), may
also be useful in certain circumstances to view the phosphor on a microscopic scale.
When serious contamination or sloichiometry problems are suspected, it may also be
necessary to perform Auger electrn spectroscopy (AES) or mnicroprobe measurements

to determine the composition of lhe phosphor thin-films. However, the ultimate test
of an ACTFEL phosphor is of course its luminance, efficiency, and aging performance,
as discussed previously.
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3.8

Conclusion
This chapter provides a fundamental game plan for deposition of ACTFEL

phosphor materials starting from the theoretical and progressing to the practical. The

chapter opens with a discussion of phosphor hosts, activators, and relevant materials families from a theoretical standpoint. Then, as the chapter progresses, practical
matters regarding the deposition of ACTFEL phosphors are addressed. Special atten-

tion is paid to troublesome issues particular to the solid-state processing equipment

presently available to the ACTFEL phosphor fabrication project at Oregon State
University. Finally, the chapter closes with a brief summary of the characterization
techniques presently available for this project.
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4. ACTFEL FABRICATION

This chapter is concerned with the fabrication of ACTFEL devices of the primary colors, with an emphasis on phosphors that produce green electroluminescence.

Various approaches to achieving bright and.efficient primary color phosphors are re-

ported, but the emphasis is on sulfide phosphors due to their importance in the field
of thin-film electroluminescence. HOwever, both oxide and selenide phosphors are also

investigated in this chapter because they possess some interesting properties that may

be beneficial for the ACTFEL displays of the future.

4.1

SrS:Tb

The Tb3

ion is an interesting activator in the field of electroluminescence

because it is well-known to produce a saturated green color (CIE x=O.3, y=O.6)

in a ZnS phosphor host. Although the luminance and eciency of this phosphor
are second only to the venerable ZnS:Mii ACTFEL phosphor, its applicability to
commercial products is poor because it

has

never exhibited the long lifetime that is

characteristic of other ACTFEL phosphors. This flaw in ZnS:Tb ACTFEL devices

is typically attributed to the large difference in ionic radius, valence, and chemical

properties between the

Zn2

cation and the

Tb3

activator that substitutionally

replaces it. The SrS phosphor host, however, more readily accomodates rare earth
activators than ZnS due to the much greater size of the

Sr2

cation.

[4]

In addition,

the bonding in SrS has a much greater ionic character than in ZnS, and as a result,
SrS crystallizes in the rocksalt structure whose 6-coordination better accomodates

rare earth activators than the 4-oordinated wurtzite crystal structure of ZnS. For
these reasons, SrS may be an aceeptable phosphor host for the Tb3 activator, even
with the valence mismatch between Sr

and Tbt Therefore, SrS:Tb is investigated

as a potential primary color green-emitting ACTFEL phosphor.
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The investigation of SrS:Tb. for ACTFEL phosphor applications is carried out

via EB/thermal multi-source. evaporation. Undoped SrS pellets are electron-beam
evaporated at varying rates concomitant with thermal, evaporation of TbF3 sintered
pieces, yielding SrS:Tb,F phosphor layers. The undoped SrS pellets are provided by
Ben Clark of the Oregon State University Chemistry Department, and are synthesized

by sulfurization of SrCO3 with H2S, as discussed in Appendix B. The activator
source material is 99.9% pure TbF3 sintered pieces purchased from Cerac, Inc., and
is evaporated from an alumina 'crucible heated with a W wire heater. The deposition
rate and film thickness are monitored via a quartz crystal oscillator thickness monitor.
Following deposition of the phosphor film, an RTA cycle is performed at 650°C for 120

seconds for recrystallization. After post-deposition annealing, approximately 3000 A
of SiOXNY is PECVD deposited atop the phosphor layer. Finally, 1000-1500 A Al

top electrodes are deposited through a shadow mask by thermal evaporation.
The initial experiment performed with SrS:Tb,F is a study of the effect of Tb3
concentration on the performance of the ACTFEL device. Five SrS:Tb,F-based ACTFEL devices are fabricated with the TbF3 deposition rate 0.25%, 0.50%, 0.75%, 1.0%,

and 1.25% that of the SrS. The deposition rate of SrS is chosen to be the maximum
possible without compromising pellet integrity during the deposition. The maximum

deposition rate for the undoped SrS pellets used for this study is experimentally determined to be approximately 40 A/s. it is desirable to deposit as rapidly as possible
when performing concentration studies by multi-source evaporation so that dopant
levels can be achieved more precisely. The substrate temperature for all depositions

in this study is 250° C as measured by the thermocouple attached to the substrate
holder. However, the actual temperature may be significantly higher because it is
difficult to directly measure the temperature of the surface of the growing film during the deposition. Each of the five devices is deposited to a thickness of 8000 A as

measured by the thickness monitor, although the actual phosphor layer thicknesses
vary between 6200 and 8300

A,

presumably due to oscillator crystal aging effects. It
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should be noted that the actual concentrations of TbS+ in the films of these five devices is determined to be approximately 0.15 at%, 0.30 at%, 0.45 at%, 0.60 at%, and
0.75 at%, respectively. The actual film concentrations are determined by evaporation

of pure TbF3 layers of varying thickness under the SrS:Tb process conditions and
subsequently measuring their thickness with a profilometer to determine the correction factor for the comparison of the thickness as measured by the thickness monitor

and the actual thickness. As a result, if the evaporation rate is multiplied by the
deposition time and the correction factor, a total ThF3 thickness in the film can be
obtained, which allows for a crude estimate of the actual TbF3 concentration.

The five SrS:Tb,F devices deposited for this study all exhibit green electroluminescence, characteristic of the TbS+ activator. However, the color coordinates of

the devices are all somewhat blue-shifted compared to those obtained from ZnS:Tb
ACTFEL devices. In addition, the luminance and efficiency of these devices are sig-

nificantly less than that reported for sputtered ZnS:Tb ACTFEL devices. The results
of this concentration study are presented in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: SrS:Tb,F ACTFEL device performance under a 60 Hz bipolar trapezoidal
drive as a function of Tb concentration.
at% Tb3

tphophor

0.15

(lrn/W)_J CIE x [CIE y

Vt,, (V)

L40 (cd/rn2)

8300

176

0.826

0.008

0.305

0.511

0.30

8200

180

1.87

0.015

0.311

0.499

0.45

7800

166

1.91

0.019

0.311

0.555

0.60

6800

132

1.21

0.049

0.304

0.567

0.75

6200

138

1.75

0.057

0.302

0.568

(A)

The low luminance and efficiency of the ACTFEL devices fabricated for the
concentration study suggests the possibility of improved device performance with
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different processing conditions. Therefore, the deposition rate and substrate temperature are varied in order to determine the effects of these process variables on device

performance. During these depositions, the relative dopant evaporation rate is kept
as close to 0.75% that of the SrS as possible, within the limits of the thickness moth-

tor. It is found that variation of either process parameter does not strongly affect the

performance of the resultant ACTFEL device. Marginal improvement in the luminance is achieved by depositing the phosphor layer at 30

A/s,

as seen by comparison

of Fig. 4.1 and Table 4.1. The additional luminance is obtained at the. expense of
efficiency and color purity, however.
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Figure 4.1: A L-V/vi-V plot of a SrS:Tb,F ACTFEL device deposited at 30 A/s (60
Hz bipolar trapezoidal drive).

The results presented above regarding SrS:Tb,F are poor in terms of the Planar

target luminances and efficiencies given in Table 2.2. However, similar to ZnS:Tb,
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this phosphor may perform at a much higher level when deposited by RF sputtering,

as discussed in Sectiox 2.3.1. The advantage of sputtering zare earth activated phos-

phor layers is apparently due to the larger kinetic energy imparted to the impinging
atoms. This larger kinetic energy allows the relatively massive rare earth atoms to
migrate along the surface of the growing film more effectively and find suitable lattice

sites. To test this, several ZnS:Tb,F samples are fabricated to conipare to sputtered
ZnS:TbOF samples provided by Planar America. The sputtered ZnS:TbOF samples
from Planar America prove to be approximately 20 times brighter thanthe brightest

EBE-deposited ZnS:Tb,F samples. In fact, the brightest EBE-deposited ZnS:Tb,F
samples exhibit a 40 volt above threshold liiminuice

(L40)

of 2.02 cd/rn2 at 60 Hz,

less than for the brightest SrS:Tb,F device. Therefore, SrS:Tb is a material that may
prove to be an adequate green ACTFEL phosphor when deposited by RF sputtering.

4.2

SrS:Cu ACTFEL phosphors
Currently, the SrS:Cu ACTFEL phosphor is generating a great deal of interest

due to its ability to generate bright and efficient blue electroluminescence. In addition

to the importance of SrS:Cu as a primary color blue ACTFEL phosphor, evidence
has been presented that SrS:Cu may also be a bright and efficient green primar3rcolor

phosphor when doped with suitable coactivators. [89, 97] However, all of the work

that demonstrate SrS:Cu as a bright and efficient green primary color phosphor has

been carried out only for powder phosphors. Therefore, it is the aim of this section
to investigate SrS:Cu as both a blue and a green primary color ACTFEL phosphor.

4.2.1

SrS:Cu,F

The investigation of SrS:Cu as an ACTFEL phosphor mOst naturally begins

with Cu2S as the activator source because it is inexpensive and non-toxic. This is

the approach that is taken for this project in an effort to determine the feasibility
of fabricating SrS:çu ACTFEL devices with the present EBE system. However,
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the high currents required to thermally' evaporate Cu2S at a sufficient rate for a
concentration study and the inconsistent deposition rate due to preferential sulfur
evaporation result in difficulties in repeatably fabricating high-luminance ACTFEL

phosphors. As a result, other activator source compounds are investigated in order
to achieve more consistent phosphor depositions.

The second choice of a Cu activator source is CuF2 because it has previously

been demonstrated that the use of CuF2 as the Cu 'source for sputtered SrS:Cu
ACTFEL phosphors results in bright ACTFEL devices of a more saturated blue color

than straight SrS:Cu ACTFEL phosphors. [41] For this reason, CuF2 is investigated
as the thermally evaporated activator source for EB/thermal multi-source evaporation

of SrS:Cu,F ACTFEL phosphors.

The deposition of these phosphor layers is achieved by EB evaporation of Undoped SrS pellets while thermally evaporating CuF2 powder from a quartz crucible

heated by a W wire heater. Following phosphor deposition, the samples are rapid
thermal annealed at a temperature of 810° C in an Ar atmosphere for 120 seconds.
Next, a 3000 A thick top insulator of SiON is deposited via PECVD. Finally, Al
electrodes are thermally evaporated to a thickness of 1000-1500

A.

The goal of the deposition of SrS:Cu,F ACTFEL phosphors is to ftrst perform a
concentration study by evaporating the activator at successively greater rates until an
optimum is obtained. However, it was quickly discovered that CuF2 readily dissociates

into Cu and F2 when heated in vacuum, resulting in poor repeatability. As a result
of this dissociation, a stable evaporation rate of CuF2 and excess F2 can be achieved

for several minutes, after which time only Cu remains. When only Cu remains,
little evaporation of Cu is witnessed because the evaporation temperature of Cu is
significantly higher than that of CuF2. Therefore, to deposit good-quality SrS:Cu,F,
the undoped SrS pellet must be evaporated rapidly as soon as a stable evaporation rate
of CuP2 is obtained.' A concentration study could be performed in this manner, except

for the fact that larger initial deposition rates may lead to smaller Cu concentrations in
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the phosphor film because the CuF2 is converted into Cu more rapidly, and hence, less

Cu may incorporate into the phosphor. This property of CuF2 makes a concentration
study of EB/thermal multi-source deposited SrS:Cu,F prone to error.
Although a concentration study is not feasible for the EB/thermal multi-source

evaporation of SrS:Cu,F, a process is devised that leads to repeatable results. The
process in question involves the thermal evaporation of' CuF2 powder at 0.4-0.5 A/s

with concomitant EB evaporation of an undoped SrS pellet at 40 A/s as soon as this
rate of CuF2 evaporation is achieved. However, for this process to be repeatable, the

quartz crucible that is used to contain the CuP2 powder evaporant must be cleaned
of residue following each deposition and subsequently refilled to a predetermined

level prior to each deposition. This procedure is complicated by the high toxicity
of CuF2, which leads to doubts concerning the long-term implementation of this
process. Nevertheless, reasonably bright and efficient SrS:Cu,F ACTFEL phosphors

can be fabricated by this method. The typical 60 Hz

L40

obtained is just under

10 cd/rn2 with efficiency on the order of 0.1 lni/W and CIE coordinates of x=0.16,
y=O.28. A B-V/t7-V plot and spectrum of a SrS:Cu,F ACTFEL device fabricated by
this process are shown in Figs. 4.2 and 4.3, respectively.

4.2.2

Alkali metal cOactivated SrS:Cu,F

The process employed throughout the investigation

of alkali

metal coactivated

SrS:Cu,F is to first perform an EB/thermal multi-source evaporation of a SrS:Cu,F

phosphor layer in the same manner as discussed in Section 4.2.1. Following the
deposition of the phosphor layer, a thin layer of an alkali metal fluoride is deposited

atop one-half of the sample and diffused

into

the phosphor by the fluxing process

discussed in Section 3.6.4. This technique is depicted in Fig. 4.4 for the purpose
of visualization. Then, a 3000 A thick

SiOXNV

top insulator is PECVD-deposited.

Finally, Al top electrodes are thermally evaporated to a thickness between 1000 and
1500 A.
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Figure 4.2: A B-V/it-V plot of a SrS:Cu,F ACTFEL device (60 Hz bipolar trapezoidal
drive).
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Figure 4.3: The electroluminescent spectrum of a SrS:Cu,F ACTFEL device.
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Step 1: Deposit the
SrS:Cu,F phosphor
layer by EBE.

SrS:Cu,F
A TO

NEG Glass

NaF
Step 2: Deposit a thin
layer of NaF over
1/2 of the sample
by thermal
evaporation.
Step 3: RTA sample to
drive NaF into 1/2
of the phosphor.

SrS:Cu,F
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SrS:Cu,F SrS:Cu,Na,F
ATO
iTO
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Figure 4.4: The phosphor deposition procedure for fabrication of samples with half
of the phosphor area coactivated.

The coactivator used for the powder studies of alkali metal activated SrS:Cu
was Na, [89] so the

alkili

metal coactivation of SrS:Cu,F ACTFEL phosphors is ini-

tiated with a study of Na coactivation. Several samples are fabricated with different

amounts of NaF deposited atop the phosphor layer to determine the proper Na concentration. It is determined that a concentration of at least 0.5 mol% NaF is necessary

to completely green-shift a SrS:Cu,F device fabricated via the process discussed in

Section 4.2.1. Furthermore, it is also found that devices fabricated with above 2.5

mol% NaF are extremely prone to burn-out. Therefore, for the the study of alksdi
metal coactivation, the SrS:Cu,F samples are fluxed with approximately 1.5 mol%
flikali

metal fluoride for eva1uation.

The results of coactivation of SrS:Cu,F with NaF indicate this to be a quite
promising green ACTFEL phosphor in terms of chromaticity. A drastic green shift

is witnessed with the incorporation of the Na ions into the SrS:Cu,F phosphor, as
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seen in Fig. 4.5. It should be noted that the spectra presented in Fig. 4.5 are the
electroluminescence spectra of two devices on the same substrate, the green device

on the half fluxed with NaF, and the blue device on the non-fluxed half. The CIE
coordinates shift from x=O.164, y=O.268 for the blue, non-Na coactivated half to
x=O.317, y=O.585 for the Na coactivated half. Comparison of the CIE coordinates of

the SrS:Cu,Na,F device to the target green phosphor color given in Table 2.2 reveals
that the color of SrS:Cu,Na,F is essentially a saturated green.
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Figure 4.5: The electroluminescence spectral shift resulting from the flux doping of
SrS:Cu,F with NaF.

In addition to the drastic color shift observed with Na coactivation of SrS:Cu,
there is also considerable impact on other important electro-optical device character-

istics. Comparison L-V and -V plots of the Na and non-Na coactivated halves of this

samples are shown in Figs. 4.6 and 4.7, respectively. As seen in Fig. 4.6, a L40 in-
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Figure 4.6: A L-V curve comparison of a SrS:Cu,F ACTFEL device with and without
NaF fluxing.

crease of almost five times to 45.8 cd/rn2 is observed for the Na coactivated half of the

ACTFEL device. However, this brightness increase is in large part due to the color
shift of the phosphor from blue to green because of the eye's heightened sensitivity to

green light. In addition to the brightness increase shown in Fig. 4.6, Fig. 4.7 reveals
an increase in,o of almost six times. This large increase in efficiency is expected in
view of the large increase in brightness, however, the fact that efficiency increases approximately six-fold while brightness increases only five-fold indicates that additional

factors are at work in this case.
Since the efficiency of an ACTFEL device is proportional to the ratio of bright-

ness to power density, there must be a reduction of the power requirements of
SrS:Cu,Na,F from those of SrS:Cu,F to result in the observed efficiency increase.
Therefore, the Q-V plots of both SrS:Cu,F and SrS:Cu,Na,F are compared in Fig.
4.8 to ifiustrate this power savings. As discussed in Section 2.6.1, the area enclosed
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Figure 4.7: An -V curve comparison of a SrS:Cu,F ACTFEL device with and without
NaF fluxing.
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Figure 4.8: A Q-V curve comparison of a SrS:Cu,F ACTFEL device with and without
NaF fluxing.
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by the Q-V plot is equal to the input power density, and clearly the Q-V plot of
the SrS:Cu,F device encloses a much greater area than that of the SrS:Cu,Na,F. In
addition, the Q-V plot of the SrS:Cu,F device shows signs of space charge generation,

as evidenced by the non-constaht slope of the Q-V plot above the turn-on voltage;
whereas no such effects are witnessed in the Q-V plot of the SrS:Cu,Na,F device. This

is perhaps the reason why the SrS:Cu,Na,F consumes less power, there is no need to
drive the space charge generation process and its associated capacitance overshoot.

The insights gained from the conqarison of the Q-V plots of a SrS:Cu,F and
a SrS:Cu,Na,F device reveal the need for a more in-depth electrical characterization
analysis of these devices to obtain a better grasp of the differences in their operation.

A primary tool for accomplishing this feat is Q-F characterization; hence, Q-F
measurements of both the SrS:Cu,F and SrS:Cu,Na,F devices are measured and shown

in Fig. 4.9. A comparison of the Q-F,, plots of these devices immediately leads to
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Figure 4.9: A Q-F curve comparison of a SrS:Cu,F ACTFEL device with and without
NaP fluxing.
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two important observations; nan:iely that the charge transfer in the SrS:Cu,Na,F
ACTFEL device is significantly smaller and occurs at a larger average field than in
the SrS:Cu,F device. Of primary importance is the fact that a higher average internal

field is present in the SrS:Cu,Na,F ACTFEL device because a higher field leads to

a hotter electron distribution, and hence, more efficient impact excitation of Cu+.
In addition, the Q-.F distortions that ae known to be caused by space charge are

present in the Q-F plot of the SrS:Cu,F ACTFEL device, but disappear in the plot
of the SrS:Cu,Na,F device, as expected from the Q-V results.

The fivaal electrical chaacterization technique that is employed to compare

the SrS:Cu,F ACTFEL devices with and without NaF fluxing is the,
technique. The conclusion of the Q-V and Q-F plot comparisons presented above
that space charge generation is significantly reduced is also supported by the QV,,

comparison shown in Fig. 4.10. The primary manifestation of space charge

in terms of the

transferred charge measurements is the appearance of

a high-slope region of the curve just above the threshold voltage which eventually

gives way to a lower slope region. As shown in Fig. 4.10, this high-slope region
is apparent for the SrS:Cu,F device, but is almost nonexistent for the SrS:Cu,Na,F

device. It should be noted that the below threshold Qt values for the SrS:Cu,F
ACTFEL device of Fig. 4.10 are slightly less than those of the SrS:Cu,Na,F device
because the SrS:Cu,F device is especially prone to small burn-out spots that reduce
the total device active area. As a result, with the 'evidence from all of these electrical

characterization techniques, it can safely be concluded that the addition of NaF to a
SrS:Cu,F ACTFEL device drastically reduces the amount of space charge present in

the phosphor layer. In addition, it seems that this reduction in space charge is part
of the reason that the SrS:Cu,Na,F ACTFEL device is much more efficient than the
SrS:Cu,F device.

The determination that NaF fluxing of SrS:Cu,F leads to bright and efficient
saturated green ACTFEL devices implies that other

alkali

metals may provide similar
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curve comparison of a SrS:Cu,F ACTFEL device with

results if the emission color is determined by the Cu coordination number. As a
result, the fluxing of SrS:Cu,F with each of the

alkali

metal fluorides is undertaken to

determine if a better green shifting flux than NaF exists. The luminance, efficiency,
and chromaticity results from this study are shown in Table 4.2. Table 4.2 shows that
chromaticity near saturated green results from fluxing all of the alkali metal fluorides

into SrS:Cu,F ACTFEL phosphors, lending credence to the coordination theory of
Cu+ emission.

Although the fluxing of all of the alkali metal fluorides into SrS:Cu,F leads to
near saturated green EL chromaticity, very different behavior amongst these samples
in terms of luminance and efficiency is observed. As shown in Table 4.2, fluxing half

of a SrS:Cu,F ACTFEL phosphor with LiF results in a color near saturated green,
but the luminance and efficiency of the resultant ACTFEL device are both reduced

from that of the blue side of the device. The drop in brightness suggests that LiF
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Table 4.2: Lu.mivance, efficiency, and CIE color coordinates of SrS:Cu,F fluxed with
alkali metal fluorides (60 Hz bipolar trapezoidal drive).

phosphor

L40 (cd/rn2)

'740

(lm/W)

CIE

CIE y

J

SrS:Cu,F

9.57

0.136

0.164

0.268

SrS:Cu,Li,F

4.53

0.0537

0.293

0.561

SrS:Cu,Na,F

45.8

0.819

0.317

0.585

SrS:Cu,K,F

52.7

0.973

0.289

0.596

SrS:Cu,Rb,F 30.6

0.193

0.285

0.577

SrS:Cu,Cs,F

0.138

0.291

0.577

21.6

provides more non-radiative paths for activator relaxation, because the human eye's
heightened sensitivity to green should lead to a much larger brightness of the green
side of the device compared to the blue side for photopically corrected brightnesses.

The spectrum of the SrS:Cu,Li,F sanple is shown in Fig. 4.11 to lend insight into
the processes leading to the decline in brightness and efficiency resulting from LiF

fluxing. The spectrum shown in Fig. 4.11 shows that there are many cornpeting
transitions in the case of the SrS:Cu,Li,F ACTFEL phosphor. This indicates that
the Li ions are incorporating into the SrS:Cu,F phosphor differently than the Na
ions, perhaps occupying interstitial sites as a result of the small ionic radius of Lit
In addition to LIF and NaF, the larger alkali metal fluorides are also fluxed into

SrS:Cu,F ACTFEL phosphors to assess their coactivation properties. Unfortunately,
due to the reduced melting points of KF, RbF, and CsF, it is not possible to fabricate
flux-doped half samples from these compounds because they tend to laterally diffuse

across the phosphor layer during the RTA drive-in cycle. As seen in Table 4.2, KF

provides the best results in terms of luminance and efficiency of any of the alkali
metal fluorides. In fact, the efficiency of the KF fluxed SrS:Cu,F device is of world-

record quality for a green ACTFEL phosphor. The electroluminescence spectrum of
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Figure 4.11: The electroluminescent spectrum of a SrS:Cu,Li,F ACTFEL device.

this sample is shown in Fig. 4.12, revealing a complete shift of the spectrum to the

green. Fluxing of the

alkali

metal fluorides RbF and CsF into SrS:Cu,F also leads

to saturated green electroluminescence, although the luminance and in particular,
efficiency of these devices is reduced from the NaF- and KF-fluxed samples. That
these compounds can be fluxed into SrS:Cu,F is a somewhat surprising result in view

of the large ionic radii of Rb and Cs. However, the spectra resulting from these
samples shown in Figs. 4.13 and 4.14 clearly shows the existence of two competing

transitions, leading to the conclusion that the incorporation of Rb and Cs is not

nearly as complete as that of Na+ and K.
Alkali

metal fluoride fluxing of SrS:Cu,F reveals a dramatic green-shift of the

electroluminescent spectrum from the blue to saturated green, as evidenced by the
data presented above. In addition, NaF fluxing has been shown to almost completely
eliminate space charge generation related effects in these devices, improving the power

consumption and hence efficiency of these devices. From the spectral data presented
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Figure 4.12: The electroluminescent spectrum of a SrS:Cu,K,F ACTFEL device.
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Figure 4.13: The electroluminescent spectrum of a SrS:Cu,Rb,F ACTFEL device.
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Figure 4.14: The electroluminescent spectrum of a SrS:Cu,Cs,F ACTFEL device.
above, KF appears to be the most effective flux agent for SrS:Cu,F of the

alkali

metal

fluorides due to the essentially complete shift of the electroluminescence spectrum

to the green. Unlike the other

alkali

metal fluoride fluxed samples, the KF fluxed

sample reveals only one prominent emission peak, leading to the conclusion that the

vast majority of the Cu activators are sitting on identically coordinated sites. In
addition, the NaF-fluxed SrS:Cu,F sample shows only a very minor "shoulder" to the

peak emission wavelength, indicating that most of the Cu activators are located in
identically coordinated sites, but a non-negligible amount are located in a differently

coordinated site. On the other hand, the electroluminescence spectra of the LiF-,
RbF-, and 'CsF-fluxed samples shows two or more prominent peaks, indicating the
presence of several differently 'coordinated Cu+ sites.
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4.2.3

SrS:Cu,C1

Due to the difficulties encountered in evaporating Cu2S and CuF2, CuC12 is in-

vestigated as the Cu activator source ii an effort to discover a more desirable process

for the multi-source EB/thermal evaporation of SrS:Cu ACTFEL phosphors. Preliminary results from the multi-source deposition of SrS:Cu,CI suggest that CuC12 is
indeed an activator source that is readily evaporable and does not significantly dissociate when heated in vacuum. These properties of CuC12 thus allow a fairly thorough

investigation of the effects of the Cu concentration in SrS:Cu,Cl via EB/thermal
multi-source evaporation. The investigation of SrS:Cu,Cl proceeds with a concentra-

tion study by evaporating CuC12 at increasing rates with respect to that of SrS to
determine the optimum relative evaporation rate. For this study, undoped SrS pellets

are evaporated at an average rate of about 40

A/s

to provide enough accuracy for

the CuCJ2 concentration study. The undoped SrS source material is synthesized from
SrCO3 by sulfurization with H2S, as discussed in Appendix B, and subsequently cold-

pressed and sintered. The CuCl2 is obtained by the kiln-drying of CuC12.2H20 (Alfa

Aesar, 99+%), and is thermally evaporated from a W wire heated alumina crucible.
Following phosphor deposition, samples are subjected to a post-deposition RTA cycle

at 810°C for 120 seconds in an Ar atmosphere. After the annealing, a 2000 A SiOXN
top insulator is PECVD-deposited, followed by the thermal evaporation of 1000-1500

A Al top electrodes.
The concentration study of SrS:Cu,Cl proceeds with the deposition of five sam-

pies of varying relative CuC12 evaporation rates; 0.25%, 0.50%, 0.75%, 1.0%, and

1.25% that of the SrS. The kiln-dried CuC12 evaporates very uniformly, and does

not appear to decompose under evaporation conditions as does the CuF2, so this
activator source is excellent for a concentration study via EB/thermal multi-source
evaporation. The results of the concentration study presented in Table 4.3 exempilfy

the need for precise control over the activator concentration in the phosphor host in
order to achieve a bright and efficient ACTFEL phosphor. The lowest concentration
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Table 4.3: SrS:Cu,C1 ACTFEL device performance as a function of the relative evaporation rate of CuC12 (60 Hz bipolar trapezoidal drive).

Relative CuCJ2 evaporation rate

Lo (cd/rn2)

CIE x CIE y

0.25%

<0.5

0.271

0.257

0.50%

9.38

0.155

0.240

0.75%

2.91

0.169

0.202

1.00%

2.55

0.169

0.228

1.25%

0.99

0.183

0.267

sample (0.25% SrS rate) emits very little light, while the minimum increment in ac-

tivator evaporation rate yields very bright, blue ACTFEL devices (0.5% SrS rate).
The B-V/ti-V plot and electroluminescence spectrum of this bright SrS:Cu,C1 device

are shown in Figs 4.15 and 4.16, respectively. It should be noted that the EL spectrum of SrS:Cu,Cl is measured at several angles to eliminate the possibility of optical
interference causing the presence of the many emission peaks seen in Fig. 4.16. Adclitional CuC12 evaporation rates above 0.5% of the SrS rate, however, decrease the
device brightness considerably from the optimum brightness at 0.5% of the SrS rate.

The fact that should be noticed from Table 4.3 is that the chromaticity values of
all of the SrS:Cu,Cl devices are blue-shifted relative to the "standard" chromaticity

of SrS:Cu, CIE x=0.16, y=0.28. In fact the SrS:Cu,Cl devices with relative CuCl2
evaporation rates of 0.5%, 0.75%, and 1.0% that of SrS emit a blue color as deep as
many SrS:Cu,Ag devices. [157]

The deep-blue emission of these SrS:Cu,C1 ACTFEL devices indicates that Cl

is causing a shift in the emission transition of the Cu activators. If this shift is
interpreted in the context of the coordination theory of Cu, [89] this implies that
C1

is incorporated into the lattice as a substitutional donor on sulfur sites within

the SrS:Cu lattice. The result of the incorporation of Cl donors is that the SrS:Cu
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Figure 4.15: The L-V/i-V plot of a SrS:Cu,Cl ACTFEL device (60 Hz bipolar trapezoidal drive).
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phosphor is extrinsically compensated due to the presence of the Cl donors, eliminating, or at least reducing, the process of self-compensation. The drastic reduction
of S vacancies through extrinsic compensation results in the presence of few green-

emitting Cu+Vs complexes, and hence, the majority of the Cu+ centers are either
of the blue-emitting, 6-coordinated variety or Cu-Cl complexes. The activation of
SrS by CuCl2 probably results in a deeper blue than activation by CuF2, because the

more volatile F atoms are less likely to incorporate into the film both because of the
decomposition of CuF2 during evaporation and the lower likelihood of a more volatile

species "sticking" to a heated substrate. In addition, if F atoms are incorporated
into the growing film, the insolubility of SrF2 in SrS is likely to result in a phase
separation of SrF2 to the grain boundaries. When CuC12 is employed as the activator

source, Cl is much more likely to be incorporated

into

the growing phosphor film,

because CuCl2 does not seem to readily dissociate upon heating and because SrC12
is soluble in SrS. Furthermore, the Cl atoms are much less volatile than the F atoms,
and hence, are more likely to incorporate

into

the growing phosphor thin-film because

they are certainly more condensable.

4.2.4

Alkali metal coactivated SrS:Cu,Cl

Due to the success of fluxing SrS:Cu,F with

alkAli

metal fluorides and the

relative stability of the SrS:Cu,Cl process, the fluxing of SrS:Cu,C1 with alkali metal

fluorides is investigated. There are no fundamental modifications to the process

employed for the investigation of SrS:Cu,Cl in Section 4.2.3 except an

alkali

metal

fluoride is diffused into the samples following phosphor deposition. A relative CuC12
evaporation rate of 0.5% is selected in view of the results of Section 4.2.3. In addition,

LIF and NaF half-fluxed samples are fabricated for the ability to directly compare the
difference between fluxed and non-fluxed SrS:Cu,Cl under exactly the same deposition
conditions.
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The investigatiOn of alkali metal coactivated SrS:Cu,Cl begins with the fab-

rication of two phosphor layers where one-half of each is fluxed by LIF and NaP,
respectively. The LiF-fluxed sample shows only a slight change in emission spectrum

under PL excitation from deep blue to blue-green, which directly correlates to the
electroluminescent spectrum in this case. The shift in electroluminescent spectrum

with LiF fluxing for this sample is shown in Fig. 4.17. From comparison of Figs.
4.11 and 4.17, it is seen that the LiF induces a much smaller spectral shift in the
SrS:Cu,Cl phosphor than in the SrS:Cu,F phosphor for comparable concentrations

of L1F. This supports the conclusion of Section 4.2.3 that Cl is incorporated as a
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Figure 4.17: The electroluminescent spectra of a SrS:Cu,Li,Cl and a SrS:Cu,Cl ACTFEL device from the same substrate.

substitutional donor in SrS because Li was shown to have the weakest effect on the
color of SrS:Cu,F of the allaili metals, and its incorporation is not expected to result
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in a drastic colorshift with donor impurities present. However, the incorporation of
L1F into SrS:Cu,Cl results in an increase in luminance over the non-fluxed half of the

sample in contrast to LiF incorporation into SrS:Cu,F, as shown in Fig. 4.18. This
seems to be largely a result of the red-shift of the emission spectrum from deep blue
to blue-green.
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Figure 4.18: The L-V plots of a SrS:Cu,Li,Cl and a SrS:Cu,Cl ACTFEL device from
the same substrate (60 Hz bipolar trapezoidal drive).

The coactivation of SrS:Cu,CI with NaF proves to be a much more effective
method of inducing green electroluminescence than LIF coactivation. The thermal
evaporation of 1.5 mol% of NaF atop the freshly deposited SrS:Cu,Cl phosphor layer

yields bright green PL following annealing. As expected, the NaF coactivated side of
the sample that exhibits green PL also exhibits bright green electroluminescence. The
EL spectral shift shown in Fig. 4.19 that is induced by the incorporation of NaF leads
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to a saturated green color with CIE coordinates x=0.302, y=O.57'O. This SrS:Cu,Na,Cl

ACTFEL device yields a L10 and 'io of 49.9

cd/rn2

and 0.680 lm/W, respectively, as

shown in Fig. 4.20. The luminance of this SrS:Cu,Na,Cl device is greater than that
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Figure 4.19: The electroluminescent spectra ofa SrS:Cu,Cl
a SrS:Cu,Na,Cl
and
ACTFEL device from the same substrate.

witiessed for the SrS:Cu,Na,F device reported in Section 4.2.2, although this device

is approximately 20% less efficient. The reasons behind this inërease in luminance
with a corresponding decrease in efficiency are two-fold; less charge is transferred in

the SrS:Cu,Na,F device due to a thicker SiOXNY top insulator, and the presence of
capacitance overshOot in the SrS:Cu,Na,Cl ACTFEL device reduces efficiency. The

fact that capacitance overshoot is not completely eliminated for SrS:Cu,Na,C1, but

is effectively eliminated for SrS:Cu,Na,F indicates that Cl is responsible for space
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charge related effects when incorporated into SrS:Cu. It is unclear, however, whether
the space charge related effects are a result of Cl donors or complexes containing Cl.
The heavier alkali metals, K, Rb, and Cs, are also investigated as green-shifting

coactivators for SrS:Cu,Cl by the flux doping of KF, RbF, and CsF. In attempting
to fabricate a green SrS:Cu,K,Cl ACTFEL device, it is found that a larger concentration of KF is required to achieve the desired color shift to green. However, once
the necessary relative thickness of KF to deposit atop the SrS:Cu,C1 phosphor layer
is determined, a significant green color shift of the film PL is witnessed. This larger
relative amount of KF required for a green-emitting phosphor is presumably a conse-

quence of Cl entering the SrS:Cu lattice as a donor, as discussed earlier. In addition,

EL results indicate a bright, efficient, saturated green ACTFEL device results from

this technique, as seen in the L-V/r1-V and spectral plots of Figs. 4.21 and 4.22,
respectively.

The results from fabrication of SrS:Cu,Rb,Cl and SrS:Cu,Cs,Cl are
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Figure 4.20: The L-V/i-V plot of a SrS:Cu,Na,Cl ACTFEL device (60 Hz bipolar
trapezoidal drive).
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Figure 4.21: The L-V/t7-V plot of a SrS:Ci,K,Cl ACTFEL device (60 Hz bipolar
trapezoidal drive).
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Figure 4.22: The electroluminescent spectra of a SrS:Cu,K,C1 ACTFEL device.
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not as encouraging, however. These devices never completely shift to green, and the

amount of RbF and CsF required to shift these devices at all leads to severe device
instabilities such that these devices typically burn-out at applied voltages less than
the threshold voltage. Since the results of Section 4.2.2 suggest that Rb and Cs are

incorporating into SrS:Cu,F via flux doping with RbF and CsF, and the results of
this section suggest that Rb and Cs are only slightly incorporated into SrS:Cu,Cl, it
seems that the concentration of atomic diffusion aiding vacancies present in SrS:Cu,F

must be much larger than that of SrS:Cu,Cl.

In terms of producing bright, efficient, saturated green ACTFEL phosphors,

the results of this section indicate that coactivation of SrS:Cu,Cl with Na or K is
quite effective. However, the fact that the color-shifting of SrS:Cu,Cl is much more

difficult than the color-shifting of SrS:Cu,F iziplies the presence of an appreciable
concentration of donor impurities. These donor impurities must be either Cl or Clrelated complexes because the only significant difference between the phosphors for

the studies presented in Section 4.2.2 and this section is the replacement of F with
Cl. A summary of the results generated for the flux doping of a1kdi metal fluorides
into

SrS:Cu,C1 is presented in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4: Luminance, efficiency, and CIE color coordinates of SrS:Cu,Cl fluxed with
alkali metal fluorides (60 Hz bipolar trapezoidal drive).

phosphor

L

(cd/m2)

(lm/W)

CIE

CIE y

J

SrS:Cu,Li,Cl

9.04

0.070

0.159

0.258

SrS:Cu,Na,Cl 49.9

0.680

0.302

0.570

SrS:Cu,K,Cl

0.654

0.317

0.578

48.1

SrS:Cu,Rb,C1

Unstable

SrS:Cu,Cs,Cl

Unstable.
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4.2.5

SrS:Cu

For the preliminary investigation of SrS:Cu, Cu2S is thermally evaporated con-

comitant with the EB evaporation of undoped SrS pellets. Again, the SrS starting
material is synthesized via the sulfurization of SrCO3, and formed into pellets by the

cold-press and sinter technique. Thö activator source is 99.5% pure Cu2S powder
purchased from Cerac, Inc. that is thermally evaporated from an alumina crucible
heated by a W wire heater.
Although the evaporation of Cu2S as the activator source is at first glance the

optimal technique for achieving stoichiometric, contamination-free ACTFEL phos-

phors, there are two issues that complicate matters somewhat. First, Cu2S tends to
dissociate when heated iji vacuum, preferentially releasing S. As a result, the acti-

vator evaporant melt is constantly changing in composition, and hence, constantly
changing in evaporation temperature, with the limit being the evaporation tempera-

ture of pure Cu. This results in diculties in accurately controlling the evaporation
rate of the Cu2S during the deposition, and hence, accurately controlling the final
Cu concentration in the phosphor film. In addition to the problems with control of
the evaporation rate of Cu2S during the evaporation, the high currents required to
evaporate Cu2S lead to problems with the evaporation crucibles. At these high cur-

rents, Cu from the Cu2S melt tends to diffuse through the Al203 crucibles, thereby
reducing their structural integrity, and perhaps contaminating the growing film with

Al and 0.
The inconsistencies with coevaporation of SrS and Cu2S described above necessitate the implementation of alternate processing techniques for repeatable, high-

quality SrS:Cu thin-film phosphors. The first method attempted to overcome these
difficulties is the EB evaporation of Cu2S doped SrS pellets. However, the results of

this study suggest that much of the Cu is evaporated from the pellets during the sintering cycle. In fact, there seems to be a maximum Cu+ concentration in the sintered
pellets because the ACTFEL device characteristics change very little for pre-sintering
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Cu concentrations above 1.7 at%. As a result, doped pellets are probably not useful
as a means for achieving high-quality, repeatable SrS:Cu thin-film phosphors.

/CU2S
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GlasS Substrate

RTA

Figure 4.23: Depiction of the "phosphor sandwich" technique for activator incorporation in an ACTFEL phosphor.

The second technique to overcome these difficulties that is investigated is the
"phosphor sandwich" technique in which Cu is thermally diffused into undoped SrS
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films, as illustrated in Fig. 4.23. The processing steps for implementation of this
technique with Cu2S begin with the deposition of a thin-film of Cu2S by thermal
evaporation. This layer is typicaliy very thin because the final concentration of Cu in
the phosphor thin-film is to be on the order of 0.2 at%. Next, an undoped SrS pellet is
EB evaporated concomitant with a charge of KCI flux that is thermally coevaporated.

The KC1 flux is found to greatly enhance the quality of the phosphor thin-film in
terms of device stability, and is thus coevaporated with the SrS for all of the SrS:Cu
samples deposited by this technique. Then, a cap layer of Cu2S is deposited atop the

KC1 fluxed SrS layer to approximately the same thickness as the initial Cu2S layer
to ensure device uniformity. Finally, the Cu2S/SrS:K,C1fCu2S film is removed from

the evaporator and rapid thermal annealed at 810°C in an Ar atmosphere to drive

the Cu into the SrS. This technique is much more accurate in achieving activator
concentration levels than trying to match evaporation rates of the SrS and the Cu2S
because the measure of film thickness is a much more reliable quantity than deposition

rate as measured by the quartz crystal monitor due to the inherent noise associated

with differentiation. In addition, the Cu2S can be evaporated at an extremely low
rate, preserving the integrity of the alumina evaporation crucible and minimizing Al
and 0 contamination. Therefore, this technique is employed for the deposition of the
SrS:Cu thin-films required for this study.
A group of samples with varying relative thicknesses of the constituent SrS and

Cu2S layers are fabricated to determine the viability of diffusing Cu activators into
SrS. Six samples are fabricated, with Cu2S thicknesses 0.06%, 0.13%, 0.25%, 0.50%,

0.75%, and 1.0% that of the SrS layer, as measured by the quartz crystal thickness

monitor. The final thickness of all of these phosphor layers was 5000A±200A as
measured by a mechanical profilometer. All samples exhibit blue PL and EL that

green-shifts in accordance with the relative thickness of the Cu2S films. The EL
spectra of the five samples with the lowest relative Cu2S concentrations are shown
in Fig. 4.24 (the spectrum of the 1.0% Cu2S relative thickness sample is not shown
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because the high Cu concentration leads to sample instability). It is seen in Fig. 4.24
that the spectrum of the sample with the lowest relative Cu2S thickness is dominated

by short-wavelength light, whereas the addition of increasing relative thicknesses of

Cu2S shifts the spectrum to longer wavelengths. However, once a relative Cu2S
thickness of 0.50% is reached, the spectral shift approximately saturates.
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Figure 4.24: Electroluminescence spectra of SrS:Cu,K,Cl ACTFEL devic

with the "phosphor sandwich" technique (arrow indicates increasing Cu2S relative
thickness).

The brightness, efficiency, and CIE coordinates of these devices are shown m
Table 4.5 to reveal the effect of Cu2S concentration on these important device output

parameters. A monotonic increase in all of these parameters is witnessed, except
for the 0.25% Cu2S sample which was slightly dimmer than the 0.13% Cu2S sample,

although the small magnitude of this difference suggests experimental error as the
cause. Previous research on the SrS:Cu ACTFEL phosphor has identified 0.2-0.3 at%

Table 4.5: SrS:Cu,K,C1 ACTFEL device performance as a function of relative Cu2S
thickness for devices fabricated with the "phosphor sandwich" technique (60 Hz bipolar trapezoidal drive)..

(lrn/W)] CIE x GtE

thickness (% Cu2S)

L40 (cd/rn2)

0.06

0.689

0.00532

0.159

0.132

0.13

4.23

0.078

0.179

0.277

0.25

4.16

0.087

.0.213

0.332

0.50

7.13

0.144

0.210

0.342

0.75

8.36

0.184

0.220

0.365

1.0

o

y

Unstable

as the optimum range of Cu+ concentrations in the phosphor film. The CIE coordinates of ACTFEL phosphors with this optimum Cu concentration are approximately

x=0.16, y=0.28, indicating that a relative Cu2S thickness of about 0.13% is near the

optimum range for ACTFEL phosphors fabricated in this manner. The other inter-

esting point to note from Table 4.5 is the CIE coordinates, x=0.159, y=0.132, for
the 0.06% relative Cu2S thickness device. This set of GTE coordinates is very near

saturated blue, and until this result, it was thought that, a 'blue color this rich in
short-wavelength light could only be achieved with a SrS:Cu phosphor by Ag coactivation. Since no Ag is added to this sample, this result contradicts previous published
research suggesting that Ag is the emitting center leading to deep blue emission from
SrS:Cu,Ag via an energy transfer up-conversion process. [157, 158, 159] This suggests

that deep-blue emission with a peak wavelength 450 nm or below can be achieved

from isolated Cu centers in a SrS phosphor host. This leads to the conclusion that
Ag acts as a co-activator that aids in isolating the Cu+ centers, perhaps by scavenging
sulfur vacancies.
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The final point that needs tobeaddressed regarding SrS:Cu deposited in this
manner is the enigmatic role of the KC1 flux in film growth. To gain insight in the
role of KC1 in film growth, a SrS film is grown on a substrate with a portion of its area

shadowed from the KC1 source, but with the entire area open to the SrS source Post-

deposition film thickness measurements reveals that the film in the area shadowed
from the KC1 had grown approximately 33% thicker than the KC1-fluxed area. In

addition, the KC1-fluxed portion of the film is clear and uniform in appearance,
whereas the non-ifuxed portion is hazy. However, the most significant difference
in these areas of this sample appears after rapid thermal annealing. The KC1-fluxed
portion of the film shows bright bluish PL, and has a milky appearance characteristic

of a recrystallized film. On the other hand, the non-fluxed portion of the film has
little PL and does not appear to recrystallize significantly during the RTA cycle. In

addition, it is found that

alkali

metal fluoride fluxing after phosphor deposition does

not lead to a color shift to green, as it does for the previously investigated variants
of SrS:Cu. This all points to the scenario that the KC1 flux is arriving at the heated
substrate and reacting with the SrS, probably in an exchange reaction such as
SrS + 2KC1

SrC12 + K2S.

(4.1)

Upon reacting, the highly volatile K2S is probably reevaporated, whereas the less
volatile

SrCl2

remains

in

the growing phosphor

film.

Therefore, the

films

grown in

this section are apparently more correctly termed SrS:Cu,C1 than SrS:Cu.

4.2.6

Alkali metal coactivated SrS:Cu

it is known that the emission spectrum of SrS:Cu phosphors varies consider-

ably with the concentration of Cu in the host lattice. In particular, it has been
recognized that a transition yielding a peak in the green region of the visible spectrum becomes active at Cu+ concentrations above about 0.4 at% in SrS:Cu ACTFEL
phosphors. This shift in emission spectrum was initially attributed to aggregated Cu
ions, where it was hypothesized that Cu+ ions complex at higher concentrations, and
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thereby emit at higher wavelengths. However, researchers have recently developed

and tested a new coordination theory to explain the observed green shift in SrS:Cu

with increasing Cu concentratiom E89] According to this theory, increasing' Cu
concentration induces an increasing sulfur vacancy concentration as a result of selfcompensation. When the Cu+ concentration reaches a certain level, the Cu+ ions are
likely to be complexed with one of these sulfur vacancies, and hence, exist as green-

emitting, 5-coodinated Cu+. However, when donor coáctivators are added, extrinsic

compensation is achieved, relatively few sulfur vacancies are present, and the Cu+
ions are mostly 6-coordinated, leading to 'blue light emission. This theory was verified in SrS:Cu powder phosphors through the addition of Na2S to create additional
sulfur vacancies and red-shift the standard emission spectrum of SrS:Cu. After the
spectrum of this powder phosphor was shifted to the green by the addition of Na2S,

Y donors 'were added to shift 'the emission spectrum back. to the blue. This section
employs the results of this groundbreaking work in powder' phosphors to attempt to
generate bright and efficient green SrS:Cu phosphors by

alkali

metal coactivation.

The fabrication of ACTFEL devices for a study of alkali metal coactivation first

involves the deposition of a SrS:Cu phosphor by the "phosphor sà.ndwich" technique

described in Section 4.2.5, except that no KC1 flux is employed. Then, the

alkali

metal fluoride flux is thermally evaporated atop the freshly deposited phosphor, as

described in Section 4.2.2. After the. phosphor is annealed, a 2000 A

SiOXNV

top

insulator is PECVD-deposited atop the phosphor layer. Finally, 1000-1500 A thick
Al top electrodes are thermally evaporated to complete the ACTFEL structure.
The goal of this alkali metal coactivation study has a different focus than those

presented in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.4 in that this section aims to find an optimum
Cu concentration for the shifting of SrS:Cu to green. This is made possible by the
heightened control available from phosphor deposition via the "phosphor sandwich"
technique. Furthermore, the most effective green-shifting coactivators for coactivator
flux doping have been identified in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.4 to be Na and K, so it is not
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necessary for any more than a cursory investigation of Li, Rb, and Cs coactivation.

The experiment that is performed in this section is the deposition of a sequence of
SrS:Cu phosphor layers of different relative thicknesses of Cu2S to achieve different Cu

concentrations. For each of these samples, a fixed 1.5 mol% layer of NaP is deposited

over the entire sample and subsequently driven into the phosphor along with the
Cu2S at an RTA temperature of 810° C in an Ar atmosphere. The performance of
these devices is monitored by measuring the standard optoelectromc ACTFEL device

characteristics of interest, luminance, efficiency, and CIE coordinates.
The implementation of this experiment involves deposition of SrS:Cu,Na ACTFEL devices by the "phosphor sandwich" technique with various relative Cu2S thick-

nesses. In addition, a fixed relative thickness of NaF (1.5%) is deposited atop the
"phosphor sandwich" prior to the RTA cycle. The initiation of this experiment in-

volves beginning with a very small relatire Cu2S thickness such that the final Cu

concentration in the SrS:Cu,Na thin-film is well. below what is thought to be the
optimum Cu concentration for SrS:Cu ACTFEL devices. Then, the relative Cu2S
concentration is steadily increased for subsequent samples until the device luminance
begins decreasing with concentration. Finally, additional samples are fabricated with

relative Cu2S thicknesses near that yielding the peak luminance to attempt to find
an optimum relative Cu2S thickness. The experiment is initiated with the deposition

of a SrS:Cu,Na device with a relative Cu2S concentration 0.15% that of the SrS, as

measured by the thickness monitor. Following this, the relative Cu2S thickness is
increased 0.15% for each successive deposition until the measured luminance begins
decreasing.

The results of this study of alkali metal coactivation of SrS:Cu are quite encouraging,

perhaps even more so than those from the alkali metal coactivation of SrS:Cu,F

and SrS:Cu,CI. In fact, the luminance of the 0.3% relative Cu2S thickness device is

the highest of any device fabricated for this thesis at 65.5 cd/rn2. A L-V/-V plot of
this device is shown in Fig. 4.25. Other Cu2S concentrations yield high-luminance
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ACTFEL devices, but the optimal relative Cu2'S thickness appears to be very close

to 0.3% for Na-coactivated SrS:Cu. The results of this Cu concentration study are
shown in Table 4.6. Upon identification of this optimal relative Cu2S thickness, ACT-

FEL device are fluxed doped with the fluorides of other alkali metal to determine if
they incorporate as well as in SrS:Cu,F, or as poorly as in SrS:Cu,Cl. The results from

this coactivator study are presented in Table 4.7. These results essentially reiterate
what is determined from the previous studies of

alkali

metal coactivation presented

in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.4, except that K performs poorly in this case. Perhaps,
the optimum Cu concentration for coactivation by K is different than the optimal
concentration for Na coactivation.
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Figure 4.25: The L-V/-V plot of a SrS:Cu,Na ACTFEL device deposited by the
"phosphor sandwich" technique" with 0.3 1% relative Cu2S thickness (60 Hz bipolar
trapezoidal drive).
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Table 4.6: Luminance, efficiency, and CIE color coordinates of SrS:Cu,Na as a function of relative Cu2S thickness (60 Hz bipolar trapezoidal drive).

IIthk (% Cu2S)

Vth(V)

tph

0.15

158

0.23

(im/W) J_CIE x CIE
1

L40 (cd/rn2)

'140

11000

24.5

0.215

0.285

0.603

151

11000

53.0

0.558

0.321

0.590

0.31

141

11000

66.5

0.812

0.333

0.580

0.39

157

11000

52.6

0.515

0.315

0.593

0.46

156

10500

41.4

0.407

0.317

0.595

4.2.7

(A)

y

Conclusions

In conclusion, it can certainly be said that bright, efficient, saturated green
ACTEEL devices can befabricated by coactivation of SrS:Cu with

alkali

metals. In

fact, the major limitation of the alkali metal coa tivated SrS:Cu processes described

in this section appears to be the top insulator process. Development of a BTO top
insulator of 3000 A thickness should yield brightness improvements for all of the

devices reported on in this section of either 48% or 94% depending on whether a
2000

A or 3000A SiON is used for the top insulator. This is because an insulator

process with a high-dielectric constant insulator allows much better coupling of the
applied voltage and the phosphor field, and hence much greater charge transfer [1601.

Table 4.7: Luminance, efficiency, and CIE color coordinates of SrS:Cu (0.31% relative
Cu2S thickness) fluxed by LIF, NaF, KF, and RbF (60 Hz bipolar trapezoidal drive).

CE y

Flux V,1(V)

tphcs (A)

LiF

146

11000

9.07

0.066

0.183

0.305

NaF

151

11000

66.5

0.812

0.333

0.580

IF

157

10800

14.7

0.144

0.288

0.601

RbF

147

10000

6.49

0.059

0.250

0.478

[Lao

(cd/rn2)

'ito (hn/W) LCm x
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Applying these percentage improvements to the a1k1i metal doped SrS:Cu ACTFEL
devices deposited for this section results in luminances in the neighborhood of worldrecord green. This leads to the conclusion that .1ka1i metal coactivated SrS:Cu should

overtake ZnS:Tb as the brightest known green-emitting ACI'FEL phosphor in the
very near future if improvements in this ACTFEL phosphor continue to be made. In
addition, the investigation of blue-emitting SrS:Cu has revealed some insights into its

operation and a likely misinterpretation of the emission mechanism of SrS:Cu,Ag in

the literature.

4.3

BaS:Cu
The successful color-shifting of SrS:Cu from deep-blue to saturated green re-

ported in Section 4.2, implies that it may be possible to color shift' orange BaS:Cu to

either saturated green, saturated red, Or both. This section is concerned with the coactivation of BaS:Cu with various coactivators that are known to affect 'the color'spec-

trum of SrS:Cu to test whether similar color shifts can be observed with the BaS:Cu
phosphor system. This section begins with a discussion of results from BaS:Cu ACT-

FEL devices without any coactivators, because this is not a well-studied ACTFEL
phosphor The subsequent sections are devoted to the coactivation of BaS:Cu with
Cl, Ag, and K in an attempt to induce a shift in the EL emission spectrum.

4.3.1

BaS:Cu

The investigation of BaS as a potential ACTFEL phosphor has been very un-

ited compared to the other d1rdine earth sulfide phosphors, SrS and CaS. This lack

of interest is perhaps due to the act that the Jkaline earth-sulfide phosphors of the
smaller cations tend to be much more efficient cathodohiminescent (CL) and PL phos-

phors. Researchers have presumably suspected that this reduced efficiency translates

directly to EL phosphors, and hence, have mostly ignored BaS for this application.
However, BaS has a much lower melting point than the Qther a1kiline earth sulfide
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phosphors, making it a very interesting material for EL phosphor applications because of the possibility of low temperature recrystallization. Therefore, this section
is devoted to the investigation of orange-emitting BaS:Cu ACTFEL devices.

The investigation of BaS:Cu proceeds with the fabrication of several samples
for a control to compare coactivated samples to. The fabrication of BaS:Cu is accom-

plished via both EB/thermal coevaporation and the "phosphor sandwich" technique

described in Section 4.2.5. The phosphors are deposited to a thickness of approximately 8000 A in all cases, with a substrate temperature of 250° C. Post-deposition
annealing is performed via rapid thermal annealing in an Ar atmosphere at a tempera-

ture of 750° C for 2 minutes. Higher ETA temperatures for post-deposition annealing

lead to poor quality films because of excessive grain growth. This excessive grain
growth leads to jagged edges on the surface of the film which provide localized high-

field regions that result in devices that burn out easily. This effect is presumably due

to the lower melting temperature of BaS compared to the other lka1ine earth sulfide
phosphors. A standard 2000 A SiOZN insulator layer is PECV]) deposited atop all
BaS:Cu samples.

The deposition of BaS:Cu ACTFEL phosphors leads to relatively bright and
efficient ACTFEL devices with very little optimization. However, the emission color
of BaS:Cu is orange, with CIE color coordinates simibr to those of ZnS:Mn, thereby

rendering investigation of pure BaS:Cu an academic exercise. due to the relatively
enormous luminance and efficiency of the ZnS:Mn ACTFEL phosphor. An EL spec-

trum of a BaS:Cu ACTFEL device is shown in Fig. 4.26. The spectrum shown in
Fig. 4.26 reveals two closely spaced luminescent transitions centered around 600 nm

that are of similar intensity. This seems to correspond to a rigid shift of the SrS:Cu
emission spectrum that shows two emission peaks around 500 nm. Similar to SrS:Cu,

the relative intensities of these peaks can be controlled by the activator doping level
in the BaS:Cu phosphor. An ACTFEL device is fabricated with the "phosphor sand-

wich" technique with very thin Cu2S layers at the top and bottom of the phosphor
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Figure 4.26: The electroluminescent spectrum of a BaS:Cu ACTFEL device.

in an attempt to select the transition centered at 584 nm as the dominant transition.
The results from this device are shown in Fig. 4.27. However, this shift in the emis-

sion spectrum may be more of a result of the use of a KC1 flux during the growth of
the BaS layer, as discussed in Section 4.2.5.

Although BaS:Cu will never be as bright and efficient as ZnS:Mn, relatively

bright and efficient samples can be fabricated with very little effort paid to optimization. In fact, a respectable 60 Hz L40 and 'ho of 15

cd/rn2

and 0.22 lm/W is

achieved after deposition of only several samples. The L-V/-V plot of this BaS:Cu

ACTFEL device is shown in Fig. 4.28. Further optimization in terms of activator
doping levels and flim thickness could probably yield generous improvements in terms

of brightness and efficiency, although the twenty-fold improvement in L40 necessary
to compete with ZnS:Mn is. unlikely.
Electrical measurements of BaS:Cu were performed in order to gather informa-

tion regarding the operation of BaS as an ACTFEL phosphor and compare it to the
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Figure 4.27: The electroluminescent spectrum of a BaS:Cu ACTFEL device deposited
with a KCJ flux.
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Figure 4.28: A L-V/i-V plot of a BaS:Cu ACTFEL device
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operation of other better studied phosphors. The electrical measurement of the most
interest for comparing ACTFEL device operation across different phosphor inateri-

als is probably the Q-F measurement because it yields a good deal of information
regarding internal phosphor operation if the phosphor thickness is accurately known.
Since these BaS:Cu devices are fabricated in-house, the phosphor thickness is known,

allowing electrical characterization via the Q-F9 technique, with a reasonable degree

of certainty. A family of Q-F plots of a BaS:Cu ACTFEL with an 8000 A thick
phosphor layer are shown in Fig. 4.29. These plots reveal that BaS:Cu seems to
perform in a very similar mrner to SrS:Cu devices in terms of both phosphor field

and charge transfer. In addition, this family of Q-F plots reveal the existence of
dynamic space charge effects as evidenced by the non-constant field profile during the

and

ll portions of the waveform.
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Figure 4.29: A family of Q-F, curves taken at voltages of Vth + 20 V,
and Vth + 60 V, of a BaS:Cu device (1 kHz bipolar trapezoidal drive).
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4.3.2

BaS:Cu,Cl

The use of CuC12 as the dopant source for SrS:Cu ACTFEL devices showed a

distinct blue-shift of the emission spectrum with respect to that of SrS:Cu reported

in the literature. Therefore, CuC12 is investigated as an activator source in an attempt to shift the emission color of BaS:Cu to green. Several ACTFEL devices are
fabricated by EB/thermal coevaporation of BaS and CuCl2, respectively. However,

the incorporation of Cl into BaSCu phosphor films appears to lead to a shift of the

emission spectrum towards, but not to the green, as seen in Fig. 4.30. In fact, the
emission spectrum of BaS:Cu,Cl shown in Fig. 4.30 is quite

simi1r

to that of BaS:Cu

deposited with a KC1 flux shown in Fig. 4.27. This adds further weight to the assertion that KC1 coevaporation during phosphor deposition preferentially incorporates
Cl into the active areas of the phosphor film.
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Figure 4.30: The electroluminescent spectrum of a BaS:Cu,Cl ACTFEL device.
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4.3.3

BaS:Cu,Ag

Another technique that was recently discovered to significantl

emission spectrum of SrS:Cu is Ag codoping. The effect of Ag codop
produces a dramatic blue-shift of the spectrum from CIE color coordinates of x=0.16,
y=O.28

for SrS:Cu to x=O.15, y=O.l3 for SrS:Cu,Ag. If a similar spectral shift could

be obtained for BaS:Cu, there is a possibility that saturated green emission could
be achieved from BaS:Cu,Ag. As a result, BaS:Cu,Ag is investigated as a potential
green-emitting phosphor.
The investigation of BaS:Cu,Ag is initiated with the fabrication of several ACT-

FEL devices doped with varying levels of Ag.. First, EB/thermal coevaporation of
BaS, CuC12, and AgC1 is performed to deposit BaS:Cu,Ag phosphor layers. However,

the simultaneous control of two thermal sources and an EB source is quite prone
to error due to drift in evaporation rates over time and cross-talk between sources.
Therefore, only two devices were fabricated by this technique because of its poor repeatability, the poor stability of devices deposited as such, and the limited amount of
BS source material available. Although control of the evaporation is challenging, one

of the BaS:Cu,Ag,C1 devices contains a portion of the film that exhibits greenish PL
under a Hg discharge lamp, leading to continuation of this effort in a more controlled
manner.

The diculties of simultaneous coevaporation of three sources is overcome by
employment of the "phosphor sandwich" technique to repeatably deposit BaS:Cu,Ag.

The deposition of BaS:Cu,Ag is achieved by capping an undoped BaS layer on the
top and bottom by symmetrical Cu2S layers that total 1% of the thickness of the BaS

layer as measured by the quartz crystal thickness monitor. Following this deposition,

AgF2 is deposited over one-half of the substrate area to varying thicknesses and
then rapid thermal annealed at 750° C for 120 seconds in an Ar atmosphere in an
effort to diffuse the Cu and Ag dopants into the BaS. Three samples are fabricated

with AgF2 thicknesses 0.5%, 1.5%, and 3.0% that of the BaS phosphor layer. The
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ACTFEL devices 'with lower AgF2 flux layer thicknesses both show a small degree of

spectral shift for both PL and EL, but not significant enough to shift the emission
color to green. However, the ACTFEL device with a 3.0% relative thickness of AgF2

exhibits noticeably green PL on the half of the substrate flux-doped with Ag. The
EL spectrum of this device reveals a dominant wavelength of 556 nrn, as seen in Fig.

4.31, but the existence of a number of higher wavelength transitions results in a color

that significantly deviates from saturated green. Furthermore, the luminance and
efficiency of the Ag fluxed half of the substrate are reduced by more than ten times

from that of the non-Ag fluxed half. As a result, it is not expected that BaS:Cu,Ag
will result in saturated green emission of sufficient luminance to achieve a marketable

product.
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Figure 4.31: The electroluminescent spectrum of a BaS:Cu,Ag ACTFEL device.
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4.3.4 BaS:Cu,K
In Lehxnann's paper on Cu, Ag, and Au activated aiblLiine earth sulfide phos-

phors, he notes that K is the most effective coactivator he had discovered for redshifting the emission spectrum of BaS:Cu PL and CL phosphors. [161} As a result,

K coactivation is investigated as a means of red-shifting the emission spectrum of
BaS:Cu as close to saturated red as possible. The investigation of BaS:Cu,K is carried

out via "phosphor sandwich" deposition of BaS:Cu, with the addition of a thermally
evaporated fluxing overlayer of KF over half of the substrate area. The activator and

coactivator species are subsequently diffused into the undoped BaS during the RTA
cycle.

The coactivation of BaS:Cu by K definitely leads to a marked red-shift of the

spectrum of BaS:Cu as evidenced by both the PL and EL emission spectra of the
BaS:Cu,K phosphor films. The EL emission spectrum of BaS:Cu,K is shown in Fig.
4.32 along with the baseline BaS:Cu spectrum. The spectra shown in Fig. 4.32 shows

a definite red-shift of the spectrum, with the peak wavelength moving to approximately 640 nm. The resultant color spectrum of BaS:Cu,K has CIE coordinates of
x=0.570, y=0.424, which lie in the orange region of the color spectrum due to the
non-negligible side peaks occurring at 540 and 580 nm. However, these peaks may
be able to be eliminated by optimizing the relative doping levels of Cu and K in the
BaS phosphor. This should probably first be verified in powders due to the accurate
control of activator and coactivator levels achievable in powder phosphor processing.

The luminance and efficiency results of the BaS:Cu,K ACTFEL phosphor are

encouraging, although not to the degree that those of alkali metal activated SrS:Cu

are. There is a noticeable drop in the brightness and efficiency of BaS:Cu,K from

that of BaS:Cn,' but this is in large part attributable to the shift of the emission
spectrum to a region to which the eye is less sensitive. However, reasonably bright
and efficient BaS:Cu,K ACTFEL devices can be fabricated with little optimization

work, as evidenced by the B-V/,7-V plots shown in Fig. 4.33. This device yields a
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Figure 4.32: The electroluminescent spectrum of a BaS:Cu,K ACTFEL device.
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Figure 4.33: A L-V/i7-V plot of a BaS:Cu,K ACTFEL device.
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60 Hz

L40

and ,o of 4.26

cd/rn2

and 0.052 lm/W, respectively, at CIE coordinates

of x=O.570, y=O.424. This is certainly far from the Planar primary color phosphor
targets shown in Table 2.2, but encouraging for the initial results from a new ACTFEL
phosphor.

4.3.5

Conclusions

The most promising of the BaS:Cu phosphor derivatives appears to be the
BaS:Cu,K phosphor due to its ability to generate a respectable amount of light in the
red region of the spectrum. This phosphor deserves to be investigated more closely in
an effort to optimize it for brightness and red light emission. Studies of the effects of
Cu and K concentrations are certainly in order to determine the concentrations of Cu

and K that lead to the best brightness and the highest degree of red light emission.
If problems persist with shorter wavelength emission sidebands, an alloy with BaSe

may shift the emission spectrum further to the red.

4.4

(Sr,Ba)S:Cu ACTFEL phosphors
The emission spectra of SrS:Cu and BaS:Cu is a natural system for color control

by alloying because of the chemical similarity between Sr and Ba and the wide range

of wavelengths spanned by their emission spectra. The purpose of this section is
to provide insight into the feasibility of producing bright and efficient phosphors of

a user-specified color via alloying of SrS:Cu and BaS:Cu. The investigation of this
technique is carried out via the EBE of Sr0gBa01S pellets synthesized, pressed and

sintered by Ben Clark of the OSU Chemistry Department. The composition of the
alloy is selected to be 90 mol% SrS to coincide with the optimum alloy composition
in terms of PL brightness of (Sr,Ba)S:Cu,Na powder phosphors.
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4.4.1

(Sr,Ba)S:Cu,C1

The first step in the investigation of (Sr,Ba)S:Cu involves the deposition of thin-

films of this alloy activated with CuCl2 to determine the potential for this phosphor
without

alkali

metal coactivation. All of the samples for this study are fabricated via

EB/thermal coevaporation of Sr09Ba01S and CuCl2, respectively. The Sr0gBa01S
pellet is typically EB evaporated at a rate of approximately 40 A/s while the CuC12

source is thermally evaporated at rates between 0.1 and 0.5

A/s.

The substrate

temperature is kept at 250°C, and all samples are post-deposition rapid thermal
annealed in an Ar atmosphere for 2 minutes at a temperature of 810° C. Following
the RTA cycle, a top insulator of SiOXNY is PECVD deposited to a thickness of 2000
A,

with the subsequent thermal evaporation of Al electrodes.
The deposition of (Sr,Ba)S:Cu,C1 in this manner yields ACTFEL devices with

spectra intermediate between that of SrS:Cu,Cl and BaS:Cu,Cl, as anticipated. The

fabrication of a number of ACTFEL devices yields a maximum 60 Hz luminance
and efficiency of 11.5 cd/rn2 and 0.167 lm/W for a relative CuCl2 evaporation rate

0.75% that of the Sr0gBa0.1S, as seen in Fig. 4.34. The GtE coordinates for this
sample are x=0.327, y=0.5l7, which are representative of all of the deposited samples,

although there is a certain degree of spectral shift with increasing Cu concentration.
A spectrum of this (Sr,Ba)S:Cu,C1 sample is shown in Fig. 4.35.

4.4.2

(Sr,Ba)S:Cu,Na

The marginal performance of (Sr,Ba)S:Cu,C1 warrants an investigation of the
effects of

alkali

metal coactivation on the characteristics of (Sr,Ba)S:Cu. The impres-

sive performance gains witnessed in SrS:Cu coactivated by alkali metals indicates that

a similar improvement may be achievable .in an alloy of SrS:Cu and BaS:Cu. There-

fore, the aim of this section is the investigation of (Sr,Ba)S:Cu coactivated with Na.
The devices for this study are fabricated by the "phosphor sandwich" technique with

Cu2S as the activator source. The Na coactivator is flux doped into the (Sr,Ba)S:Cu
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Figure 4.34: A L-V/t7-V of a (Sr,Ba)S:Cu,Cl ACTFEL device.
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Figure 4.35: The electroluminescent spectrum of a (Sr,Ba)S:Cu,Cl ACTFEL device.
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with NaF of thickness 1.5% that of the (Sr,Ba)S:Cu phosphor layer and subsequent
rapid thermal annealed at 810°C for 120 seconds in an Ar atmosphere. Following flux

doping of the coactivator, a SiON top insulator is PECVD-deposited to a thickness
àf 2000

A,

with subsequent thermal evaporation of Al electrodes.

Table 4.8: (Sr,Ba)S:Cu,Na ACTFEL device performance as a function of Cu2S relative thickness.
thickness

tphosphor

Vth

L

1140

(% Cu2S)

(A)

(V)

(cd/rn2)

(lrn/W)

x

y

0.30

9500

176

49.7

0.626

0.400

0.554

0.45

10500

180

53.1

0.592

0.395

0.560

0.60

11000

166

43.5

0.525

0.383

0.563

CIE

A Cu concentration study is performed by varying the relative thicknesses of the

Cu2S layers at the phosphor-insulator interfaces in order to best utilize the limited

amount of source material. Three devices are fabricated with total relative Cu2S
thicknesses 0.30%, 0.45%, and 0.60% that of the (Sr,Ba)S phosphor layer as measured

by a quartz crystal oscillator at a fixed setting. Similar to the results presented in
Section 4.2 regarding

a1ki.li

metal coactivation of SrS:Cu, the flux doping of NaF into

(Sr,Ba)S:Cu results in impressive performance increases. The relevant characteristics

of these devices are listed in Table 4.8. The data from Table 4.8 shows that the
optimum relative thickness of Cu2S lies below 0.60%, but it is unclear whether the
0.3% or 0.45% Cu2S relative thickness device is better due to a -'10% difference in
phosphor thickness between these two samples. Regardless, all of these samples yield

very bright and efficient ACTFEL devices of a yellow-green color. The L-V/-V plot
and spectrum of the 0.45% Cu2S relative thickness ACTFEL device are shown in Figs.

4.36 and 4.37, respectively. The spectrum shown in Fig. 4.37 reveals a peak emission
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Figure 4.36: A L-V/,1-V of a (Sr,Ba)S:Cu,Na ACTFEL device.
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Figure 4.37: The electroluminescent spectrum of a (Sr,Ba)S:Cu,Na ACTFEL device
in comparison with a (Sr,Ba)S:Cu,Cl ACTFEL device.
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wavelength of 556 nm, which is intermediate that of alkali metal coactivated SrS:Cu
and BaS:Cu. When this peak wavelength is compared to data collected from powder
phosphor PL spectra of (Sr,Ba)S:Cu of varying alloy compositions, it indicates that a
Ba concentration of about 30% is present in the phosphor thin-film. [162] This is not

surprising since the lower melting point of BaS leads to its preferential evaporation
from the Sr0gBa01S pellets. If this result can be linearly extrapolated back such

that a Ba concentration of 10 mol% can be incorporated into the phosphor film,
high-brightness devices of a more useful color may be possible. This is postulated
because powder. phosphor research has shown a significant increase in PL brightness
and efficiency for Sr09Ba01S:Cii,Na over pure SrS:Cu,Na.

4.4.3

Conclusions

The results of this section indicate that a significant amount of color control can

be achieved with alloys of SrS:Cu,Na and BaS:Cu,Na while sacrificing little, if any,
brightness. This is an important result because it shows the possibility of application-

specific chromaticity engineering. Additional research should be undertaken in this

area to determine whether brightness and efficiency gains over SrS:Cu,Na can be
realized with smaller concentrations of Ba added.

4.5

SrSe:Cu ACTFEL phosphors
The selenide family of materials is relatively unexplored in terms of ACTFEL

phosphor materials, presumably due to their higher toxicity than sulfide compounds.
Toxicity aside, the alkaline earth selenides possess several advantages over the correspondingsuffide phosphors; namely, smaller dielectric constant, smaller bandgap, and

most importantly lower melting temperature. As a result, SrSe is an interesting phos-

phor host in that it is similar to SrS in many respects except that it should exhibit
grain-growth at reduced temperatures owing to its reduced melting temperature. In
addition, the lattice constant of SrSe lies between that of SrS and BaS, leading to the
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conclusion that it is quite likely that SrSe:Cu will produce green light. To determine
the viability of SrSe as an ACTFEL phosphor host, 10 g of 99.5% purity SrSe powder
is obtained from Cerac, Inc., pressed into pellets, and sintered to achieve highly dense
pellets.

The investigation of SrSe as an ACTFEL phosphor host is carried out by the

EB/thermal coevaporailon of SrSe, Se metal, and CuP2. Samples are fabricated
in precisely the same manner described for the deposition of SrS:Cu,F described in

Section 4.2.1, except that, the RTA temperature for SrSe is kept at 6500 C and Se
metal is coevaporated. The first several samples deposited are of poor quality due
to the poor control over three simultaneously evaporating sources. However, after
four or five depositions, enough experience is gained to be able to deposit several
decent thin-film phosphors. Unfortunately, though, the quantity of material available

does not allow for a concentration study or a study of coactivators. The best of the
SrSe:Cu,F phosphors yields a 60 Hz luminance and efficiency of 4.14 cd/ni2 and 0.049

lm/W. A L-V/-V of this device is shown in Fig. 4.38. The CIE coordinates of SrSe
range from x=0.30 to x=0.34, y=0.53 to y=0.57, where the CIE coordinates of the
ACTFEL device whose L-V/ti-V is shown in Fig. 4.38 are x=0.338, y=0.533. The
shape of the EL spectrum of SrSe:Cu is quite similar to SrS:Cu, but is shifted toward
longer wavelength by about 40-50 nm, as seen in Fig. 4.39.
Since very little literature exists concerning SrSe ACTFEL phosphors, electrical

characterization of SrSe:Cu is performed to gain some insight into its operation. The

main technique of interest for determining the internal physics of operation of an

ACTFEL phosphor is Q-F,, characterization. As a result, a fmily of Q-F plots
of a SrSe:Cu ACTFEL device is shown in Fig. 4.40. Several noticeable features of
this family of Q-F plots are immediately evident; namely the relatively low average
phosphor field at which charge transfer occurs, the small amount of charge transfer,

and the large amount of relaxation charge that flows. The average phosphor field is
quite low by ZnS standards, but is not appreciably different from that seen in SrS:Cu
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Figure. 4.38: A L-V/v7-V of a SrSe:Cu ACTFEL devke (60 Hz bipolar trapezoidal
drive).
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Figure 4.39: The electroluminescent spectrum of a SrSe:Cu ACTFEL device.
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devices. The small amount of charge transfer and the gentle turn-on are in large part
due to the device structure; thick, low dielectric constant SiOXNY insulators (3000 A)
are employed, leading to poor coupling between the applied voltage and the phosphor

field. The large amount of relaxation charge apparently is the result of some sort of

phosphor conductivity because a finite slope of the sense capacitor voltage during
this portion of the driving waveform is noticed even at applied voltages well below
threshold. This conductivity is characteristic of poorly fabricated ACTFEL devices,
probably as a result of the low purity of the starting material, or perhaps the presence

of a large number of Se vacancies. Improvement in this area is expected with the
continued investigation of this phosphor material.
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Figure 4.40: A family of Q-F plots at Vth + 20 V, Vth + 30 V, Vth + 40 V, Vth
+ 50 V, and Vth + 60 V of a SrSe:Cu ACTFEL device (1 kHz bipolar trapezoidal

drive).
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In conclusion, the results from deposition of SrSe:Cu-based ACTFEL devices

are disappointing in terms of absolute performance numbers for comparison with
other types of ACTFEL deviôes. However, when the low purity of the source mate-

rial is considered, along with the dearth of information regarding deposition of this

material, the results of this study could be considered to be promising This phosphor should certainly be investigated in the future due to its potential for reducing
the recrystallization temperature from the high values required for CaS and SrS.

4.6

Zn2GeO4:Mn ACTFEL phosphors
As interest in oxide phosphors grows, the oxide phosphor that can be said to

have bridged the gap between the high-temperature ceramic substrate approach to

ACTFEL fabrication and the "standard" structure approach using glass substrates
is certainly Zn2GeO4:Mn. The primary advantage of Zn2GeO4:Mn over other oxide
phosphors is the relatively low temperature required for recrystallization of this com-

pound. In addition, the fact that this material is an oxide negates many of the typical
worries about atmospheric contamination so prevalent with other families of phosphor

materials. This property has driven research by several groups worldwide to seriously
consider Zn2GeO4:Mn as a potential commercial ACTFEL phosphor [163, 140, 141].
The purpose of this section is to investigate Zn2CeO4:Mn as an ACTFEL phosphor in

order to determine optimum RTA conditions, coactivators, and Mn concentration via

RF magnetron sputtering. The experiment is carried out with three stoichiometric
Zn2GeO4:Mn sputtering targets with Mn concentrations of 0.5 at%, 1.0 at%, and 2.0

at%. These targets are synthesized, pressed, and sintered by Judith Kissick of the
OSU Chemistry Department.

4.6.1

Zn2GeO4:Mn (1.0 at%)

The first sputtering target investigated for the deposition of Zn2GeO4:Mn is

the 1.0 at% target. Prior research with Zn2GeO4:Mn has shown the results to be
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relatively independent of deposition conditions as long as the sputtering process gas
is composed of at least 5% 02. [163] However, theeffect of RTA atmosphere on the
performance of Zn2 Ge04:Mn ACTFEL devices was not considered. In addition, no

attempt has yet been undertaken to determine the possibility of coactivation of this
ACTFEL phosphor. Furthermore, the results of Planar America's investigation into
the feasibility of Zn2 Ge04:Mn ACTFEL devices showed extremely accelerated aging;
so severe that the devices aged to essentially zero luminance in the period of one hour.

Therefore, it is the aim of this section to investigate each. of these issues.
The first issue investigated with Zn2 Ge04:Mn ACTFEL phosphors is the effect

of RTA atmosphere upon the relevant device characteristics. This experiment is conducted by the RF sputter deposition of Zn2GeO4:Mn phosphor layers onto ITO/ATO

coated glass substrates under the following process conditions: Tjrate = 300°C,
Deposition Pressure =20 mTorr, 40% He in Ar Flow Rate =85 SCCM, 02 Flow Rate

= 15 SCCM, Target-Substrate Separation =

in.

Following phosphor deposition,

the sample is rapid thermal annealed at temperatures between 600°C and 800°C in an

Ar, 02, or 10% H/N2 atmosphere. After annealing, a 2000 A of SiOXNY top insulator
is PECVD deposited, and Al. electrodes are subsequently thermally evaporated.

Initially, this experiment was intended to assess the influence of RTA temper-

ature in 25°C increments between 600°C and 800°C. However, it was found that
the Zn2GeO4:Mn phosphor films begin recrystallizing at a temperature very close to

625°C, and the degree of recrystallization at temperatures above 725°C is so large

that the lxns readily peel from the substrate. The minimum temperature for complete recrystallization is identical to that found by prior researchers, although they

did not seem to have trouble with the films peeling at higher anneal temperatures
[163]. This is perhaps a result of their different target composition where excess Ge02

was incorporated. In addition, it is found that annealing in a H2/N2 mixture results
in dark, non-luminescent films, presumably due to the reduction of the Zn2 Ge04 by

the H2. As a result, the investigation of the effects of R['A temperature is confined
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to the temperature range of 650°C to 725° in atmospheres of Ar and 02. The results

of this study are presented in Table 4.9. As seen in Table 4.9, the liiminances of
Zn2 Ge04:Mn ACTFEL devices annealed in 02 are approximately 25% greater than
those annealed in Ar for each RTA temperature. Therefore, 02 appears to be a much
better choice for the RTA atmosphere, and is employed for all subsequent processing

of Zn2GeO4:Mn ACTFEL phosphors. The influence of RTA temperature on device
performance is minimal for temperatures between 650°C and 700°, but increases no-

ticeably for anneals performed at 725°C. As a result, the threshold temperature for

recrystallization to occur appears to be between 625° C and 650°, while there is a
second threshold for increased recrystallization between 700° C and 725°C.

Table 4.9: Zn2GeO4:Mn ACTFEL device performance as a function of RTA temperature and atmosphere (60 Hz bipolar trapezoidal drive).
___________J 650°C

Ar

L40 (cd/rn2)

00°C

J_725°C

5.19

5.27

4.83

7.77

0.0627

0.0591

0.0601

0.0682

CIE x

0.369

0.343

0.387

0.406

CIE y

0.605

0.626

0.583

0.572

L40 (ed/rn2)

7.15

6.46

6.71

10.9

0.0601

0.0749

0.0637

0.0854

CIE x

0.363

0.371

0.382

0.367

CIE y

0.608

0.600

0.590

0.603

'740

02

[675°C

'140

(lm/W)

(lm/W)

As with any new ACTFEL phosphor, it is important to characterize the resultant devices both electrically and optically to better understand the physics of device

operation. The L-V/t7-V plots of the devices fabricated for this RTA atmosphere
study often show quite different shapes than those typically witnessed for sulfide
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phosphors. As an example, the L-V/t7-V plot of the brightest Zn2 Ge04:Mn device
from the preceding RTA atmosphere study is shown in Fig. 4.41k

In addition, the
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Figure 4.41: A L-V/-V plot of a Zn2GeO4:Mn ACTFEL device (60 Hz bipolar
trapezoidal drive).

EL spectrum of this sample is shown in Fig. 4.42. It is seen in Fig. 4.41 that the L-V
characteristics of this device increases exponentially until about 40 V above threshold
at which paint the luminance essentially saturates. This exponential rise in luminance

over a voltage range of 40 V is unusual in terms of sulfide phosphors which typically
rise in an exponential manner for only several volts above the threshold voltage.

Although the electro-optical characteristics shown in Fig. 4.41 are unusual in
the context of sulfide phosphors, the electrical characteristics of Zn2GeO4:Mn prove

to be even more unusual. The average phosphor fields measured in these phosphor
materials are typically very high compared to common sulfide-based ACTFEL de-
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vices. In addition, most of the conduction charge in these Zn2GeO4:Mn is relaxation
charge, in stark contrast to sulfide phosphor which show the bulk of the charge trans-

fer during the rising edge of the applied voltage pulse. A family of Q-F plots of
a typical Zn2GeO4:Mn ACTFEL device is shown in Fig. 4.43. The Q-F plots of
Fig. 4.43 reveal an average steady-state phosphor field of approximately 5 MV/cm,
which is enormous by any standard. In addition, the turn-on of these devices is quite
sluggish in comparison with most sulfide-based ACTFEL devices, and there appears

to be some charge collapse taking place. However, the phosphor field profile of this

device is borderliie field-clamped. Another type of characteristic that is sometimes
witnessed when operating Zn2GeO4:Mn devices is a large current spike during the
relaxation charge portion of the driving waveform. The Zn2 Ge04:Mn devices that
exhibit this type of effect generally produce extremely bizarre electrical characteristics

in the context of sulfide phosphors. In addition, this current spike is often associated

with visible filaments that move with time over the device area. A family of Q-F
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Figure 4.42: The electroluminescent spectrum of a Zn2GeO4:Mn ACTFEL device.
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plots of such a device is show in Fig. 4.44. This set of Q-F plots is unusual in that it
is highly asymmetrical, shows large steady-state phosphor fields, exhibits charge collapse, and has an anomalous steady-state phosphor field profile for negative phosphor

fields only that appears only when driven to 50 V above threshold or greater.
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Figure 4.43: A family of Q-F plots at Vth + 20 V, Vth + 30 V, V + 40 V, and
+ 50 V of a Zn2GeO4:Mn ACTFEL device (1 kHz bipolar trapezoidal drive).

Vth

With the identification of the optimum RTA atmosphere currently available,
the next step in investigation of Zn2GeO4:Mn as an ACTFEL phosphor is the iden-

tification of suitable coactivators. The processing conditions are identical to those
employed for the RTA experiment, except that the RTA cycle that all samples from

this experiment are subjected to is a 650°C anneal in 02 for 2 minutes. The coactivators are thermally evaporated onto the freshly sputtered Zn2GeO4:Mn fihns and

driven into the phosphor in the RTA cycle. This is an advantageous technique be-
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Figure 4.44: A family of Q-F plots at Vth + 20 V, Vth + 30 V, Vth + 40 V, Vth +
50 V, and Vth +60 V of a Zn2GeO4:Mn ACTFEL device (1 kHz bipolar trapezoidal
drive).

cause many different coactivators can be incorporated without the need to fabricate

new sputter targets for each coactivator. The top insulator for all samples in this
study is a 2000 A PECVD-deposited SiOZN layer. The top electrodes are 1000-1500

A thick thermally evaporated Al.
The study of coactivators is meant to cover a broad range of coactivators with-

out performing an exhaustive search of inorganic chemicals. The coactivators axe
selected according to one or more of the following criteria: diffusive species, known

flux agents for ZnO or Ge02, and effective coactivators in other phosphor systems.
Although this selection technique may not be satisfying in terms of knowledge of ex-

actly which species to incorporate, there is a certain amount of guesswork necessary

for this study because very little research has been performed on the coactivation
of oxide ACTFEL phosphors. From these selection criteria, fifteen compounds are
selected for study as coactivators of Zn2 Ge04:Mn. The selected compounds are LIF,
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NaF, KF, RbF, CsF, L1C1, NaCI, KCI, RbC1, CsC1, Bi203, Ga203, CuF2, AgF2, and

ZnF2. Due to the large volume of information contained in the results from coactivation of Zn2GeO4:Mn with these compounds, the results are broken up into two
tables, the fluoride coactivators in Table 4.10 and the chloride and oxide coactivators
in Table 4.11.

Zn2GeO4:Mn,K,F

V

Zn2GeO4:Mn
230

IIIIIl(IIriIiiiiI,ii;
240

250

260

270

Applied Voltage (V)

Figure 4.45 L-V plots of a Zn2GeO4:Mn and a Zn2GeO4:Mn,K,F ACTFEL device
on the same substrate.

An analysis of Tables 4.10 and 4.11 reveals several coactivators that appear
promising for Zn2GeO4:Mn. Most of the listed coactivators have either a negative
or small positive effect on the measured luminance of the Zn2GeO4:Mn ACTFEL

devices, with the notable exceptions being KF, RbF, and RbC1. The best of these
in terms of percentage increase inluniinance is KF, whose incorporation results in a
66.9% increase, as seen in Fig. 4.45. Curiously, while less than half of the coactivators
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Table 4.10: Results of fluoride coactivator incorporation into Zn2GeO4:Mu ACTFEL
phosphors via flux doping (60 Hz bipolar trapezoidal drive).

Coactivator
LiF

With coactivation Without coactivation

% change

3.09

6.90

-55.2

0.0891

0.0590

+51.0

CIE

0.343, 0.628

0.358, 0.613

L40 (cd/rn2)

5.09

13.2

-61.4

0.0986

0.0773

+27.6

CIE

0.320, 0.646

0.375, 0.600

L40 (cd/rn2)

7.71

4.62

+66.9

0.0610

0.0505

+20.8

CIE

0.350, 0.621

0.358, 0.614

L40 (cd/rn2)

14.7

11.1

0.081

0.0656

CIE

0.345, 0.627

0.374, 0.597

L40 (cd/rn2)

12.1

9.84

+23.0

0.0489

0.0655

-25.3

CIE

0.369, 0.600

0.375, 0.597

L40 (cd/rn9

5.99

9.35

-35.9

0.0531

0.0515

+3.11

CIE

0.353, 0.618

0.357, 0.612

L40 (cd/rn2)

<0.5

11.0

?

to (lm/W)

<0.001

0.0596

?

CIE

0.407, 0.563

0.366, 0.608

L40 (cd/rn2)

3.97

8.89

-55.3,

0.0876

0.0664

+31.9

0.331, 0.638

0.361, 0.611

L40 (cd/rn2)

(lm/W)

'740

NaF

(lrn/W).

'740

KF

(lrn/W)

'7o

RbF

(hn/W)

'740

CsF

(lrn/W)

7740

ZnF2

(lrn/W)

1740

CuF2

AgF2

'740

(lrn/W)

CIE

+32.4
.

+23.5
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Table 4.11: Results of chloride and oxide coactivator incorporation into Zn2GeO4:Mn
ACTFEL phosphors via flux doping (60 Hz bipolar trapezoidal drive).

Coactivator
LiCJ

NaC1

KC1

RbC1

CsC1

Ga203

Without coactivation J

% change

L

(cd/rn2)

12.1

11.3

+7.08

774o

(hn/W)

0.0737

0.0657

+12.2

CIE

0.358, 0.616

0.356, 0.617

L40 (cd/rn2)

8.71

7.74

+12.5

io (lrn/W)

0.0635

0.0523

+21.4

clE

0.323, 0.647

0.363, 0.609

14.5

14.5

0.0

to (hn/W)

0.0622

0.0684

-9.06

CIE

0.357, 0.614

0.372, 0.601

L40 (cd/ni2)

14.7

9.56

+53.8

'140 (lrn/W)

0.0693

0.0674

+2.82

CIE

0.357, 0.612

0.372, 0.600

L40 (cd/rn2)

12.7

10.6

+19.8

0.0553

0.0570

-2.98

CIE

0.383, 0.593

0.378, 0.596

L40 (cd/rn2)

7.40

11.7

-36.8

to (lrn/W)

0.114

0.0740

+54.1

CIE

0.325, 0.641

0.366, 0.609

L40 (cd/rn2)

1.66

3.67

-54.8

io (lm/W)

0.00577

0.0671

-91.4

CIE

0.367, 0.602

0.361, 0.611

Lgj

'140

Bi203

With coactivation

(cd/rn2)

(lrn/W)
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tested had a positive influence on the measured luminance, two-thirds served to improve the luminous efficiency. In several cases, such as the LIF and NaF coactivated
samples, the luminance drops considerably with coactivation while the luminous efficiency is noticeably improved. Since drops in luminance typically result in drops in
luminous efficiency because of the direct proportionality between these values, a clis-

tinct modification of the charge transfer characteristics of these devices is expected.

To illustrate the noticeable power savings with LIF coactivation, the Q-V plots of
the LiF and non-LiF coactivated halves of this sample are shown in Fig. 4.46. From

the data given in Tables 4.10 and 4.11, the fluoride compounds are especially prone
to increases in luminous efficiency, as six of the eight coactivation compounds tested
exhibit luminous efficiency increases, and these increases are sizable for five of these

six coactivators. Particularly impressive is the 54% increase in luminous efficiency

1
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Figure 4.46: Q-V plots of a Zn2GeO4:Mn and a Zn2GeO4:Mn,Li,F ACTFEL device
on the same substrate (1 kHz bipolar trapezoidal drive).
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generated by the addition of Bi203. to Zn2GeO4:Mn. The i7-V plots of the Bi203and non-Bi203-fluxed halves of this sample are shown in Fig. 4.47.
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Figure 4.47: 17-V plots of a Zn2GeO4:Mn and a Zn2GeO4:Mn,Bi ACTFEL device on
the same substrate (60 Hz bipolar trapezoidal drive).

In contrast to much of the work presented earlier in this chapter on sulfide
phosphors, coactivation of Zn2GeO4:Mn appears to have a relatively weak effect upon

the EL emission spectra in most cases. In fact, many coactivation compounds show

changes in CIE coordinates that are well within the bounds of experimental error.
Several coactivation compounds lead to visually noticeable shifts in the emission

spectrum, however. The compounds that are most effective at shifting the color
are the Na halides, AgF2, and Bi203. Coactivation with all of these compounds
reduces the yellow component of the color spectrum, resulting in a color spectrum

closer to saturated green. The only coactivation compound of these four that leads
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to a brightness increase, however, is NaCI, although coactivation with all of these
compounds results in a markedly increased efficiency. The spectral shifts induced by
coactivation with these compounds are shown in Figs. 4.48, 4.49, 4.50, and 4.51.
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Figure 4.48: Spectral shift of Zn2GeO4:Mn as a result of NaF coactivation.

The main concern voiced in the Planar report on the feasibility of ACTFEL
display fabrication from Zn2CeO4:Mn phosphors is extremely poor device stability.
[163] The results of this report show that the brightness of the Zn2GeO4:Mn devices
fabricated became essentially zero in under an hour of aging at a frequency of 850 Hz.

Therefore, this is an area that is especially important to investigate for this project.
The testing of aging characteristics is undertaken by lighting up a Zn2GeO4:Mn ACT-

FEL device at 1 kHz and a voltage 40 V above the 60 Hz threshold. Brightness measurements are conducted at increasing intervals (15 miii., 30 mm., 1 hr., 2 hr., 4 hr., 8

hr., and 12 hr.) up to a stopping time of 12 hours. The results of this aging study are
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Figure 4.49: Spectral shift of Zn2GeO4:Mn as a result of NaC1 coactivation.
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Figure 4.50: Spectral shift of Zn2GeO4:Mn as a result of AgF2 coactivation.
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Figure 4.51: Spectral shift of Zn2GeO4:Mn as a result of Bi203 coactivation.

presented in the form of a plot of luminance as a function of aging time in Fig. 4.52

for both a non-coactivated and a RbC1 coactivated sample. As shown in Fig. 4.52,
the non-coactivated sample shows relatively stable brightness characteristics, perhaps

better than most sulfide phosphors However,, the coactivated sample shows a much
greater amount of aging taking place than the non-coactivated sample, although the
initial luminance is higher.

The enormous difference in aging characteristics between these samples and

the samples fabricated at Planar may be due in part to either the excess Ge02
incorporation, the larger Mn2+ concentration, or the addition of an unmentioned

coactivator. In an attempt to induce this accelerated aging, a study is performed
in which a non-coactivated Zn2GeO4:Mn ACTFEL device is aged for a period of 48

hours with a 1 kHz bipolar trapezoidal drive at 40 V above the threshold voltage,
and a Zn2GeO4:Mn ACTFEL device heavily coactivated with LiF is also aged in the

same manner. The non-coactivated sample showed a 28% drop in luminance from
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Figure 4.52: The luminance of both a Zn2GeO4:Mn and a Zn2GeO4:Mn,Rb,C1 ACTFEL device as a function of aging time (aged with a 1 kHz bipolar trapezoidal drive
at 40 V above the 60 Hz Vth.

54.1 to 39.1 cd/rn2 over this 48 hour period, whereas the LiF-coactivated sample aged

to zero luminance in approximately 30 minutes. As a result of this study, it seems
that the underlying cause of the accelerated aging characteristics of the Zn2GeO4:Mn

ACTFEL devices presented in the Planar report is probably coactivation with an
alkdi

halide flux agent.

4.6.2

Zn2 Ge04:Mn (0.5 at%)

The successful fabrication of moderately bright green ACTFEL devices from a

Zn2 Ge04 target activated with 1.0 at% Mn motivates the study of the effect of Mn
concentration on the measured device characteristics. The investigation of alternate

activator doping levels is initiated with the sputter deposition of samples from a
target activated by 0.5 at% Mn. The deposition parameters are all identical to those

employed for the deposition of the 1 at% Mn Zn2GeO4 ACTFEL phosphors. The
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RTA temperature and atmosphere employed for these devices is the standard 650° C

anneal in 02 for 2 minutes used for the coactivation study.
The results of this study show significantly reduced luminance and efficiency for
0.5 at% Mn Zn2GeO4 ACTFEL devices compared to 1.0 at% Mn devices. In addition,

the yellow component of the spectrum of these samples is enhanced considerably, as
seen by comparison of the spectrum of a 0.5 at% Mn Zn2GeO4:Mn ACTFEL device
shown in Fig. 4.53 with those presented in the Section 4.6.1. In addition, the addition
of an alkali halide coactivator does not significantly reduce the magnitude of the yellow

and red peaks in the spectrum, making the CIE coordinates substantially differ from

those of saturated green. A L-V/t7-V plot of the highest luminance 0.5 at% Mn
Zn2GeO4:Mn device fabricated for this project is shown in Fig. 4.54. In addition, the
coactivation of these samples with RbF provides only a modest increase in luminance,
that is insufficient to compete with the luminances obtained with the 1 at% Mn target.

As a result, it appears that the optimal Mn concentration in Zn2GeO4:Mn lies at Mn

concentrations greater than 1 at%, rather than smaller concentrations.

4.6.3

Zn2GeO4:Mn (2.0 at%)

The deterioration of ACTFEL device performance with a reduction in the Mn

concentration in the Zn2GeO4:Mn phosphor leads to the conclusion that it is wise

to consider larger Mn concentrations. As a result, a Zn2GeO4:Mn sputter target

coactivated with 2 at% Mn is obtained. From this target, phosphor layers are rf
sputtered under the same conditions as those employed for sputtering of the 0.5 at%
and 1.0 at% Mn Zn2GeO4:Mn targets in the preceding sections.

In all respects, samples sputtered from the Zn2GeO4:Mn target activated with

2 at% Mn show the best characteristics of any of the ACTFEL devices sputtered in
this investigation of Zn2GeO4:Mn. The luminance and efficiency of these device is

high in comparison with ACTFEL devices activated with 0.5 at% or 1.0 at% Mn,
as seen from the L-V/i7-V

plot

shown in Fig. 4.55. In addition, the color purity of
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Figure 4.53: Eleètrolwninescence spectra of a Zn2GeO4:Mn and a Zn2GeO4:Mn,Rb,F
ACTFEL device activated with 0.5 at% Mn.
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Figure 4.54: A L-V/-V plot of a Zn2GeO4:Mn ACTFEL device activated with 0.5
at% Mn (60 Hz bipolar trapezoidal drive).
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ACTFEL devices sputtered from this 2 at% Mn target exhibit CIE coordinates very

close to saturated green due to the reduction of the longer wavelength peaks that
appear for the 0.5 at% and 1.0 at% Mn devices. Also,

zi1ka1i

halide coactivation does

not show a noticeable shift in the spectrum of these ACTFEL devices, as shown in the

spectrum of Fig. 4.56. However, aging characteristics are not investigated because
these devices tend to be less stable than those fabricated from the 1.0 at% Mn target.

This situation may be improved with continued sputtering of this target, however,
because ACTFEL phosphor characteristics tend to improve with the total amount of

time that a sputter target is sputtered. [154]
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Figure 4.55: A L-.V/-V plot of a Zn2GeO4:Mn ACTFEL device activated with 2.0
at% Mn (60 Hz bipolar trapezoidal drive).
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Figure 4.56: The electroluminescence spectrum of a Zn2GeO4:Mn and a Zn2GeO4:Mn,Rb,F ACTFEL device activated by 2.0 at% Mn.

4.6.4 Conclusions
The results of this section show that Zn2GeO4:Mn is a promising phosphor for

the production of ACTFEL displays. The accelerated aging witnessed in the Planar
America study of Zn2GeO4:Mn is apparently a result of their target composition, not
an

innate property of

Zn2 Ge04:Mn

itself, as evidenced by the

aging

charateristics

presented in Section 4.6.1. The results of this section also show that increasing
the Mn concentration in the sputter target leads to improvements in the brightness,
efficiency, and chromaticity of the resultant ACTFEL devices. More research should
be conducted to determine the optimal Mn concentration, and aging and coactivation
studies should be performed on samples produced from this optimized target.
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4.7

Conclusions
Several ideas for the fabrication of green-emitting ACTFEL phosphors are in-

vestigated in this chapter. The most encouraging reults are obtained from the coactivation of SrS:Cu phosphors with allc,di metals. The results of this study promise to

provide an ACTFEL phosphor that is competitive with ZnS:Tb in terms of brightness, efficiency, and color purity. Other phosphors investigated also give promising

results, but the timeframe for applicabffity of most of these phosphors is further
away than alkali metal coactivated SrS:Cu. Continuing research should be conducted

with many of the more promising of these phosphor materials such as BaS:Cu,K,
(Sr,Ba)S:Cu,Na, SrSe:Cu, and Zn20e04 :Mn.
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5. ACTFEL CHARACTERIZATION
One of the primary advantages of having the ability to readily change the ac-

tivator and coactivator species and concentrations is the possibility for much more

powerful characterization studies than otherwise possible. The capability of readily changing the activator arid coactivator species and concentration is an inherent
property of the currently available EBE system, as demonstrated in Chapter 4. This
capability greatly enhances the ability to perform meaningful characterization studies
because of the possibifity of isolating optical and electrical effects due to the presence

or concentration of an activator or coactivator. In essence, the synergy between ACTFEL device fabrication and characterization is quite strong, and the ability to do both
in a high-quality manner provides a powerful tool for solving quite complex physical

problems. As a result, the aim of this chapter. is to exploit the ability to fabricate
ACTFEL devices in an effort to gain insight into the operation of ACTFEL phosphors. The primary focuses of this chapter are the SrS and ZnS phosphor systems due
to their current technological importance in the field of thin-film electroluminescence.

5.1

Rare earth activation of ZnS and SrS ACTFEL devices
Many of the rare earth luminescent activators are relatively insensitive to the

crystal field effects of a host lattice due to their well-shielded 4f-4f luminescent
transitions, as discussed in Section 3.2. As a result of their insensitivity to crystal
field effects, these activators should show very simili.r electroluminescent spectra in-

dependent of the host lattice. With crystal field effects decoupled from the choice
of phosphor host, the main variables determining the emission spectrum of a phos-

phor activated with this type of impurity are thus the branching ratios of emission
transitions and the electron energy distribution. Therefore, if ACTFEL devices are

fabricated with several of these rare earth activators, it may be possible to obtain
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information related to the electron energy distribution inside an operating ACTFEL
phosphor.

The two most common and practical ACTFEL phosphor hosts currently known

are ZnS and SrS, and are hence selected as the phosphor hosts to investigate via rare

earth activation. In addition, the SrS phosphor host is the primary focus of the
fabrication efforts presented in this thesis, making better knowledge of its operation

beneficial. As a result, ZnS and SrS phosphors activated with Tb3, Ho3, D?,

Er3, and Tm3 are deposited via EB/thermal coevaporation of undoped SrS or ZnS
and a fluoride of one of the rare earth activators mentioned. The EBE of the undoped
SrS or ZnS pellets is performed at a rate of approximately 40 A/s to a total thickness
between 8000 and 10,000

A.

The SrS pellets are cold-pressed and sintered SrS powder

that is synthesized by Ben Clark of the OSU Chemistry Department, whereas the
ZnS pellets are 99.99% pure, pressure-sintered cubes acquired from Cerac, Inc. The

rare earth fluorides are thermally coevaporated at a rate of approximately 0.5% that

of the phosphor host material as measured by the thickness monitor. The substrate
temperature as measured by the thermocouple mounted in the EBE chamber is 250°C

for all SrS depositions, and 75°C for all ZnS depositions. The RTA cycle for all
SrS phosphors is 810° C for 120 seconds in an Ar atmosphere, whereas for the ZnS

phosphors it is 600°C for 120 seconds in an Ar atmosphere. Following phosphor
deposition and annealing, 3000 A thick A1203 top insulators are EB evaporated by

evaporating 99.99% pure A1203 pieces obtained from Cerac, Inc., in a 20% 02 in

Ar gas mixture. The deposition pressure after bw'lcfihling with the 02/Ar mixture

is approximately i0

Torr as measured by a W filament ionization gauge. The

substrate temperature for this deposition is held at 250° C throughout the deposition
in an effort to deposit dense, stoichiometric A1203 thin-films. Finally, after deposition

of the top insulator, 1000-1500 A thick Al top electrodes are thermally evaporated.

The ACTFEL devices fabricated for this study are then subjected to an arsenal

of tests in an effort to gather infoz'matiOn regarding their operation. First, spectra
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of the samples are measured by a Photo Research PR-650 spectracolorimeter. Then,

standard electrical characterization techniques (C-V, Q-V, and Q-F) are performed
in an effort to gather information regarding the the presence of space charge in the
phosphor layer in question and determine the phosphor fields at which these devices

operate. Next, transient luminance measurements are performed with a Hamamatsu
Photosensor Module H5783 photomultiplier tube (PMT) to determine whether trailing edge light emission is observed, and to what extent. Trailing edge light emission

is important, because its presence is an indicator that large concentrations of space
charge are present in the phosphor layer. Finally,

measurements are per-

formed in an eort to determine the height of the "step" in these plots that has been
linked to space charge generation in the phosphor layer. [31]

The motivation for this experiment has its origins in the effort to fabricate
green-emitting SrS:Tb ACTFEL devices presented in Section 4.1. In Section 4.1, it

is noted that the CIE color coordinates of SrS:Tb are consistently blue-shifted in
relation to those of ZnS:Tb. Upon comparison of the spectra of these two types of
ACTFEL device, a startling feature was noticed; transitions originating from the 5D3

excited state of Tb

are witnessed in SrS:Tb, whereas they are not in ZnS:Tb, as

seen by comparing Figs. 5.1 and 5.2. To determine whether this effect is the result
of an anomalous sample, several ZnS:Tb ACTFEL devices are fabricated and an RF

sputtered ZnS:TbOF sample is obtained from Planar America in an effort to determine the consistency of spectra between ZnS:Tb devices. Spectral measurements of

the ZnS:Tb and SrS:Tb ACTFEL devices revealed that the luminescent transitions
originating from the 5D3 excited state of Tb3 are witnessed exclusively in the SrS:Tb

ACTFEL devices. The mechanism behind this discrepancy in spectra has three possi-

ble causes; a hotter electron distribution in SrS:Tb than ZnS:Tb, different branching

ratios in ZnS:Tb than SrS:Tb that preclude emission from the

5D3

excited state, or

absorption of short wavelength blue light in ZnS. However, ZnS:Ag is the principal

blue-emitting phosphor for CR1' applications with a peak emission wavelength of
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Figure 5.1: The electroluminescent spectrum of a ZnS:Tb,F ACTFEL device.
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Figure

5.2:

The electroluminescent spectrum of a SrS:Tb,F ACTFEL device.
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450 nm and ZnS:Cl + 1n203 is the principal blue-emitting FED phosphor with an
emission peak at 464 nm, making it highly unlikely that the ZnS phosphor host is
absorbing blue light. In addition, while testing absorption in a ZnS:Mn phosphor at
different wavelengths, Cleary noted that little absorption is witnessed in the ZnS at

wavelengths greater than 340 nm. [164) In view of this, the mechanism behind the
observed spectral shift of the Tb3 activator from a ZnS to a SrS phosphor host must

be either the electron distribution or the branching ratio. Since the electron energy
distribution in an operating ACTFEL phosphor is a relatively unknown quantity, it

is necessary to pursue whether the branching ratio of emission is the cause of this
effect.

The testing of the branching ratio hypothesis is conducted through the fabri-

cation of ZnS and SrS ACTFEL devices activated by Dy3, Ho3, Er3, and Tm3

and comparing the resultant spectra. The activators Tb3+, Dy, Ho3+, Er3+, and
Tm3 are chosen for this study due to their well-shielded 41 intrashell transition and

their richness of emission lines in the blue and tJV regions of the spectrum. If this
discrepancy in emission spectra between ZnS and SrS phosphor hosts activated by

these rare earth centers is indeed a branching ratio issue, it would be expected that
the short wavelength transition should not be preferentially observed in SrS for all
of these activators. Therefore, elimination of different branching ratios as the underlying cause for the observed difference in EL spectra between 41 intrashell transition

rare earth activators in ZnS and SrS leaves the electron energy distributions as the
likely cause of this effect.

The investigation of the remaining four rare earth activators, D?, Tm3,

Ho3, and

Er3, is thus undertakei in an effort to explore whether branching ra-

tio effects could account for the observed differences in spectra between ZnS:Tb and

SrS:Tb. The first of these activators considered in Tm3 because it is a well-known

blue-emitting rare earth activator. The electroluminescent spectrum of .ZnS:Tm
shown in Fig. 5.3 reveals the existence of two primary peaks, the well-known 'G4 -+3H6
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blue transition peaking around 480 nin'ánd the competing JR transition, 1G4 -+3H5
transition. This spectrum is dominated by the 'G4 3H5 transition whose relatively
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Figure 5.3: The electroluminescentspectrum of a ZnS:Tm,F ACTFEL device.

large intensity is probably a branching ratio issue because both the 'G4 -+3H6 and

the 'C4 -3H5 transition share the same excited state, but differ in ground states.
The complex electroluminescent spectrum of SrS:Tm, in contrast, shows a relatively
large number of transitions, many originating from excited states much higher in en-

ergy than the 'C4 state that feeds the luminescent transitions in ZnS:Tm, as seen by

inspection of Fig. 5.4. Furthermore, the luminance of the SrS:Tm ACTFEL device
is approximately 100 times greater than that of the ZnS:Tm device, indicating that
the observed luminance may béa function of the ability of a phosphor host material
to support hot enough electrons to excite these higher energy excited states. In addition, very little light emission at wavelengths below 460 urn is observed in ZnS:Tm,
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whereas a fairly significant amount of light emission from this range of wavelengths
is observed in SrS:Tm, as seen by comparison of Figs. 5.3 and 5.4.

With the result that ZnS:Tm3 emits relatively little light at wavelengths below
460 nm, whereas significant emission in the wavelength range in SrS:Tm3+ is observed,

D? is next investigated as an activator in ZnS and SrS phosphor hosts. The ZnS:Dy
phosphor exhibits yellow electroluminescence of almost identical CIE coordinates to

ZuS:Mn; x = 0.47, y = 0.47. The spectrum of ZnS:Dy, however, is quite different

from that of ZnS:Mn, as seen in Fig. 5.5. Four distinct luminescent transitions
are observed, in the ZnS:Dy spectrum of Fig. 5.5, all originating from the same
excited state, 4F912, with subsequent relaxation to different ground states. However,

the spectrum of SrS:Dy shows several additional luminescent transitions originating
from, the higher level excited states,

I15/2

and, 4G1512, as seen in Fig. 5.6. These

additional luminescent transitions reside in the blue and green regions of the visible
spectrum, and hence, when mixed with the luminescent transitions originating from
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Figure 5.4: The electroluminescent spectrum of a SrS:Tm,F ACTFEL device.

result in white electroluminescence with CIE coordinates x = 0.34, y = 0.38.

In addition, the blue peak of D? at 480 urn contributes a much higher percentage of
the total luminance of SrS:Dy than ZnS:Dy. Finally, the appearance of a peak at 520
urn originating from

I15/2

that is completely absent in ZuS rules out the possibility

that ZnS is absorbing the higher energy light. This is because if the electrons were
heated enough to excite the

I15/2

state in ZnS, and ZnS was absorbing photons of

wavelength less than or equal to 460 urn, the 520 nm

I15/2 -+6H1312

transition would

appear in the ZnS electroluminescence spectrum, whereas the 460 nm

I15/2 -+6H1512

transition would be either reduced or absent. However, neither peak is apparent in
the spectrum of ZnS:Dy, as seen in Fig. 5.5, whereas both are observed in SrS:Dy, as

seen in Fig. 5.6. The appearance of peaks originating from higher energy states and
the augmentation of the blue peak witnessed by comparison of the spectra of SrS:Dy

and ZnS:Dy adds fuel to the argument that the electron distribution is hotter in SrS
than ZnS phosphor hosts.
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Figure 5.5: The electroluminescent spectrum of a ZnS:Dy,F ACTFEL device.
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Figure 5.6: The electroluminescent spectrum of a SrS:Dy,F ACTFEL device.

With the elimination of absorption in ZnS as the cause of the lack of short
wavelength light in rare earth activated ZnS ACTFEL phosphors, additional information must be gathered from other rare earth activators exhibiting short wavelength

luminescent transitions. Another of this type of activator is Ho3, which possesses

a plethora of luminescent transitions in the yisible region of the spectrum. As a
result, Ho3

is the next activator considered in an attempt to uncover the physical

mechanism behind the differences in the spectra of 41 intrashell transition rare earth
activator doped ZnS and SrS. The emission color of ZnS:Ho is a saturated green color

as a result of the spectral dominance of the green, 550 nm 5S2

transition of Ho3, as seen in Fig. 5.7.

luminescent

In addition, several smaller side peaks

appear in the spectrum of ZnS:Ho from emissions originating from the higher lying

5F3 excited state. However, the spectrum of SrS:Ho shown in Fig. 5.8 shows the
existence of a number of luminescent transitions of Ho3+ that are completely absent
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Figure 5.7: Theelectrolitminescent spectrum of a ZnS:Ho,F ACTFEL device.
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Figure 5.8: The electroluminescent spectrum of a SrS:Ho,F ACTFEL device.
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in the spectrum of ZnS:Ho. These additional luminescent transitions originate from
the higher-lying

5G4,

5G5, and

5F1

excited states of Ho34, once again demonstrat-

ing the propensity of the SrS phosphor host to exhibit transitions originating from

higher energy states than are observed in the ZnS phosphor host. In addition, the
luminescent transitions originating from the 5F3 excited state of Ho34 dominate the
spectrum of SrS:Ho, whereas the luminescent transition originating from the lowerlying 5S2 excited dominates in ZnS. Finally, the appearance of the luminescent peak

at 600 urn due to the

5G4

-+I6 transition in SrS:Ho but not ZnS:Ho adds further

weight to the argument against the absorption of short wavelength visible photons in
ZnS, as discussed in the analysis of ZnS:Dy and SrS:Dy above.

To complete the analysis of 4f intrasheli transition rare earth activators in ZnS

and SrS phosphors hosts, both ZnSand SrS are activated by Er34, another rare earth

activator rich in short wavelength emission lines. Emission from ZnS:Er ACTFEL
devices is dominated by three' luminescent transitions,

and 4F912

*I15/2

2H1112 -+I15/2, 4S3,2 -+I15/2,

in the red and green regions of the visible spectrum, as seen in Fig.

5.9. Once again, however, essentially no emission is witnessed in the blue region of
the visible spectrum, despite the availability of blue-emitting transitions from higherlying excited states. Furthermore, several of these short wavelength transitions appear

in the spectrum of SrS:Er, as seen in Fig. 5.10. In fact, the near UV dominant
wavelength of SrS:Er, 384 urn, does not even register in the spectrum of ZnS:Er. This

is certainly a compelling piece of evidence to the effect that the electron distribution

is responsible for the observed spectral differences between ZnS and SrS phosphor

hosts activated by relatively phosphor host-insensitive 41 intrasheli transition rare
earth activators.
To further associate the spectral differences of rare earth activated ZuS and SrS

ACTFEL devices to the hot electron distribution, temperature dependent spectra of

ZnS:Dy and SrS:Dy are measured. The direct temperature dependence of phonon
scattering leads to the conclusion that short wavelength luminescent transitions may
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Figure 5.9: The electroluminescent spectrum of a ZnS:Er,F ACTFEL device.
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Figure 5.10: The electroluminescent spectrum of a SrS:Er,F ACTFEL device.
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appear in the ZnS spectra as the temperature is reduced. In fact,. short wavelength
luminescent transitions that are in the noise at room temperature do indeed appear

in the spectra of ZnS:Dy as the temperature is decreased, as shown in Fig. 5.11.
This appearance of luminescent transitions from higher energy excited states at lower

temperatures is very strong evidence for the association of the spectral differences
between rare earth activated SrS and ZnS with the hot electron distribution. If this

luminescent transition is not observed at room temperature due to crystal field or
symmetry issues that preclude its existence, the situation would not be expected to
change with temperature. For completeness, afaxnily of electroluminescent spectra of

SrS:Dy at various temperatures is shown in Fig. 5.12. This family of spectra shows

significant augmentation of the short wavelength portion of the spectrum, further
implicating the hot electron distribution as the origin of this effect.
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Figure 5.11: A family of electroluminescence spectia of a ZnS:Dy,F ACTFEL device
at 30, 150, 300, and 360 K (arrows indicate increasing temperature).
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Figure 5.12: A family of electroluminescence spectra of a SrS:Dy,F ACTFEL device
at 30, 150, 300, and 360 K (arrows indicate increasing temperature).

The appearance, and even dominance of short-wavelength visible and near UV

peaks for all of the 4f intrashell transition rare earth activators known to emit in this
region of the spectrum in SrS but not ZnS ACTFEL phosphor hosts provides a good
deal of evidence that the hot electron distributIon peaks at quite different energies for

these phosphor hosts. In fact, the emission peaks of all such activated ZnS ACTFEL

phosphors except the poor ZnS:Tm phosphor exhibit peak emission wavelengths in
the 2.07-2.30 eV (540-600 nm) range of the visible spectrum, indicating that there is
a good possibifity that the electron energy distribution of an operating ZnS ACTFEL

phosphor is peaked in this energy range. Furthermore, examination of the spectra
of all of the rare earth activated ZnS ACTFEL phosphors presented in this section
reveals an abrupt cut-off of all luminescent transitions with wavelength below 460
urn (2.70 eV). Since this behavior is apparently activator independent, it is probable

that the electron energy distribution in an operating ZnS ACTFEL phosphor is es-
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sentially zero for energies greater than 2.70 eV. This result is discouraging regarding

the prospects for full-color ZnS-based ACTFEL displays due to the apparent lack of

hot electrons in the blue energy regime of the visible spectrum in an operating ZnS
ACTFEL phosphor.

The SrS ACTFEL phosphor, on the other hand, is rich in luminescent transitions originating from excited states lying well above 3.0 eV in energy. Since this is
likely a direct result of the hot electron distribution of SrS, it seems that the electrons

exciting these luminescent transitions are significantly hotter in SrS than ZnS. This
result reiterates the current progress in blue-emitting ACTFEL phosphors that shies

away from the ZnS phosphor host in favor of alkaline earth sulfide and thiogallate
phosphors. Unlike the close proximity of the dominant wavelength for all of the ZnS

ACTFEL phosphors in this study, the dominant wavelengths of the SrS phosphors

are quite scattered. In fact, with the dominant wavelengths of the SrS phosphors
stretching from 384 nm (3.23 eV) for SrS:Er to 580 nm (2.14 eV).for SrS:Dy, an easy
identification of the peak energy of the electron distribution is not possible. However,

from this data, it is likely that the hot electron distribution in SrS ACTFEL phosphors is quite broad and could quite possibly extend well into the near UV portion
of the spectrum. Therefore, in view of these results, SrS appears to be a much better
choice for a full-color ACTFEL phosphor host than ZnS because of its aPparent hot-

ter electron electron distribution. In addition, this study shows the possibility that
SrS could be employed as the phosphor host for a UV emitting ACTFEL phosphor.

Although it is possible to ascertain that the electron distribution in a SrS
ACTFEL device is hotter than in ZnS ACTFEL devices under similar operating
conditions, other more fundamental physical data is clouded by the presence of space

charge in these phosphor layers. The average steady-state phosphor field of the five
rare earth activated SrS ACTFEL devices at 40 V above Vth ranged between 1.2 and

1.45 MV/cm, whereas the same quantity for the ZnS phosphors ranged from 1.8 to

2.1 MV/cm, as seen in Table 5.1. However, because of the propensity for the SrS
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devices to exhibit dynamic space charge effects, the smaller fields witnessed for the
SrS phosphor may be a direct result Of a greater concentration of space charge. The
standard yardsticks for determining the presence of space charge in ACTFEL devices,
C-V overshoot,

overshoot, and trailing edge (TE) luminescence are evaluated in

Table 5.1 to provide an indication of the space charge related effects occurring in these

phosphors. Furthermore, the presence of the shadowy "static" space charge in these
devices may further muddle the picture of transport efficiency provided by this study.

As a result, it appears that the electron energy distribution as a function of field
cannot be ascertained from these spectra without making unqualified assumptions
about the electric field distribution inside these phosphor layers.

Table 5.1: A summary of the characteristics of rare earth doped ZnS and SrS ACTFEL
phosphors.

Phosphor

C-V

TE

F3

CIE
x, y

Overshoot

Overshoot

Luminescence

(MV/cm)

ZnS:Tb

none

none

none

1.9

0.31,

SrS:Tb

10%

60%

10%

1.45

0.32, 0.55

ZnS:Tm

none

10%

none

2.1

0.27, 0.27

SrS:Tm

150%

100%

none

1.3

0.29, 0.40

ZnS:Dy

none

none

none

1.95

0.47, 0.47

SrS:Dy

none

none

5%

1.45

0.34, 0.38

SrS:Dy (aged)

none

none

1%

1.4

0.43, 0.44

ZnS:Ho

none

none

none

1.9

0.31, 0.63

SrS:Ho

30%

60%

none

1.3

0.31, 0.43

ZnS:Er

none

40%

none

1.8

0.31, 0.35

SrS:Er

15%

100%

none

L2

0.28, 0.58

0.59]
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Due to the wealth of short wavelength transitions present in SrS:Dy and the
drastic color shift that occurs with operating time, this SrS phosphor was selected

as a candidate for a study of spectral aging behavior. The spectrum of a SrS:Dy
ACTFEL device that has been aged for 12 hours at 40 V above threshold under a 1
kHz bipolar trapezoidal drive is shown in Fig. 5.13. Comparison of this spectrum to
the imaged spectrum shown in Fig. 5.6 reveals that the short wavelength luminescent
transitions are either substantially decreased in magnitude or eliminated altogether. If

the spectra of these rare earth activated samples provide an indication of the electron

energy distribution, as the evidence presented seems to indicate, perhaps one of the

implications of ACTFEL device aging for SrS phosphors is am elimination of the
high energy tail of the hot electron distribution. If this result holds for more common

SrS ACTFEL phosphors, this could lead to problems with the white chromaticity of

a display changing with total operation time due to preferential aging of the blue
component of the phosphor.

5.2

Bulk phosphor charge in SrS:Cu

The presence of space charge in the phosphor bulk appears to be a universal
feature of the common sulfide ACTFEL phosphors. The most well-known ACTFEL
phosphor, ZnS:Mn, has typically been assumed to possess a minimum amount of bulk

phosphor space charge because it exhibits electrical characteristics consistent with an

interfacial model of charge injection. However, the work of Hitt et al. demonstrated
the existence of a non-interacting "static" space charge in the phosphor bulk of evaporated ZnS:Mn samples. [29] This static space charge was identified by the noticeable

decrease in clamping field of the ZnS:Mn phosphor with increasing phosphor thickness. Since this effect is inconsistent with a completely interfacial model of operation,

and no evidence for space charge generation, or "dynamic" space charge, appears in

the electrical characteristics, the presence of static space charge was deduced. In addition, most SrS-based ACTFEL devices exhibit anomalous electrical characteristics
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Figure 5.13: The electroluminescence spectrum of a SrS:Dy,F ACTFEL device aged
for 12 hours at 40 V above V under a 1 kHz bipolar trapezoidal drive.

in terms of an interfacial model of operation, such as capacitance overshoot in C-V

plots and field overshoot in Q-F plots. These effects are all a result of dynamic
space charge creation in the SrS ACTFEL phosphors. However, this section attempts

to identify static space charge in SrS:Cu ACTFEL phosphors by an analysis of the
differences in operating phosphor fields of a series of SrS:Cu ACTFEL devices with
different phosphor thicknesses.

To initiate this study, four SrS:Cu ACTFEL devices of varying thicknesses are

fabricated. The SrS:Cu ACTFEL phosphors are EB evaporated from Cu-doped SrS
pellets on ATO/ITO coated glass substrates to thicknesses of 2000
A,

and 9700

A.

A,

4700 A, 7500

These phosphors are subsequently rapid thermal annealed at 810° C

for 120 seconds in an Ar atmosphere for recrystallization. Then, a 2000 A SiOXNY
top insulator is PECVD-deposited atop the phosphor layer. Finally, 1000-1500 A Al

top electrodes are thermally evaporated.
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Following completion of the fabrication of these four devices, electrical charac-

terization via Q-F analysis is conducted. The driving waveform for this study is the

standard 1 kHz bipolar trapezoidal waveform, and the amplifier series resistance is
selected to be the minimum value (100 Il) in an effort to avoid overstating the effect of

dynamic space charge on the electrical characteristics. A family of Q-F plots taken
at 40 V above Vth for each of these devices is shown in Fig. 5.14. The C and C, val-

ues used for the Q-F transformation are measured from the Q-V plot. It should be
noted that the C values measured vary by about ±10% for these samples of similar
insulator structure, indicating thAt gross fitting errors are probably not significantly

influencing the shapes of these curves. The steady-state phosphor field, F,3, drops
considerably as a function of phosphor thickness for SrS:Cu, as seen in Fig. 5.14.

In fact, the change in F,, from the thinnest to the thickest SrS:Cu ACTFEL device
is approximately 1.5 MV/cm, compared to about 0.5 MV/cm difference in phosphor
fields for ZnS:Mn devices of a similar thickness range. [39] Furthermore, the turn-on
characteristics of these devices become increasingly abrupt as the phosphor thickness

increases. These effects add up to the conclusion that SrS:Cu ACTFEL devices are
very dependent upon the sourcing of charge from the phosphor bulk for efficient op-

eration. In addition, it can safely be concluded that the density of static space charge

in SrS:Cu is significantly larger than that in ZnS:Mn. This is perhaps the reason
why these wide bandgap alkaline earth sulfide phosphors are very good ACTFEL
phosphors.

Another interesting feature of the Q-F family of Fig. 5.14 is the relative inagnitude of the phosphor field perturbation caused by dynamic space charge. Comparison

of the magnitudes of the average phosphor field perturbation induced by static space

charge and that induced by dynamic space charge, it is seen that the effect of static

space charge is about an order of magnitude greater than that of dynamic space
charge. Although there may be some positional dependencies involved, the magni-

tude of the average phosphor field perturbation caused by space charge should be
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Figure 5.14: A family of Q-F plots of SrS:Cu samples of thickness 2000 A, 4700 A,
7500 A, and 9700 A (arrows indicate increasing thickness, all devices driven at 1 kHz,
40 V above Vth).

roughly proportional to the charge density causing the perturbation. In addition, the
magnitude of the field perturbation due to dynamic space charge may be even smaller

than indicated because of significant voltage drops across the series resistance. This
indicates that the ionized trap density due to static space charge in SrS:Cu is perhaps

an order of magnitude larger than that due to dynamic space charge in these ACT-

FEL devices. This is a surprising result, and may provide a clue as to the physical
nature of the two types of space charge.

5.3

Characterization of Na halide fluxes
One of the questions that should arise in the reading of Chapter 4 is why are

the color shifting

a1kdi

halide fluxes that are diffused into ACTFEL phosphors al-

ways fluorides. The aim of this section is to answer this question by fabricating and
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characterizing SrS:Cu ACTFEL devices flux doped with NaF, NaC1, and:NaBr. The
fabrication of these three ACTFEL devices is performed via the "phosphor sandwich"

technique described in Section 4.2.5. All three devices are deposited with 0.31 thick-

ness% Cu2S to coincide with the optimum sample fabricated in Section 4.2.6, and
no flux agents are coevaporated with the undoped SrS pellets. Following phosphor
deposition, either NaF, NaC1, or NaBr is thermally evaporated atop one-half of the
freshly deposited phosphor and subsequently rapid thermal annealed at 775°C in Ar

for 120 seconds to diffuse the Cu and Na halide into the phosphor bulk. The final
thicknesses of these phosphor layers are 9000 A, 10000

A,

and 8500 A for the NaF,

NaC1, and NaBr fluxed samples, respectively. Following phosphor deposition, a 2000

A SiON top insulator is PECVD-deposited atop each of these samples. Finally,
1000-1500

A thick Al top electrodes are thermally evaporated.

The characterization of the resultant samples is conducted both electrically
and optically in an effort to determine the effects of these fluxes on the operation of

SrS:Cu. The optical characterization of these samples is centered upon examining

the spectral difference between the Na halide fluxed half of each sample and the
non-Na halide fluxed side. In addition, the spectral behavior of each of the Na halide
fluxed portions of each sample are compared and contrasted to examine the difference

in the incorporation of these three Na halide fluxes. The electrical characterization

is focused upon Q-F analysis because this analysis provides the most insight into
internal device operation of the electrical characterization techniques. The electrical
behavior of each half of each sample is then compared with both the other half of the

sample and the other two samples.

The first sample investigated is the NsF-fluxed SrS:Cu sample. This sample

is fluxed with NaP via the thermal evaporation of 135 A (1.5% thickness) of NaF
atop one-half of the 9000 A phosphor film prior to the RTA cycle. After the RTA
cycle, this sample shows bright green PL on the side of the sample fluxed with NaF,

and essentially no PL on the other side. In addition, visual inspection of the sample
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indicates that significant polycrystalline grain growth has taken place in the NaFfluxed side of the sample, whereas very little has taken place in the non-NaF fluxed

half. The polycrystalline graiti growth is detected by a "milky" appearance to the
NaF-fluxed half of the sample. The EL behavior of this sample follows the PL behavior

very closely; bright green electroluminescence ('-'40 cd/rn2 at 60 Hz, CIE: x = 0.301,

y = 0.599) is witnessed on devices on the NaF-fluxed side of the sample, whereas
very dim, brownish electroluminescence (<0.5 cd/rn2 at 60 Hz, CIE: x = 0.368, y =

0.451) is obtained from the non-NaF fluxed half. This brownish electroluminescence
is characteristic of SrS:Cu ACTFEL devices with a very low active Cu concentration.

A spectral comparison of the two halves of the sample is shown in Fig. 5.15.

The
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Figure 5.15: Spectra of a SrS:Cu sample both unfiwced and fluxed with NaF.

spectrum of the NaP-fluxed half of the sample is seen to be very pure, whereas the

spectrum of the non-NaF fluxed half is extremely complex. The pure spectrum of
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the NaF-fluxed half of the sample centered at 530 urn is a result of the emission from

5-coordinated Cu+ centers in SrS according to the coordination theory of SrS:Cu
luminescence. The fluxing of SrS:Cu with NaF is very effective at creating sulfur
vacancies that result in 5-coordinated Cu, because SrF2 is not soluble in SrS, and
hence, F donors segregate to the grain boundaries leaving behind Na acceptors and

sulfur vacancies. A Q-F analysis of each half of this sample is conducted, and the
results are shown in Fig. 5.16. The Q-F analysis of Fig. 5.16 shows minor differences

in the electrical behavior of these sides of the sample, most noticeably a decrease in
the leakage charge and eliminAtion of offset for the NaF-fluxed side of the sample. It

should be noted that the change in the Q-F plot is not as drastic as that shown in
Fig. 4.9, presumably because the Cu concentration of the sample made for this study

is smaller, and the Cu source for the sample shown in Fig. 4.9 is CuF2 instead of
Cu2S.
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Figure 5.16: Q-F plots of a SrS:Cu sample both unfluxed and NaF-fluxed (1 kHz,
40 V above Vth).
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Following the investigation of NaF-fluxing of "phosphor sandwich" deposited

SrS:Cu, NaCl-fluxing is investigated. The fluxing of this sample is performed by

thermally evaporating the molar equivalent of the amount of NaF deposited atop
one-half of the NaF-fluxed sample prior to the RTA cycle. However, no change in the

FL response of this sample is witnessed as a result of the NaC1 fluxing. Therefore,
additional NaC1 is deposited atop the fluxed half of the sample until a PL response

is detected. Eventually, after deposition of 1000 A of NaC1 (total thickness) atop
the NaCI-fluxed side of this sample, moderate whitish blue FL is observed, whereas
none is witnessed on the non-NaCl fluxed half. In addition, visual inspection reveals a
degree of polycrystalline grain growth on the NaC1-fiuxed half of the sample after this

thickness of NaC1 is deposited, whereas none is witnessed for NaCl thicknesses up to

500A. Similar to the NaF-fluxed sample, the EL behavior of this sample parallels the
FL behavior very closely in that the NaCJ-fluxed sample shows marginal whitish blue
electroluminescence (.s2.5

cd/rn2

at 60 Hz, CIE: x = 0.223, y = 0.274). In addition,

the non-NaC1 fluxed half of this sample emits very dim brownish electroluminescence

(<0.5

cd/rn2

at 60 Hz, CIE: x = 0.378, y = 0.451) similar to the unfluxed half of the

NaF-fluxed sample. A spectral comparison of the two halves of the sample is shown
in Fig. 5.17. The unfluxed half of this sample shows essentially the same spectrum as

that for the unfluxed half of NaF-fluxed sample, and thus, is not considered further.
However, the NaC1-fluxed half of the sample shows a broadband emission centered at

496 nm with a tail into the IR region of the spectrum. In view of the coordination
theory of Cu emission in SrS:Cu, the broad emission spectrum of this sample probably

arises due to a convolution of the emission spectra of 5-coordinated, green-emitting

Cu+ centers and 6-coordinated, blue-emitting Cu+ centers. The coexistence of 5-

coordinated and 6-coordinated Cu luminescent centers is probably due to the fact
that SrCl2 is soluble in SrS, and hence, Cl from the NaC1 flux is incorporated into the

active region of the phosphor and complexes with the Cu+ centers, resulting in blue

emission. A number of sulfur vacancies are created in addition, thereby leading to
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some of the Cu+ luminescent centers complexing with these vacancies and becoming

5-coordinated, green-emitting Cu. The IR tail of the spectrum is probably due to
this film retaining some of the amorphous character of the unfiwced side of the sample
because NaC1 is not as effective for achieving polycrystallinity in SrS:Cu as NaF. This

is seen by the similar shapes of the long wavelength sides of the unfluxed spectrum
and the NaC1-fiuxed spectrum.
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Figure 5.17: Spectra of a SrS:Cu sample both unThixed and fluxed with NaCL

In addition to optical characterization, electrical characterization via the Q-F

technique is performed on this NaC1-fluxed sample. The Q-F plots of the NaC1fluxed and unfluxed side of this sample are shown in Fig. 5.18. Inspection of Fig.
5.18 reveals striking differences in the Q-F characteristics of the NaC1-fluxed and the
unThixed halves of the sample. The unfluxed half of the sample shows a small degree

of "dynamic" space charge related effects, including a small amount of offset, some
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Figure 5.18: Q-F plots of a SrS:Cu sample both unfiuxed and NaC1-fiuxed (1 kHz,
40 V above Vth).

phosphor field overshoot, and slightly asymmetrical transferred charge and leakage
charge characteristics. In contrast, the NaC1-fiuxed half of the sample shows moderate
to extreme dynamic space charge effects including transferred charge during the falling

edge of the driving waveform, and severe variation in the steady-state phosphor fields,

F

and F;. The proliferation of dynamic space charge effects in the NaC1-fluxed

sample shown in Fig. 5.18 combined with the slight to moderate reduction in dynamic

space charge effects witnessed for NaF-fiuxed SrS:Cu shown in Figs. 4.9 and 5.16

gives an indication of the origins of dynamic space charge in SrS:Cu. The NaFfluxed SrS:Cu samples are known to contain a relatively large concentration of sulfur
vacancies in view of their pure green spectra shown in Figs. 4.5 and 5.15. On the other
hand, the NaC1-fluxed SrS:Cu sample is known to contain Cl as a result of the fluxing

of NaC1 and the solubility of SrC12 in SrS. Further evidence for the incorporation of
Cl into

alkaline earth sulfide phosphors is presented in Chapter 4. Therefore, the
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main difference between the NaF-Iluxed and NaC1-fluxed SrS:Cu sample is that the

presence of Cu and Na is compensated by the creation of sulfur vacancies in NaFfluxed SrS:Cu, whereas the presence of Cu and Na is compensated by both sulfur
vacancies and Cl donors in NaC1-fluxed SrS:Cu. This results in the fairly surprising
conclusions that sulfur vacancies are not the physical basis of dynamic space charge in

SrS:Cu ACTFEL devices, but shallow donor impurities such as Cl and their related

complexes are. The role of sulfur vacancies in the operation of SrS:Cu ACTFEL
phosphors then must be associated with the less interacting "static" space charge
in SrS:Cu because the device characteristics of SrS:Cu ACTFEL devices known to
contain large sulfur vacancy concentrations do not show evidence of increased dynamic
space charge effects.

The final sample investigated for this experiment is a NaBr-fluxed SrS:Cu sam-

ple. This sample is fluxed by the thermal evaporation of a thickness of NaBr that
is the molar equivalent of that deposited atop the the NaF- and NaC1-fluxed sample
atop one-half of a freshly deposited SrS:Cu thin-film and subsequent annealing cycle
to diffuse the NaBr into the SrS:Cu bulk. However, no differences in FL between the
two sides of the sample are witnessed, even with up to 2000 A of NaBr deposited atop

one-half of the SrS:Cu phosphor film. In addition, no obvious signs of polycrystalline

grain growth are witnessed for either side of this sample. The EL spectra of the two

sides of this sample are strikingly similar, as seen in the comparison shown in Fig.
5.19, with both sides exhibiting dim, brownish electroluminescence characteristic of

low Cu concentrations of unfluxed SrS:Cu. In addition, the Q-F results from the
electrical characterization of both the NaBr-fluxed and unfluxed side of this sample
show remarkably simi1i.r characteristics, as seen in Fig. 5.20. As a result, it is demon-

strated that NaBr is not an effective color-shifting or coactivation flux for SrS:Cu,
and does not appear to incorporate into the phosphor film.
The results of this study show NaF to be a superior flux agent to NaCl and NaBr

in terms of both polycrystalline grain growth and color shifting. The is probably due
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Figure 5.19: Spectra of a SrS:Cu sample both unfluxed and fluxed with NaBr.
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Figure 5.20: Q-F plots of a SrS:Cu sample both unfluxed and NaBr-fluxed (1 kllz,
40 V above Vth).
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to the extremely aggressive nature of F, and its ability to "drag" alkali metal atoms

along with it as it reacts with Sr with eventual segregation to the grain boundaries.

In addition, the small size of F probably aids its ability to diffuse into the SrS:Cu
thin-film and react during an annealing cycle. Furthermore, the insolubility of SrF2
in SrS should lead to a SrF2 phase that segregates to the grain boundaries, resulting

in little incorporation of F int6 the active areas of the SrS:Cu phosphor thin-film,
and hence, making

alkali

metal fluorides the clear choice for color-shifting fluxes of

SrS:Cu. In view of these results, the alkali metal halides should be less and less
effective fluxes for

alkalin

garth sulfide ACTFEL phosphors with increasing atomic

number of the halogen atom.

5.4

Conclusions
This chapter investigates the characterization of the two most common ACT-

FEL phosphor hosts, ZnS and, in particular, SrS, from several angles in an effort
to determine some of the more elusive physical characteristics of their operation. A
rough sketch of the electron energy distributions of the two phosphor hosts is obtained

through comparison of the spectra of 4f intrashell transition rare earth activators in
the two phosphor hosts. In addition, some insight into the nature and relative magnitudes of the two types of space charge, static and dynamic space charge is gained.
Finally, a comparison of flux agents of different halogen atoms yields some valuable
insight into the microscopic details of the incorporation of coactivators via fluxing.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE
WORK

6.1

Conclusions
This thesis has focused on generating primary color ACTFEL phosphors by

EBE and RF sputter deposition. A high-luminance, high-efficiency, saturated green
ACTFEL phosphor, SrS:Cu,AM (AM

Na or K), has been identified as a phosphor

that will likely surpass the prototypical green ACTFEL phosphor, ZnS:Tb, in the

near future. In addition, several other phosphor hosts that show promise for the
ACTFEL applications of the future are identified. The primary focus for identification

of these promising phosphor hosts is on materials that exhibit polycrystalline grain
growth at temperatures below 650°C. Also, several novel processing techniques for

ACTFEL phosphor deposition are introduced, including the "phosphor sandwich"
technique, which may prove extremely useful for research and perhaps manufacturing
of ACTFEL phosphors.

In addition to research regarding ACTFEL fabrication, the.fabrication of ACT-

FEL devices to drive characterization research is undertaken. The ability to fabricate
ACTFEL devices of varying compositions on demand has added an extremely powerful tool to enhance the characterization effort at OSU. This has been demonstrated
by the identification of differences in the electron energy distribution between SrS and

ZnS by activation with rare earth luminescent impurities that possess well-shielded
luminescent transitions. In addition, the ability to fabricate custom ACTFEL devices
in-house has allowed the identification of potential solutions to the "thermal quenching"

problem associated with SrS:Cu ACTFEL phosphors, and has provided insight

into several other classic issues regarding ACTFEL device operation. In summary,
this thesis outlines a plan of attack to identify and deposit promising new ACTFEL
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phosphors and to explore the physics of operation of the currently known ACTFEL
phosphors from an experimental point-of-view.

6.2

Recommendations for future work
The observant researcher identifies many unanswered questions during the course

of an extensive research project. This project is certainly no different; as most of the

results obtained in this thesis lead to the identification of future research projects.

The goal of this section is to provide a coherent outline from which to further the
results presented in this thesis. In addition, a section outlining improvements in the
currently available equipment is provided in an effort to spur future researchers into
allotting time to improvement of the facilities.

6.2.1

Recommendations for future ACTFEL fabrication

1. Deposition of BTO top insulators on

alkali

metal coactivated SrS:Cu: The re-

suits of this thesis demonstrate the potential for deposition of high-luminance,

high-efficiency, saturated green ACTFEL devices based on SrS:Cu. The main
limitation of the current ACTFEL process here at OSU in terms of device performance is the SiOZNY top insulator. SiOZN is a limitation for these devices
because its relatively low dielectric constant of 6-7 results in relatively low insu-

lator capacitances which lead to reduced coupling between the applied voltage

and the phosphor field. The relatively large dielectric constant of BTO yields

a top insulator capacitance that is 3-4 times larger for the same top insulator
thickness. The result of an increase of the top insulator capacitance by 3 times

yields a 67% increase in C2. Since conduction current is directly proportional

to

C2

for ACTFEL devices not exhibiting significant space charge generation

effects, this should result in a 67% increase in conduction current. Further-

more, since luminance is proportional to conduction current, the result is a
67% increase in luminance. An increase of this magnitude in the luminance of
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the phosphors investigated for this thesis should yield saturated green ACTFEL devices with luininances above 110 cd/rn2. As a result, some SrS:Cu,Na
and SrS:Cu,K,F phosphor layers should be deposited and sent to Planar to deposit BTO top insulators in an effort to achieve world-record luminance green
ACTFEL devices.

2. Utilization of the "phosphor sandwich" ACTFEL phosphor deposition technique to investigate SrS:Cu,F and SrS:Cu,Cl: The development of the "phosphor sandwich" technique occurred rather late in the timeframe of the research

conducted for this thesis. In fact, this process was developed following the
completion of research on SrS:Cu,F and SrS:Cu,Cl. The increased control of
dopant concentrations available with the "phosphor sandwich" technique will
allow much more consistent deposition of SrS:Cu,F and SrS:Cu,Cl than achiev-

able with the multisource evaporation technique. As a result, the "phosphor
sandwich" technique should be applied to SrS:Cu,F and SrS:Cu,Cl in an effort
to deposit better blue and green SrS:Cu phosphors.

3. Low-temperature processing of SrS:Cu,Cl: It is noticed that SrS:Cu ACTFEL
devices deposited with the "phosphor sandwich" technique and a KC1 flux dur-

ing SrS evaporation recrystallize to a much greater degree than devices de-

posited in the same manner, but without the KCI flux. This leads to the
conclusion that the incorporation of Cl from the KCI may lead to. a phosphor
that possesses a lower recrystallization temperature than pure SrS. This avenue

should be investigated as a means of depositing a blue phosphor with an RTA
temperature at or below 650°C in-an effort to develop a manufacturable process
for blue-emitting SrS:Cu.

4. Optimization of the (Sr,Ba)S:Cu,Na alloy system: The alloying of SrS:Cu,Na
and BaS:Cu,Na is demonstrated in this thesis to bean effective means of control-

ling the color spectrum of ACTFEL devices based on such a phosphor. Results
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from powder phosphors show that a small (<10 mol%) concentration of BaS
leads to a markedly increased efficiency over pure SrS. This result may translate

into an increase in the performance of ACTFEL devices based on such an alloy

as well, and should be investigated as a means of improving the performance
of SrS:Cu,Na. Incorporation of small amounts of Ba should not shift the color

of SrS:Cu,Na so much as to significantly shift the color away from saturated
green. The results of the evaporation of Sr0gBa01S pellets for this thesis show
that about 30 mol% BaS is incorporated into the phosphor film due to the pref-

erential evaporation of BaS in view of its lower evaporation temperature. As a
result, pellets of the approximate composition Sr0g7Ba003S should be fabricated

to generate films of the appropriate alloy composition.
5. The optimization of BaS:Cu,K: In view of the results with BaS:Cu,K, an effort

should be undertaken to optimize the Cu and K concentrations for maximum
luminance and efficiency in the red region of the spectrum. This effort can be
undertaken in the short-term with the fabrication of a set of undoped BaS pellets. This optimization should be performed in a manner akin to that employed

for the optimization of SrS:Cu,Na presented in Section 4.2.6. If it is deemed
impossible to achieve a saturated red color with this phosphor system, an alloy such as BaSSei_:Cu,K should be considered as a means of color-shifting
further into the red region of the spectrum.

6. Further investigation into the .SrSe:Cu ACTFEL phosphor: Considering the
low purity and small amount of the SrSe source material for the investigation of

SrSe:Cu, the results thus obtained are quite encouraging. In view of this, an effort should be undertaken to more seriously evaluate the potential of SrSe:Cu for

ACTFEL applications. This effort should include the acquisition or synthesis of

higher purity source material, along with a thorough investigation of coactiva-

tors and flux agents for this material. If high-luminance SrSe-based ACTFEL
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devices can be deposited, this phosphor could challenge SrS as a full-color ACT-

FEL phosphor host in view of its decreased recrystallization temperature.

7. Alkali halide coactivation of alkaline earth sulfides and selenides other than
SrS: The similarities between the alkaline earth sulfides and selenides are quite

numerous. As a result, the drastic performance increases achieved by coactiva-

tion of SrS:Cu with alkali halides may also be attainable with any of the other

alkaline earth sulfide or selenide phosphors. Compared to SrS, the remaining

alkaline earth sulfides are relatively unknown, and some excellent ACTFEL
phosphors may be amongst these. In addition, the alkaline earth selenides are
quite uncommon materials, and alkali halide coactivation of some of these corn-

pounds may produce some tantalizing results.

8. Investigation of the feasibility of telluride phosphors: Taking the next logical step in attempting to reduce the recrystallization temperature of ACTFEL
phosphors, the alkaline earth tellurides may provide an answer. With the periodic table trend of reduced melting point as one progresses down a column of the

periodic table, the recrystallization temperature of the alkaline earth tellurides
may. be quite depressed from that of the, alkaline earth sulfides. However, these

materials appear to be absolutely unexplored for phosphor applications, and

an attempt should be made to determine if there is a good reason for this. In
addition to the advantages in terms of reduced recrystallization temperature,
the instability of H2Te may mean that the alkaline earth tellurides will possess a
low moisture sensitivity. The only teliuride compounds of interest for ACTFEL

applications appear to be CaTe and SrTe, mainly due to bandgap concerns.
9. Optimization of the Mn concentration ofZn2GeO4:Mn: The results of the study
of Zn2 Ge04:Mn show that this phosphor is especially sensitive to the Mn con-

centration in terms of luminance and emciency. However, because this compound is typically deposited via RF sputtering, it is time and material consum-
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ing to perform concentration studies. As a result, the Mn concentration in this
phosphor should be optimized through different means. A possible solution is

the acquisition of an undoped Zn2 Ge04 target with Mn incorporation by the
deposition of thin layers of Mn, MnO, MnF2, or MnC12 to be RTA diffused into

the undoped Zn2GeO4:Mn phosphor. Then, once an optimum concentration
has been determined, an optimized film could be sent for analysis to determine

the Mn concentration in the phosphor film, and hence, a game plan for the
fabrication of Mn optimized Zn2GeO4:Mn sputtering targets could be realized.

10. Investigation of Zn2SiGei_O4:Mn: Several research groups have reported very

high-luminance, high-efficiency ACTFEL devices based on the alloy Zn2SiGei_O4:Mn. If these results are reliable, this phosphor should be investigated
in an effort to improve on previous results and to understand its operation. If ox-

ide ACTFEL phosphors typically operate in a similar manner to Zn2 Ge04:Mn,

there is still much to be learned about their operation. A concerted fabrication/characterization effort on this ACTFEL phosphor has the potential to pay
large dividends.

6.2.2

Recommendations for future ACTFEL characterization

The ability to fabricate ACTFEL devices for characterization projects allows for

the implementation of much more focused characterization projects. Specifically, the

effects of incorporation of many common impurities and coactivators can be studied

through the controlled addition of impurities and subsequent characterization. As a

result of this capability, there are fabrication/characterization projects that should
be investigated in the immediate future.

1. A rare earth activation study of CaS and BaS: The rare earth activation study

presented in Section 5.1 should be repeated for both CaS and BaS in order
to assess the potential of these phosphor materials for full-color phosphor ap-

plications. This may also be an appropriate experiment for the alkaline earth
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selenides to assess whether these materials are worth pursuing as full-color ACT-

FEL phosphor hosts.

2. "Thermal quenching" of SrS:Cu: The ability to fabricate ACTFEL devices of
any composition allows the investigation of the effects of a variety of coactivators

on the thermal quenching behavior of SrS:Cu. In this manner, the origins of
thermal quenching should be able to be pinpointed.

3. Static space charge in ACTFEL phosphors: Static space charge in

al1cIi

metal

coactivated SrS:Cu phosphors should be investigated by the means presented in
Section 5.2 to assess its importance in terms of the operation of these devices. In

addition, this may provide information linking sulfur vacancies to static space
charge.

6.2.3

Equipment

The goal of having a world-class ACTFEL phosphor characterization and fabrication research facility here at OSTJ is certainly

within

sight. To achieve this goal,

however, attention must be paid to the addition of some new equipment and the
enhancement of the current equipment. The availability of quality equipment can
certainly be a limiting fadtor when competing for research money with some of the

best-funded research universities in the nation. As a result, several new pieces of
equipment should be added to enhance the ACTFEL device fabrication process here
at OSU.
1. A BTO sputtering system: The biggest obstacle holding back the effort here at

OSU to deposit the brightest ACTFEL

devices in

the world is the top insulator

process. As discussed in Section 6.2.1, an improvement in the insulator process

to the level available to Planar or some of the other top ACTFEL phosphor labs
worldwide is critical to fabricating extremely high-luminance ACTFEL devices.

Probably the best insulator for ACTFEL applications yet identified is BTO
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due to its high dielectric constant and concomitant large breakdown field. A
sputtering system to allow the deposition of such an insulator could pay huge
dividends in the fabrication effort and the ability to investigation new phosphor

materials. A system for this application, however, should have a very large
cathode (>6") in order to uniformly and rapidly deposit a top insulator over
an ACTFEL sample. In addition, this system should have a moving substrate
to enhance uniformity and film density.
2. Optical thickness measurement: Another obstacle hindering the ACTFEL fabrication project is the availability of a reliable optical film thickness measurement

system. Currently, it is necessary to measure film thicknesses with a profilome-

ter, which requires exposure of unannealed phosphor films to the atmosphere
for longer than would be necessary if a phosphor thickness could be measured
following insulator deposition. Since moisture sensitive materials are most sensitive to moisture incorpoiation before annealing because this is the stage of the

process where the phosphor film, is most likely. to be underdense and contain

pores for. moisture to bind to, minim i7ation of atmospheric contact for unannealed phosphor materials is critical to their performance. Fortunately, most of

the equipment necessary to perform this measurement has been obtained, but
time must be spent implementing a reliable method for using this equipment to
measure thicknesses of stacked films.

In addition to the new equipment that should'be added, there are many pressing
needs for upgrading the existing equipment to athieve higher film quality. The existing

systems will be investigated on a system-by-system basis to accomplish the task of
identifying critical system upgrades.

Ellipsometer: The ellipsometer should be sent in to the manufacturer for a
complete rebuild and the installation of a new computer interface. The lack of
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a working effipsometer greatly hinders PECVD work due to its place as a rapid

feedback loop for the characterization of PECVD depositions.

E-beam evaporator: The e-beaxn evaporator could use several enhancements
that would be beneficial to its performance. The first and most expensive is the
acquisition of a newer model electron gun and power supply. The 1960's generation electronics in the electron-beam power supply produce excessive drift in the

electron gun emission current that often leads to difficulty in controlling evaporation rate. In addition, newer electron guns and power supplies are equipped

with the capability to raster the electron beam over the source material, and
hence, avoid changes in the evaporation distribution and characteristics with
changing source material geometry. Furthermore, a newer electron beam system in combination with a deposition rate controller may provide an extremely
controllable means of evaporating ACTFEL phosphor materials. In addition, a
cryopump should be considered for this system because of its high capacity for

the pumping of water vapor, which is the most troublesome species for ACTFEL phosphor deposition. Also, the addition of a sorption pump to this system
may help reduce residual water vapor levels inside the chamber.

RF sputtering system: The most pressing need for the RF sputtering system is
the acquisition of aturbomolecular pump to replace the current diffusion pump.

Turbomolecular pumps are the most versatile pumps for ACTFEL phosphor
deposition because they are the most reliable pumps for the pumping of sulfur-

based vapors. In addition, turbomolecular pumps are very clean because their
mechanics are completely sealed from the vacuum chamber.

PECVD system: The biggest need for the PECVD system is a new matching
network. The existing matching network is not reliable in terms of automatching the PECVD plasma. The addition of a reliable automatching network would

allow more consistent PECVD deposition because the drift in plasma charac-
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teristics during a deposition could be negated. In addition, the implementation
of a computer controller for this system would allow the deposition of inhomo-

geneous dielectrics for optical coating and ACTFEL insulator applications.

RTA: The RTA system should be fitted with a scrubber and gas tank containment cabinet to allow the annealing of samples in atmospheres of gases such as

H2S, methyl mercaptan, NH3, and N20. The loss of anionic species during the

annealing cycle can be counteracted through the annealing of sample in such
gases, necessitating theit 2Se for increased device performance.
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A. SYNTHESIS OF NITRIDE COMPOUNDS
Many of the nitride materials that are necessary for investigation of phosphor
properties are either prohibitively expensive, or cjifflcult to obtain. For these reasons,

it may be necessary to synthesize some of these materials from more common and/or

less expensive materials. This appendix is provided as a guide to synthesis of many
of these compounds in the simplest and safest method possible. To most effectively
follow these guidelines, the starting materials for nitride synthesis are generally pure
elements or their oxides, because these are generally the most available and affordable

forms of the elements. Furthermore, the byproducts of these elemental sources are
not typically hazardous. The entries in this appendix are organized alphabetically by
the most electronegative cation and provide the desired chemical reaction, synthesis
temperature, synthesis atmosphere, and references to the sources of this information.

Be3N2: Three techniques for synthesis of Be3N2 appear in the literature that
lead to The emanation of only non-toxic and non-corrosive gases. These tech-

niques all employ either Be or BeO as the starting material because these are

the most affordable and readily available sources of Be. The first technique
involves the mixture of stoichiometric amounts of C and BeO with subsequent
firing in a N2 atmosphere at

1400°C to drive the reaction [165]

6BeO + 3C + 2N2

1C 2Be3N2 + 3CO2.

(A.1)

The second method produces Be3 N2 by heating either Be or BeO powder to
1000°C in an NH3 atmosphere to drive one of the following reactions: [166]
3Be + 2NH3

3BeO± 2NH3

1OOC

Be3N2 + 3H2

(A.2)

Be3N2 + 3H20.

(A.3)

C3N4: The synthesis of C3N4 source material is not possible with conventional

high-temperature 'driven reactions. [167] Synthesis of this compound reported
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in the literature has always been conducted. via rf and/or microwave plasma
deposition of thin-films.

CaN: The synthesis of GaN should begin with either Ga metal or Ga2 03 as the

starting material because these are the most affordable and readily available
sources of Ga. Researchers have successfully synthesized GaN by heating Ga
metal to 1100°C in an NH3 atmosphere to drive the following reaction: [128]
2Ga + 2NH3

1C 2GaN + 3H2.

(A.4)

This reaction can be accelerated by the addition of ammonium carbonate which

provides gases that stir up the liquid metal and facilitate access to the nitriding
agent. [168]

Ge3N4: The synthesis of Ge3N4 should begin with either Ge metal or CeO2
because these are the most affordable and readily available forms sources of Ge.
The synthesis of Ge3N4 has been achieved by the an-imonolysis of both of these

compounds at 700° C. [104, 169] The reactions of interest are
3Ge + 4NH3
3GeO2 + 4NH3

Ge3N4 + 6H2

(A.5)

Ge3N4 + 6H20.

(A.6)

InN: The synthesis of InN has been performed through the ammonolysis of
'11203 at 620-630°C. [168] The reaction
'11203+ 2NH3

620O°C2

+ 3H20

(A.7)

should proceed to completion in about 4 hours when held at these temperatures.
P3N5: The preparation of P3N5 is in general more complex than the preparation

of most of the more common nitrides. One method for the synthesis of this
compound is via the ammonolysis of PCi3, [170]
3PC13 + 5NH3

-

850°C

P5 + 9HC1 + 3H2.

(A.8)
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Another method for the. nitridation of phosphorous is to convert the suiphide,

3P2S5 + 1ONH3 -+ 2P3N5 + 15H2S.

(A.9)

The first step in accomplishing this is to treat P2S5 powder in flowing NH3 in

a quartz tube for 2 hours. Next, the P2S5 is heated to 250°C in 30 minutes
while still under flowing NH3 and allowed to rest at that temperature for 4
hours. Then, with the NH3 stifi flowing, the temperature is raised to 600°C in
1.5 hours and held for 2 additional hours. Finally, the powder is allowed to cool

to room temperature and pulverized until the average particle size is <1mm.
The powder resulting from this pulverization is then heated in flowing NH3 to

900°C and held for several hours to complete the nitridation of phosphorous.
[171]

Sn3 N4: The synthesis of Sn3N4 by the ammonolysis of SnCI4 and subsequent

decomposition of the products has been reported. First, the ammonolysis of
SnCI4 is performed to yield
SnCI4 +

NH3 2!9

ShNC1 + 3HC1.

(A.10)

Zn3N2: The synthesis of Zn3N2 by the ammonolysis of Zn powder has been
reported. [172] This reaction is performed by reacting Zn powder with flowing
NH3 at 600° C,
3Zn + 2NH3

Zn3N2 + 3H2.

(A.11)
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B. SYNTHESIS OF SULFIDE COMPOUNDS
The importance of sulfide phosphor materials in the ACTFEL display industry

cannot be understated. However, some of the best sulfide ACTFEL phosphor hosts

are either unavailable in pure enough form, or are prohibitively expensive. As a
result, it may often be necessary to synthesize several of these compounds in-house

to achieve affordability and proper purity levels. This Appendix presents synthesis
techniques that have been successful for the most important of these compounds.
Ailcaline Earth Sulfides (CaS,SrS,BaS): The alkaline earth sulfides, especially
SrS, are generally quite expeusive to purchase from chemical companies. In addition,

CaS and BaS may not be available in phosphor grade purities. As a result, in-house
synthesis is often necessary to perform research with these ACTFEL phosphors. The

synthesis of these compounds is typically initiated from the alkaline earth carbonates because these are the most inexpensive and stable sources of the alkaline earth

elements. The sulfurization of the alkaline earth carbonates begins by the thermal
conversion of the carbonates to oxide. Then, sulfurization is initiated with the ad-

dition of H2S to the synthesis furnace at temperatures greater than 1000°C. The
chemical reaction for this is as follows:
AeCO3

?.!

AeO + CO2AeO + H2S

4

>1000°C

AeS+H20,

(B.1)

where Ae is Ca, Sr, or Ba.

Ln2S3: The sesquisulfides of the lanthanide series elements are typically prepared from the reaction of the corresponding sesquioxides with H2S or CS2. When the

sesquioxides are heated to temperatures in excess of 1100°C in an H2S atmosphere,
the reaction,

Ln203 + 3H2S -+ Ln2S3 + 3H20,

(B.2)

occurs where Ln represents any of the lanthanide series elements except for Pm and

Eu. This reaction must be performed at temperatures in excess of 1100° C

in

order
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to obtain oxygen-free samples. The time required to complete this reaction is on the
order of 24 hours.

The alternative method for synthesizing the sesquisuiphides of the lanthanide
series elements from their corresponding sesquioxides is by reaction with CS2. The
reaction of CS2 with the lanthanide series sesquioxides leads to both of the following
reactions,

Ln203(s) + 3CS2(g) -+

Ln2S3(s) + 3C0(g)

Ln203(s) + CS2(g) -*

Ln2S3(s) +

+ S2(g)

CO2(g),

(B.3)
(B.4)

of which the first is energetically favored. This method has several advantages over the

previous method in terms of temperature required and time of reaction. Generally,
the temperature range required for these reactions to proceed to completion is in the
range between 800°C and 1100°C.

